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PREFACE
The data presented in this dissertation derive from my posi
tion as excavator and ceramicist for the Tikal Sustaining Area
Project. That project began under the auspices and funding of the
Tikal Project supported by the University Museum of The University
of Pennsylvania. The longest field season of the project was spon
sored by the National Science Foundation, The subsequent field
session has been again funded by the Tikal Project. Support by the
University Museum and the University of Arizona enabled me to
complete the ceramic analysis during the summer of 1968. The time
for the completion of research and preparation of this dissertation
has been made available by a University of Arizona Predoctoral
Fellowship for 1968-69. Computer analysis was permitted by the free
computer time provided by The University of Arizona or doctoral dis
sertation research.
I owe special thanks to the Project Director, Dr. William A.
Haviland for the opportunity to work at Tikal, and use the data
derived therefrom for my doctoral dissertation. Without the advice,
support and approval of Dennis Puleston, Field Director of the Sus
taining Area Project, this study would be woefully incomplete. A
special note of thanks is extended to the Tikal Project, and especially
its director, Dr. William Coe, for financial support for a second
summer field season, during which the bulk of the ceramic analysis
iii

was completed. Other members of the Project's staff who offered
advice, gave useful data, and helped develop some of the ideas con
tained in the dissertation, include Lilita Bergs, Don Gallender, Jr.,
Ernestine Green, Olga Puleston, Peter Puleston, and Mike Witter.
Special credit must be given to Dr. William A. Longacre for
many of the ideas and the basic theoretical position behind the
research design of the test pitting program. Through his courses
at The University of Arizona I have been introduced to a special
viewpoint of archaeology, both methodologically and philosophically,
a point of view which is reflected in this dissertation. A deep debt
of gratitude is owed to Dr. Raymond H. Thompson, through whose
encouragement I first came to Arizona as a graduate student. His
cogent criticisms and revisions of the figures and tables he has
clarified much of the presentation. The recognition of his high
standards has served as an ever present spur. Thanks are also due
for his arranging of financial support from The University of Arizona
for the 1968 summer field season.
The computer aspect of the study has been primarily the work
of David P. Adam, Research Associate in the Department of Geochronology
of The University of Arizona.

He has been most generous with his

time and advice. Few other people can so quickly and clearly present
the problems and alternatives involved in any complex computer analy
sis, the programming of the data, and execution of the program were
entirely in his hands. Any misinterpretation of the results of the
analysis are entirely mine.
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I would especially like to thank Hazel Gillie, whose knowledge
of the stylistic requirements for the typing of dissertations has made
my job much easier. In addition to typing the dissertation and the
accompanying tables, she has graciously arranged both the eolation
and submission of the work despite her busy schedule.
Finally, I wish to thank the two persons who have been most
intimately connected with the preparation of this dissertation. It
xjas through Dr. T. Patrick Culbert, my Dissertation Director, that I
got my introduction to both the field aspect of Mesoamerican archae
ology, and to Tikal ceramics. His support for an introductory field
season at Tikal prepared the way for njy later ceramic studirs with
the Sustaining Area Project. He has been generous with his time,
funds, and most importantly, his advice. His thorough editing and
suggested revisions have improved the quality and readability of
the following study.
To my wife, Christine, my debt is especially deep. She has
constantly given advice and encouragement, especially in regard to
theory and structural organization. The ceramic attribute analysis
would not have been as thorough or complete without her suggestions.
The figures in the text are entirely her work, requiring long hours
at the drawing board and in the darkroom. Thus my debt is twofold.
Without her contributions, the study would have been more difficult,
less clear, and less rewarding.
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ABSTRACT
The relationship of a major Lowland Maya site to its sur
rounding region has been investigated at Tikal, Guatemala. The
preparation of cruciform-shaped settlement maps for portions of a
5>76 square kilometer area was followed by a program of excavation
within the mapped areas. In order to explore settlement dynamics
through time, mound groups in two of the mapped areas were sampled
using a stratified sampling technique. Hound groups were sampled by
test pits located off the backs and sides of structures. To ensure
maximum test pit dispersal, the areas sampled were broken down into
discrete geographical areas which were then randomly sampled. Addi
tional more intensive excavations were undertaken at several satel
lite sites and house mound groups within the peripheries of Tikal.
Excavations reveal that the earliest settlements in the area
began about 800 B.C. on high ridges scattered in the periphery of
Tikal. These small dispersed settlements were integrated through
small ridge-top ceremonial centers. The small communities grew
slowly in the next few hundred years, maintaining similar settlement
patterns. During the Late Preclassic (200 B.C.-A.D. 2!?0) the number
of such settlements increased, though all were still on relatively
high ground. New areas of settlement were probably begun. The
Early Classic period (A.D. 250-600) witnessed a growth in population
size. Initially the earlier settlement patterns persisted, with a
xii
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widespread bat dispersed settlement within the peripheral areas.
Many small, relatively independent communities were located within a
relatively restricted area. At some time during the later part of
the Early Classic (perhaps around A.D. li£0-!?00) there were drastic
changes in the structural organization of communities in the peri
phery of Tikal.

There is evidence of an increase in social strati

fication, and a tendency toward more compact settlement. Several
large areas of high, well drained land, excellent for milpa agricul
ture, were cleared of population.
During the Late Classic period the compact settlement became
even more compact with a "filling-in" tendency.

Continuous settle

ment around Tikal extended from some three and one half kilometers
north of the site center to six and one half kilometers south of the
center. During this period many large groups of range type struc
tures and small satellite sites were constructed in the peripheries,
especially to the north of Tikal. Following this high point of
population density and societal complexity, there was a drastic
d-epopulation, and eventual abandonment of the whole area. A small
and scattered reoccupation is indicated for the Middle or Late Postclassic.
Analysis of both technological and stylistic attributes of
ceramics from the peripheral areas sheds some light on settlement
relationships. Specialized production centers for both utilitarian
and fine decorated wares is indicated for the Late Classic period.
In terms of ceramic interaction of utilitarian wares, the area about

xiv

10 kilometers south of the site center is most markedly different.
In particular, monochrome red bowls seem to have been obtained from
different sources than those that produced the same form for the
other areas studied. The most homogeneous unit in utilitarian
ceramics is the area of Greater Tikal from 3.5 kilometers north to
6.3 kilometers south. A second but more gradual change in Utili
tarian ceramics comes at 3.5 kilometers north. The areas of change
coincide with vacant areas during the Late Classic period. Another
more homogeneous area consists of the last five and one half kilo
meters of the north brecha, which appears to be near a major produc
tion center for redware bowls and jars. Evidence from ceramic
distribution indicates a number of regional markets as well as a
possible Central Market or markets, supplied with ceramics by a
number of specialized production centers. The distribution of
ceramics and the settlement data tend to back the idea that Maya
sites were areas of fairly large population, demarcated from other
settlements in neighboring areas.

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The following study is concerned with the distribution and
nature of settlement in the periphery of the site of Tikal, Guatemala,
The explorations and excavations of the Tikal Project have provided
a large corpus of data on the evolution of one of the largest sites
in the Maya Lowland Area. One of the major problems of Maya archae
ology has been delimiting the nature of those amorphous conglomerates
of temples, palaces and small mounds that constitute a Maya site.
What was the population size of such sites? How were the various
clusters of temples, palaces, and residences interrelated?

What was

the social, economic, and political organization of such units? Can
boundaries be drawn about major population clusters, defining coherent
communities? These are some of the questions which will be discussed
in the following pages.
The Tikal Small Structure Program and the Tikal Sustaining
Area Project were organized in an attempt to answer some of the above
questions. The earlier Small Structure Program provided much data on
population distribution, organization, and dynamics within the arbi
trarily defined Tikal Site Map. The Sustaining Area Project extended
the scope of the earlier work to consider the problem of larger scale
regional settlement.
1

2

The present study involves two specific aspects of the Tikal
Sustaining Area Project: the test pitting program which provided much
of the data for interpretation of settlement distribution, and the
analysis of ceramics produced by all of the excavation programs of
the Project. Chapters 2 through 5 deal with the test pitting and
settlement distribution aspect, the remaining chapters, with the cer
amic analysis. Though these two sections are presented as somewhat
discrete entities, the interrelation of settlement and ceramic data
is evident throughout the work. The nature of the research design
presented in the first section has ramifications in the type of
ceramic analysis undertaken. Provenience is a most important aspect
of the ceramic data.
The initial section (Chapters 2 and 6) of each of the two
parts present historical background relevant for understanding the
present study. The third chapter deals with the specific research
program of the Sustaining Area Project, in particular the research
design of the test pitting program.

The fourth and fifth chapters

present the settlement distribution data and the synthesis and inter
pretation of settlement data. The ceramic chapters present the method
of analysis, and results and interpretation of the analysis. The
final chapter integrates the two sections, synthesizing and summariz
ing the data to show some aspects of settlement organization in the
peripheries of Tikal.
We are concerned not only with changes in settlement distri
bution through time, but also with understanding the nature of
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settlements. Our eventual goal is to both understand the social,
economic, and political structure of a major site and the surrounding
region, and also understand processes responsible for the observable
changes in such structuring.

CHAPTER 2
THE SETTLEMENT PATTERN BACKGROUND
The goals of the Tikal Sustaining Area Project included the
preparation of maps of areas of settlement in the peripheral areas of
the site of Tikal, Guatemala. Limited excavation within these mapped
areas would then enable some interpretation of settlement dynamics
and interrelationship among settlements in areas relatively remote
from the center of a major Classic Maya site. The Sustaining Area
Project has antecedents not only in the previous mapping and excava
tion programs in Central Tikal (Carr and Hazard 196lj Haviland 1963,
1965) but in much earlier programs of research. These earlier settle
ment pattern studies have been more than adequately summarized in a
number of recent publications, especially in the monograph by
Haviland (1966a). However, in order to more fully set the stage for
the research design presented in the current study, a brief review
is warranted.
Earlier Settlement Studies
Because we are concerned with the Lowland Maya area, only
those programs carried out in the area will be considered below.
However, the work done in other areas by Steward (1938) and Willey
(195>3) has had a strong impact on Maya settlement archaeology. We
can generalize and state that there have been two basic traditions
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of exploration involving Maya settlement studies. One tradition in
volves the intensive mapping and excavation of large and "important"
Maya centers, often involving large expenditures of time and money.
One immediately thinks of the large Carnegie Institution programs at
Copan, Uaxactun, and Mayapan, of the later work of the Middle American
Research Institute at Dzibilchaltun, and of the University of Pennsyl
vania Museum at Tikal.
On the other hand there has also been a tradition of smaller
scale, more problem oriented studies. These have been more numerous,
with more backing institutions associated. In recent years, this
type of program has been especially favored by the Peabody MuseumHarvard University Expeditions, Together, both these traditions have
added substantially to our fund of knowledge concerning the dynamics
of settlement growth and settlement interaction in the Maya Lowlands.
We can classify the earlier studies dealing with settlement pattern
into a series of overlapping periods, keeping the basic dichotomy
proposed above in mind.
The Early Period
The period from the 1890's up through the mid 1920's produced
little in the way of settlement pattern or house mound data. The
great number of small mounds dotting the lowlands was noted, and
their distribution occasionally mentioned, but there was no attempt
at detailed mapping. A few presumed domestic dwellings were excavated
more for curiosity's sake than for any other reason. Such excavations
were definitely subsidiary to the excavation of larger, more imposing
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temples, the recording of stelae, and the mapping of larger ceremonial
complexes. In some cases, apparently, smaller as well as some of the
larger mounds were unsystematically mined for artifacts (Haviland
1966a: 25>)« However, in most cases smaller structural remains were
simply ignored.
The Humble House Mound Period
This phase of investigation began in the late 1920's and con
tinued through the 1930's. During this period, a greater concern with
non-ceremonial construction emerged. The dominant view of Maya
society was of a fairly rigorously stratified society divided into
two basic strata, the aristocracy and a humble peasant group (often
regarded as of a slightly different ethnic group). The former group
resided in the larger palaces, and were concerned with calendric
ritual, ceremonies, administration, and other elite activities. In
contrast, the peasantry dwelt on the peripheries of the major sites
in "humble" houses (hence the name of this phase). A perhaps typical
view of this period appears in Wauchope's report on the excavation of
a sample of house structures from Uaxactun:
...this concentration on the main ruins of Maya cities...
has furnished us with the knowledge of only the very highest
social stratum, the priests and the chieftains, who always
form a very smkLl percentage of any population.... We know
very little of the great residue of the Maya, the people who
were numerous enough to provide the sheer manpower that made
possible the pyramids and palaces (Wauchope 193U: 113).
In congruence with the above viewpoint, we begin to find
studies of settlement distribution, concern with delimiting, or at
least estimating, population sizes for sites, as well as estimating
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means of supporting such a population. The classic example of a de
tailed study of this type is the settlement and Ancient Maya sustenance
programs of the Carnegie Institution's Uaxactun Program. For the
settlement investigation program, a cruciform area with arms 1600
meters long by 365 meters wide centered on the ceremonial heart of the
site was searched for structural remains. From this sample estimates
were made for the population of the postulated sustaining and support
area (Ricketson and Ricketson 1937). Concurrent with this study were
studies of the productivity of milpa agriculture at the Uaxcatun
milpa, as well as botanical studies. Finally, in order to sample nonelite structures, a total of five supposed house structures were ex
cavated by Wauchope (193U). Those excavated formed only two mound
groupings. No attempt was made to control temporal variation or
functional variation when estimating population density for the mapped
area. The function of the small mounds as house mound was an unchal
lenged assumption. The Ricketsons estimated that only 25 percent of
the structures were occupied at any one time. This figure was not
based on any empirical study of the mound groups themselves, but on
the necessity for sufficient land for support of the community through
milpa agriculture.
At about the same time, J. Eric Thompson was carrying on the
first studies involving the delimitation of broad regional settle
ment patterns (Thompson 193.1). Working in the more mountainous por
tions of central British Honduras, Thompson surveyed the variation
in structural types and clusterings of mound groups within a
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restricted geographical area. Instead of treating the isolated ruin
groups as independent entities, he sought to interpret them as func
tional parts of a larger territorial unit. Clusterings of mounds
included hamlet type residential areas, residential areas with some
specialized religious structures, and several small ceremonial centers
(equivalent to the later Sattelite Site classification). The problem
of contemporaneity of occupation was controlled to some extent. Ex
cavation of structures at several of the sites showed similar sequen
ces of construction and occupation. Function of the various defined
mound groups was not explicitly tested. Another weakness of the
program, besides incompleteness of excavation, was the unsystematic
definition of mound groupings. No thorough mapping was undertaken tolocate boundaries of clusters or relationships between groupings.
This contrasts with the more thorough but also much more limited
Ricketson survey.
In his Mountain Cow report, as well as in later and earlier
publication, Thompson also reiterated the two class society viewpoint
stressed previously. Thompson was concerned with revealing more fully
the patterns of everyday Maya life. His later work at San Jose,
British Honduras, was undertaken in an attempt to understand the
nature of the smaller ceremonial and residential centers more typical
of Classic Maya culture (Thompson 1939). One can see in the works
contrasted here, the differences in approach which were to become
more marked in the next decades. On one hand, there is the detailed
study of one site and its immediate vicinity, sampling a large
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percentage of certain classes of data within the context of a single
site. This approach may be contrasted with a smaller scale, more
problem oriented type of approach. Problems may involve regional
surveys, like the Mountain Cow survey, with more excavation, or exca
vation of smaller sites on a similar scale to the larger undertakings,
as at San Jose.
The Post-Viru Period
A gradual change in orientation may be seen in Lowland Mesoamerican archaeology during the immediately post-World War II period.
In part this may be due to the criticisms of Kluckhohn (19U0) and
Taylor (19U8). Another major stimulus which had a strong effect in
the 19J>0's was the work of the Viru Valley Project (Willey 195>3)•
True, there had been earlier settlement pattern type studies, such
as the Ricketson survey at Uaxactun. There had been mapping of a
river valley segment of settlement around the site of Copan in 191+3
(Longyear 1952). However, none of these projects had been the major
undertakings of their respective programs. None were even remotely
of the scale of the Viru Valley Project.
The early postwar work continued in the older tradition, but
on a smaller scale. Thus the work of the Coe's at Nohoch Ek in
British Honduras follows in its general plan and rationale the more
extensive work of Thompson at San Jose (Coe and Coe 1956). Again we
see the division into larger scale and problem oriented type of re
search. Increasingly the latter programs become concerned with
settlement pattern problems. Turning our attention first to the
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smaller scale programs we can concentrate on two of the major settle
ment pattern studies in the Maya Lowlands, Sanders survey of the
Chontalpa region (Sanders 1962, 1963), and V/illey's Belize Valley
Project (Willey et al 1965). Interestingly both were begun in 1953,
the same year as the publication of the Viru Valley Report.
In general, both projects were concerned with delimiting
settlement patterns in single large river valleys. The approach in
volved detailed and intensive mapping as well as excavation for both
projects — mapping and excavation on a much greater scale than in
earlier studies. However, there were basic differences in the methods
used by the projects. In the Chontalpa survey along the lower reaches
of the Geijalva River, a strip 10 by 30 km. was mapped (mapping tech
niques have not been presented, so accuracy is a question mark). The
mapped area included the three basic ecological areas within the
valley: flood plain, forested land, and savannah. The temporal as
pect as well as functional considerations could not be adequately
controlled, for there was little excavation in smaller structures,
only slightly more in "ceremonial" construction, with few surface
samples obtainable. The lack of temporal control in the reconstruc
tion of settlement patterns was explicitly recognized by Sanders.
Prom the data collected, Sanders abstracted four basic types
of settlement (perhaps with some debt to Billiard's I960 article).
These were the hamlet, small ceremonial center, district ceremonial
and elite residential center, and larger "regional" capital (such as
the nearby site of Comalcalco which was outside the mapped area).

Each type had several variants. Hamlets were equated with small kin
ship groupings, small ceremonial centers were seen as only slightly
more densely populated than hamlets, with each small mound housing
only a single nuclear family. Sanders thought that the population of
small ceremonial centers could well have consisted simply of the
family of the cacique, his household, and his retainers. The district
ceremonial center (of which there were five in the tested area) was
somewhat larger, with denser clustering of residential mounds in its
vicinity. At one of these sites, which was more intensively sampled,
an area of 2j?0.00 square meters was mapped. A total of 80 small
residential-type mounds were encountered, as well as the main group
with its temples, plaza, and palace type residence, and several
smaller ceremonial clusters. A total population of lj.00-5>00 people
was estimated for the mapped area. Assumptions involved in this in
terpretation included the assumption of residential function for all
small mounds, as well as contemporaneity of all mounds. The problem
of unrecognized house structures was recognized, for a test trenching
program was undertaken in areas between house mounds. (Haviland
^T966a7 erroneously regards these as test pits in house mounds, to
test for contemporaneity and length of occupation.) No new structures
were located in this manner. This is particularly a problem in the
Chontalpa, for excavation had revealed that house structures were
apparently not built on special platforms, as in most of the Maya
area, the mounds resulting instead from continuing occupation and
reconstruction at one location.
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In terms of political and economic organization, Sanders
arranged the sites in the area into a hierarchical ranking. At the
top would be the zonal "capital," like Comalcalco, the center of a
rather corapact(?) state. Below these centers would come the larger
district ceremonial centers, the residences of the local cacique.
The latter centers would control and depend on a number of smaller
ceremonial centers, with the associated hamlets of the latter forming
the bottom (and most numerous) stratum.
The Belize Valley Project also reflects the growing sophisti
cation of regional studies, bearing the stamp of G. R. Willey,
originator of the Viru Valley Program. In the words of the authors,
the problems to be investigated involved:
...the relationship of aboriginal occupation to natural
environments, the nature and function of buildings composing
habitation communities, and the form, size, and spacing of
these communities with reference to each other and to cere
monial centers. Fundamental to all of this is, of course,
the consideration of all of these problems in a chronologi
cal perspective (Willey et al 1965: 15)»
The research program involved the intensive mapping and test excava
tion of one site (Barton Ramie), plus additional mapping and some
testing in other areas of the Belize River Valley in north-central
British Honduras.
Given the above statement — how effective was the Belize
Valley Project in controlling the above factors in interpreting the
settlement pattern of the region? Perhaps best controlled were the
chronological relationships among structures at the site of Barton
Ramie. Of the total of 262 mounds mapped in the ramie clearings at
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the site, five were intensively excavated. Sixty more were test
trenched, giving a total sample of approximately 25 percent. There
was no formal stratification of mound groups for purposes of testing,
though different classes of mound groupings were recognized ordinary
(or single) house mounds, plazuela units consisting of three or more
structures around a raised plaza, and temple mounds.
The majority of the test trenches were in "ordinary" mounds,
but a few of the plazuela units were tested, and one ordinary mound
and one plazuela group were thoroughly excavated. No temple mounds
were directly tested. Again, there was no formal geographical strati
fication in choosing groups to be tested. However, an attempt was
made to spread test pits in all areas of the site, as well as to
sample the various types of topographical locations (levee bank,
flood plain, terrace edges, etc.).
Perhaps not as well controlled was the functional aspect of
settlement pattern. Only three mound groupings (involving five
structures) were thoroughly excavated, one "ordinary" mound, one
mound of the same general class having a small subsidiary mound, and
one plazuela group. All were interpreted as residential units. How
ever,, extrapolation of such results to all mound groups of the same
class is more hazardous, especially considering the sample size.
Test trenches in other structures were fairly small, testing only
the latest occupational debris, before cutting through floors into
fill situations. However, in the light of other, later programs it
is likely that a great majority of structures were indeed house
structures.

m
Greater problems are evident in regard to inter-site spacing
and inferences therefrom. The site of Barton Ramie itself was arbi
trarily delimited by the limits of cleared areas. Less intensive
surveying indicated a drop in mound density as one leaves the flood
plain and enters the rolling upland bordering the Valley. As Haviland
points out (1966b), no mapping and testing was done between sites in
the Valley, so that the assumption of a continuous strip type settle
ment along the river terraces is not adequately proven. Indeed, there
are some indications to the contrary. In the survey around the site
of Baking Pot, to the east, but still in the Valley, it was found
that the mounds "...diminish in numbers beyond a kilometer to a
kilometer and a half from the river although level alluvial ground
continues for over two kilometers from the river at this point"
(Willey et al 1965: 303). In addition, there is the possibility of
differences in relative density of settlement through time between
different areas in the Valley. Barton Ramie may be atypical, since
there are indications that the small temple group at the site may
have considerable antiquity.
The potentially distorting factor of "hidden" or undiscovered
house mounds was dealt with to a certain extent. Six tests that were
placed in flat areas between mounds showed no sign of residential
structures. These produced scant evidence even of occupational debris,
and no new structures.
From this data, the authors infer that occupation from the
earliest periods concentrated on the bottomland adjoining the river,

with the exception of the fact that major ceremonial centers were
often located on high ground overlooking the valley. All small mounds
not in the temple category are inferred to be domestic residences,
from the quantity of refuse around them, their humble nature(?), and
what Haviland (1966a) terms the principle of abundance. Changes are
seen in settlement distribution within the site from a small microhamlet type, with open spaces between to a strip type settlement.
In later periods community limits are by the inferred presence of
minor ceremonial centers approximately one kilometer apart. The
highest level of organization is the integration of smaller communi
ties in the support of larger major centers such as Benque Viejo and
Baking Pot some 10-15 kilometers apart. From the density of mounds
on the bottomland, cultivation of the major proportion of the maize
crop is assumed to have taken place on the wooded slopes adjoining
the valley, with possible use of bottomland for commercial production
of cacao and root crops, as well as for household plots. Population
of the cleared area is estimated at about 2,000 assuming 7.5 persons
per house. This figure is reduced for earlier periods, reaching only
500 for the Middle Preclassic initial occupation. This averages out
to a Late Classic density of about 1.00 persons per square kilometer.
From these figures a total valley population of about 2U,000 is es
timated for Late Classic, with some 6,000 in the Baking Pot district.
The latter district includes one major ceremonial center and at least
three minor centers.
Using these population figures, the authors estimate that a
sustaining area of about 630 square kilometers is necessary to

support the valley population.

This contrasts with the approximately

600 square kilometers of upland adjoining the valley. Using Bullard's
classification (see pp.303) the authors note the lack of clusters of
mounds in later periods, perhaps due to lack of topographical con
ditioning factors. Bullard's zones (50-100 mounds) are not distinquishable either:

only the districts are observable, but boundaries

of the latter are difficult to delimit. The authors suggest that
the hierarchical structuring of communities represents the hierarchi
cal structuring of Maya society, with the minor leaders residing in
or near the minor centers, and the "permanent" leaders in the major
centers. With such a type of socio-political structure the authors
see no possibility of a social gap developing between the aristocracy
and peasantry, a concept which had been a major factor in the earlier
Maya downfall arguments. Shifts in type of organization are seen
from an earlier more homogeneous and unstratified Middle Preclassic
population to a very class stratified society in Late Classic times.
There have been criticisms of the Belize Valley Project's
handling of the data as well as research design. Part of the criti
cism may be due to the differing emphasis in research. In terms of
the project's stated objectives, the project has produced a wealth
of information on settlement distribution in one major ecological
zone. Attempts were made at mound classification and site classifi
cation, and at interpreting the inter-relationships of these into
larger social groupings. Spatial and temporal inter-relationships in
one site are well documented. However, in attempting to change the

picture of Classic Maya social organization as rigorously stratified,
the authors may have overlooked the diversity in their data. There
seems to have been an emphasis on showing the presence of a relatively
prosperous peasantry. Thus, as Haviland (I966bs $92-593) stated:
There is an apparent architectural gradation between the
smallest and largest ruins, yet in the absence of thorough
excavation this must go largely unquantified. A certain
variability with regard to burial practices is also evident,
even given much standardization in positioning of corpses.
What might this mean in social terms? What about possible
correlations with differences of quantity and quality of
ceramics and other artifacts in occupation contexts? These
are important questions which are neglected here... More
excavations would probably be needed to secure adequate
samples of occupation debris as opposed to redeposited fill.
However, such extreme criticism seems to be somewhat unwarranted con
sidering the stated goals of the project. It is true that evidence
of internal stratification within the site of Barton Ramie has not
been emphasized. However, the ceramics report has not been completed,
so criticisms must be held in abeyance on that aspect of intra-site
distributional analysis. The criticism of uncontrolled inter-site
relationships is a more serious matter, since it points out a major
weakness in the project's approach.
Both the Chontalpa and the Belize Valley Surveys were followed
by smaller scale work in other areas by some of the authors. Sanders
studied settlement pattern in coastal Quintana Roo, contrasting
patterns at the Late Preclassic-Classic Maya site of Tancah, with
the Postclassic center of Tulum (Sanders I960). Many of the same
techniques were used as in the Chontalpa survey, but with more limited
mapping and testing. Only the center of the site zone of Tancah was
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investigated, showing a dispersed settlement pattern surrounding the
small center with its religious structures and possible elite resi
dences. Changes in settlement distribution within the site of Tancah
may indicate changing social organization. There may have been little
or no population residing near the ceremonial center in the Late
Formative and Early Classic. Later, the ceremonial center was moved
a short distance and rebuilt, with a heavier residential population
(possibly elite and retainers. This pattern continued through the
Middle and Late Classic.
Sanders also mapped and excavated at the nearby Postclassic
site of Tulum, a much more concentrated settlement having planned
streets, and surrounded by a wall. The site had been mapped and par
tially excavated (mainly the ceremonial structures) earlier by Lothrop
(192U). Sanders' excavations did not test the nature of small struc
tures, their function as house structures being assumed. Test
trenches in occupational debris indicated a very short occupation of
the site, perhaps about lj?0 years, indicating the probably contem
poraneity of most small structures. Again, trenching in areas with
no visible signs of occupation produced no additional structures.
With these parameters controlled, and the site neatly defined by the
surrounding wall, Sanders estimates a total population of only 500600, assuming contemporaneity of occupation. From the structural
remains as well as differences in associated ceramic assemblages,
Sanders infers strong social stratification. Stone palaces were
located, which Sanders feels were the residences of the militaristic
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ruling group.

Below this stratum was a large undifferentiated "pro

letariat."
Lothrop had mentioned a continuous settlement from Tancah to
Tulum (only two kilometers away), but Sanders found only scant evi
dence of this. In a later publication, however, Sanders does state
that there were residential clusters only a few hundred meters from
the ceremonial center at Tancah. A problem may be involved concerning
the ability to isolate communities in areas with a small dispersed
population. Sanders also surveyed settlement types in the rest of
Quintana Roo, isolating five "types of settlement in the area. One
is the vacant(?) ceremonial center type, such as Tanoah. A second
type is the isolated shrine (primarily Postclassic). The most common
type is the small fanning hamlet scattered widely over the country
side. A fourth rare type is the concentrated Tulum type pattern,
again restricted to the Postclassic. A fifth type, with only one
example, consists of a dispersed community around a small ceremonial
center, with walled house lots. There is a possibility that this
pattern is primarily Post-Conquest. The production of settlement
pattern data was not the primary focus for the exploration of other
sites in Quintana Roo, though small excavations and reconnaissance
were backed with surface survey in cut over milpas, and the cutting
of breccias to facilitate survey. Detailed settlement pattern analy
sis was thus not possible, considering the variables left uncon
trolled.
The other survey produced settlement data on the area of our
prime concern, the northeastern Peten in Guatemala. The survey by
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Bullard (I960) was a spin-off from the Belize Valley project, being a
pioneering survey of broad settlement patterns on a regional basis,
rather than on the more restricted scale of the work of the 1930's.
Bullard1s survey was extensive rather than intensive, the prime ob
jective being to survey settlement patterns and distribution between
major sites, relating variation to distance from the center of the
sites and natural ecological features. Bullard traveled along mule
trails criss-crossing the area. The northeast Peten can be considered
a definite ecological zone — an area of wooded upland interspersed
with about equal amounts of low swampy bajo, with no savannahs or wide
river flood plains as in the Belize and Lower Grijalva Rivers. House
mound clusters and other types of structures were noted whenever they
were seen from the trail. In addition Bullard stopped along the
trail and made surveys of special types of terrain. Settlements in
these areas were mapped using compass traverses. In addition, more
intensive surveying was done at two areas around Lake Yaxha and at
the site of Dos Aguadas.
Three major types of structural remains were defined:

house

ruins, minor ceremonial centers, and major ceremonial centers
(Bullard1s formulation being the first appearing in print) Function
was generally inferred from form, composition, and size of mound
groupings, as well as the "principle of abundance" for the small house
mounds. Very little excavation was undertaken to test the classifi
cations. Other features noted included unusual mound groups, chultuns, quatries, artificial aguadas, plus two unique items, a well

and a flint working site. In interpreting the settlement distribution
Bullard recognized the hidden house mound problem, a factor which he
could not control due to limited excavation. However, Bullard states
his belief that "...comparatively few ancient houses leave no surface
trace at all, and that in most types of terrain the probably location
of these can be predicted" (Bullard I960: 359)..
House ruins showed a great deal of variability, although most
of them were of the plazuela type. Some had masonry walls with vaults,
others probably were entirely of pole and thatch. Minor Ceremonial
Centers were defined as being appreciably larger than house ruins,
but smaller than Major Ceremonial Centers.

Minor Ceremonial Centers

usually consist of one or more temples and lower buildings (some
range type) arranged around several plazas. Such groups lack stelae,
altars, and ball courts.

Major Ceremonial Centers also vary in size,

but have stelae, altars and ball courts, plus larger and more complex
construction.
Scant attempt was made to control the chronological factor in
interpreting settlement patterning. Sherd collections from a few
test pits plus tree falls and animal burrows indicated some Late
Formative occupation, with the major occupation in the Classic Period
(A.D. 300-900).

No further temporal refinement was possible.

Bullard did realize this weakness in his survey, a major weakness it
seems, as shown by the results of the Tikal Sustaining Area Project,
which noted marked changes in settlement patterning through time.
In discussing factors conditioning settlement distribution, major
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emphasis is given to the natural ecological factors of water supply,
well drained level ground for residences, and the accessibility of
good milpa land. All these factors in concatenation produced a dis
persed pattern.
Bullard noted the densest concentrations of mounds on high
ground adjoining bajos, near aguadas, along stream beds, and along
river flatlands. In general gentle ridge and hilltops were preferred
settlement localities, with no evidence of occupation in bajos. "In
sum, the distribution of settlement appears conditioned principally
by the occurrence of sufficiently large tracts of well-drained rela
tively level terrain within a kilometer or so of a water source"
(Bullard 1?60: 36U-365)*

Test survey of a 200 meter by 2!?00 meter

strip near Pos Aquadas produced 37 ruin groupings totaling some 89
mounds. This would give a population density of 2300 per square mile,
estimating five persons per structure.
Using the data collected in his survey Bullard provides a
model for the integration of the various settlement types. The lowest
mode of this hierarchical arrangement is the plazuela unit of two or
more small mounds. These are inferred to be the residences of ex
tended families, termed households. These cluster in house ruin
"areas".

Bullard recognizes three types of units involving ruin

"areas," minor, and major ceremonial centers. A cluster is an aggre
gation of households (5-12) in an area of 200-300 meters square.

Such

groups are often separated by landscape features, but sometimes merge.
Such clusters often have a larger mound or small shrine. Bullard

infers these to be the remains of small hamlets with some communityused buildings, "...the size of the groupings suggest occupation by
a kinship group" (Bullard I960: 367).
Above the hamlet level comes the zone, a unit Bullard believes
to be comparable to a dispersed township. The major distinguishing
feature of the zone is the presence of a minor ceremonial center.
These are generally associated with 50-100 households, serving as
the ceremonial center for these clusters. An area of one square kilo
meter is estimated for each zone, such zones being either geographi
cally isolated, or merged with other zones. The largest unit defined
is the district, incorporating a number of zones and their minor
ceremonial centers, as well as one major ceremonial center. Abundant
house ruins are not necessarily associated with the latter type.
Bullard estimates that northeastern Peten districts tend to cover
about 100 square kilometers. He leaves open the possibility of even
larger groupings with the capitals being the largest ceremonial cen
ters, such as Tikal. Concerning the distribution of social classes
within districts, Bullard feels that while some members of the elite
class were probably full time residents in the major ceremonial
centers, some probably were scattered throughout the district
"...perhaps as a sort of rural nobility" (Bullard I960: 369).
As a pioneering survey in a major ecological zone, Bullard's
study marked a point of departure for later investigations. Bullard
realized the problems inherent in leaving uncontrolled temporal and
functional aspects affecting settlement distribution. As he
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recommended, his settlement typology has provided a beginning point
for further refinement. Bullard saw the need for expanded effort in
extensive mapping and excavation of zones as well as districts. He
also saw the need for "...test excavation (which) could show whether
the apparent coalescence of settlement between Maya communities was
also the result of expansion due to population growth" (Bullard I960:
370).
While the problem oriented smaller programs have been exten
sively concerned with settlement pattern data, larger scale programs
at major sites have also incorporated site mapping and small mound
excavation as part of their programs. A transitional stage may be
seen in the history of the Carnegie Institution's last major dig at
Mayapan. A thorough plane table and alidade map was prepared for the
whole area within the surrounding wall, as well as some of the struc
tures outside the wall. This mapping was easier than a comparable
scale mapping project in the Peten because of the absence of the dense
jun&Le cover, as well as the limited area of the site. Of the li,llj.0
structures within the wall, or just outside, approximately one-half
or about 2,000 were considered to have a residential function. As
A. Ledyard Smith states, "At the beginning of the survey by Rupert
and the author there was no set plan for excavation in secular build
ings except to keep it down to a minimum" (Pollock et al 1962: 185).
The first excavations in such structures were undertaken only where
it was obvious that caches and burials would be found. Later excava
tions were concentrated on certain problems such as function, distri
bution of architectural types, etc.

Buildings were classified as to

function, but the major part of testing was concerned with giving
temporal placement of structural types rather than with proving or
disproving inferences of function based primarily on architectural
considerations of form, size, and internal features. The necessity
for control of temporal variation in order to understand community
patterning does not seem to have been regarded as a problem. Only
two ceramic periods were delimited, however, almost all of the resi
dential construction tested dating to the later phase.
Views of Maya society reflect the views of the earlier period.
Thus we see the old dichotomy between elite and non-elite. Greater
variation is seen within this framework. For example, Smith refers
to the occupation of the site by people having a variety of roles and
statuses including "...lords, their families, the high priests, lesser
officials, servants, merchants, and mercenaries..." (Pollock et al
1962: 266). Yet in the discussion of types of dwellings and their
functions, the two major subdivisions are headed "dwellings of the
poor or unimportant" and "dwellings of the wealthy or important"
respectively. No attempt was made to correlate classes of artifacts
or differential distribution of the latter with structures of varying
functions, or inferred social status of residents (though the analysis
of the ceramics by R. E. Smith has yet to be published).
The second large scale excavation of a major northern Yucatan
site is, the Middle American Research Institute's Dzibilchaltun
Program. The results of the program and research strategies have not
been published in great detail, but several long preliminary reports
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are available (Andrews 1961, 1962, 1965). A settlement pattern survey
of the area surrounding the ceremonial center of the site was an
important part of the undertaking.

A plane table and alidade map was

prepared of the approximately 20 square kilometer archaeological zone.
The exact criteria used in delimiting the site zone have not been
revealed. Is there, for example, a drop off in mound density outside
this area? In the mapped zone over 8500 structures were encountered.
However, within this area there are several obvious clusterings of
residential mounds as well as smaller ceremonial centers. Andrews
apparently regards a i|8 square kilometer area as the site of
Dzibilchaltun. There have been objections, however; "...one has the
impression that he has considered as a single site what in reality is
a segment of regional settlement that includes ceremonial precincts,
elite residential complexes, and rural settlements" (Sanders and
Price 1968: 160).
Of the 8526 structures in the zone, over 70 percent are low
platforms without superstructures, assumed to be residences of pole
and thatch construction.

Of the remainder, 20 percent are variants

of stone walled single room structures. The latter range from stone
walled, thatch roofed structures to beam and mortar roofed and stone
vaulted constructions. In order to estimate size and density of
population, over 600 structures were tested in an intensive test
pitting program. The criteria used in selecting the mounds to be
tested remain unstated. One wonders of there was the same type of
informal stratification by house type and geographical and
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topographical location we have seen for the Belze Valley Project. As
in the latter program, changes through time in settlement dispersion
and density were noted, though Andrews notes that "details emerge only
with intensive excavation" (Andrews 1965: 86). About 85 percent of
the construction tested dated to the Early II (perhaps Tepeu I and II
equivalent) or Pure Florescent (possibly Tepeu II-III+) phases.
Apparently no attempt was made to control the functional aspect by
more complete excavation of a large sample of structures for each of
the defined classes. The problem of hidden house mounds is recognized
by Andrews. However, no tests were made to check out such a possi
bility. Instead Andrews assumes that a large number of small struc
tures are now hidden, estimating that 35-100 percent must be added
to the number of low structureless house mound platforms. Such an
assumption is based on the fact that one quarter of the masonry walled
structures were built on no observable platform. Extrapolating from
these to the much more numerous structureless platforms:
...one could assume that a substantial portion of the popu
lation dwelt in perishable platformless structures which left
no trace. Such factors will always be difficult to assess.
We feel, however, that one must much more than double the
number of house units plotted on the map in estimating the
total for the period, i.e. in excess of 50,00 or 1,000 per
km2 for the zone as a whole (Andrews 1965: 37).
Using an estimate of five persons per house, Andrews estimates
a total population of 250,000 for the archaeological zone. He would
reduce this estimate by not assuming contemporaneity of all structures
dated to the same ceramic phase. However, in an article in the same
volume, Kurjack (1965) through study of a modern settlement in the
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archaeological zone, questions some of the assumptions that Andrews
makes in the above population estimate. Most of the buildings in the
modern village Chablekal are of wattle and daub, resting on masonry
foundations. The latter feature is necessitated by the dampness of
the climate. The woodwork supports of the roof and the walls them
selves must be kept high and dry to prevent rotting. Platforms also
serve to retain the earth floors. Such foundations would not be neces
sary in masonry construction. Thus the original count of small plat
forms may indeed give a much closer estimation of actual population
size at any one point in time. The Chablekal survey also indicated
that few structures in the village were left abandoned at any one
time. However, another possible downward population revision might
be indicated, for a census revealed that there were only an average
of 2.U persons per structure in modern Chablekal, rather than the five
of Andrews' population estimate. Here we run into the problem of
possible changes in family size due to the efforts of Spanish mis
sionaries to break up extended families.
The main impetus behind the Dzibilchaltun settlement pattern
program seems to have been to prove that at least some Lowland Maya
sites did have a dense "urban" type of settlement pattern. Though
Andrews sees the site as populated by a large number of specialists,
as was Mayapan, the only evidence adduced in support is the variation
in the architectural remains themselves. Whether the attempt to
clarify the nature of the population will be attempted through the
analysis of artifacts and their differential distribution remains to

be seen. The other line of evidence supporting the presence of a
large number of part or full time specialists involves the inability
of milpa agriculture to support the large assumed population, in the
area available for agriculture near the site.
Two major research projects have been carried out by the
Peabody Museum-Harvard University staffs since the completion of the
Belize Valley Project. The program at Altar de Sacrificios has as
yet produced little published settlement pattern data.

The site of

Altar de Sacrificios is located on raised ground near the confluence
of the Pasion and Salinas Rivers. The heart of the ceremonial center
is approximately 300-500 meters, the north edge being bordered by the
Rio Pasion, the south by an arroyo. No small mound groups were found
in survey to the south of the latter arroyo (Willey et al i960). To
the west there is a dense concentration of small probably house mounds
for 300-l|00 meters, with mound density then dropping off, as lower
ground is reached. Another cluster of small mounds was located on
the opposite side of the Pasion, and slightly downstream.
A total of I4.0 small mounds were tested during the course of
the project, though their location in relation to the ceremonial cen
ter has not been documented. All of these excavations were either
two meter by 1.5, or two meter square test pits excavated in small
mounds. These were mainly to check occupation and construction dating.
Apparently no mounds were fully excavated to determine function.
Excavations were concentrated in temples and palaces in the cere
monial center itself, for the project was not particularly concerned

with matters of settlement pattern or site definition. Major cere
monial construction dates as early as the San Felix phase (equivalent
to Mamon at Uaxactun) and continues strongly through the earlier
part of the early Classic. After a hiatus in ceremonial construction,
there is a later Late Classic resurgence in construction (Tepeu II
equivalent?) followed by a period of only minor crude construction.
The latter phase (Jimba) is also marked by the overwhelming preponder
ance of fine paste ceramics, both in fancier and in household wares.
Adams and Willey (Coe 196U) see this as the result of an invasion of
the site by a non-Maya, or at least a non-Classic Maya group from
lowland Chiapas or Tabasco.

The settlement occupation also reflects

this pattern, with two main periods of major occupation being de
limited, one in the Late Preclassic-Protoclassic (Plancha and Salinas)
and another in Late Classic (Boca). All mounds tested showed some
Boca phase occupation. Apparently population gradually built up to
peaks through several periods, then drastically declined. The Jimba
period shows a marked population reduction, with no house architecture
being located, but rather an occupation on top of existing mounds
indicated.
A more thorough program of settlement investigation in the
immediate area of a major site has been undertaken at the site of
Seibal. The program has been compared to the work of Haviland in
small structure investigation around the site of Tikal (Tourtellot
personal communication). Apparently the central area has been mapped
using transit and plane table and alidade, while peripheral areas
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were sampled using a systematic interval sampling technique. Purpose
of the program is to define the limits of the site, test the inferred
function of smaller structures, and the definition of community
structure through analysis of classes of artifacts, their contexts
and differential distribution. Temporal control of settlement pattern
is another major consideration.
Only structures in the central more thoroughly mapped zone
were excavated, though sherd samples from treefalls in the peripheral
area were collected whenever observed. The possibility of hidden
housemounds was investigated by trenching in likely areas. Prelimi
nary results indicate that the site has an area of about two kilo
meters east-west by three kilometers north-south. The north and west
boundaries were delimited by changes in topography, though a few small
structures were scattered on low rises beyond the site limits defined.
Single temple units are scattered in the dense habitation clusters —
there are interpreted as local shrines or hamlet-integrating community
structures.
Excavation in 1+3 structures in peripheral areas shows a 98
percent occupation and/or construction in the Late Classic .Bayal phase
(Tepeu III equivalent), with evidence of a rather heavy Late Preclassic
occupation. The latter has produced no architecture. Surface col
lected material on the peripheries of the site is more heavily Pre
classic. Sixty percent of the structures were inferred to be domestic
residences on the basis of excavation, with other structures in the
plazuela units being domestic adjuncts, such as kitchens and shrines.
There was a continuum from small to large structures, although all

residential constructions had benches. Kitchen structures were found
off the corners of patios, their function being inferred from their
small size, lack of benches, and presence of domestic food prepara
tion refuse — broken cooking and storage vessels, manos and metates,
as well as quantities of carbon and ash. Tourtellot estimates that
there was insufficient land for full scale milpa agriculture in the
areas between mound groups, since the latter area is often bajoish,
or too steep. The maps are regarded as fairly accurately reflective
of the structuring of habitation areas at Seibal, with the possibility
of missing up to 50 percent of the ancilliary structures. Population
dynamics could not be charted due to the one major occupation of
structures at the site. A population density of 100 persons per
square kilometer is estimated (192 probable residential structures
occur in the central area) using a figure of 5.6 persons per resi
dential structure. A total population of 3,000 is estimated for the
Late Classic maximum, with a more tentative estimate of 1000 for the
Late Preclassic occupation. Apparently no surveying was done in the
district around the site to place the site in its context within the
regional settlement distribution.
The Tikal Project
An early and important part of the excavational program at
the site of Tikal, Guatemala, was an intensive study of small struc
tures. The latter term was used in order not to prejudge

function

of the many smaller mounds scattered in and around the major cere
monial and range type construction. A major part of the program

involved the preparation of a map of the central part of the site.
Because there seemed to be no definable limit to the distribution of
mounds, an area of 16 square kilometers was arbitrarily chosen, cen
tering

on the Great Plaza in the heart of the ceremonial district.

Within this area, the central nine square kilometers was mapped using
plane table, alidade, and transit, while the peripheral seven square
kilometers was mapped using a Brunton compass (and thus was not as
accurately surveyed). To the east and west, settlement was delimited
by large areas of swampy bajo, while no such limitation could be
detected to the north or south (Garr and Hazard 1961).

Clustering

of small mounds and mound groups, while seen by Sanders (1963) as a
reflection of hamlet type organization, is regarded by Haviland as a
function of topographical factors. A total of over 3000 structures
were mapped in the 16 square kilometer area, of which only 300 may be
classified as major palaces, temples, or ball courts.
Even before completion of the Tikal site map, a program of
excavation in selected small structures had been initiated. The
objectives of the program have been outlined by Haviland (1965: 15)
as the following:
"...first to estimate the size of the population living at
Tikal; the second to seek information pertaining to daily
subsistence; the third to learn the nature of the social
structure of Tikal. Finally, it was hoped that analysis
of household remains would show whether or not a great
social gulf separated the bulk of the population from those
directly responsible for the ceremonial activities at Tikal.
Thus, in addition to the more thorough and larger scale intensive
mapping, an attempt was made to give both temporal and functional

controls to an analysis of settlement pattern around one major center.
Again, selection of mounds was not randomized or rigorously stratified
to control other factors. A total of 117 structures were excavated
of which 13 were completely stripped. The rest were tested by axial
trenching supplemented by selective trenching to fill in certain de
tails of architecture, or collect larger trash samples. The latter
type of excavation serves well for providing data on sequences of
construction, but serves less well for the definition of function.
Of the total sample of 117, bS were excavated in a strip running 1.2
kilometers northeast of the Great Plaza. Thirty-three others were
grouped about one kilometer east of the Great Plaza, with the rest
(39) being scattered about the central portion of the site. Thus
there was some informal stratification of the sample, with a range of
structural types being investigated as well as a geographically dis
persed sample.
Results of the program are of special interest in comparison
with earlier settlement pattern surveys in the Maya area. Of the 117
structures tested only 92 (80$) were identified as houses. Such
identification was based upon architectural criteria, burials of a
type differing from those in ceremonial construction, the presence
of household midden deposits containing large numbers of broken ves
sels of one period, bone (rare), ash and large quantities of carbon,
figurines, and tools or tool fragments. Another, although negative,
piece of evidence was the lack of certain evidence of ceremonial use
(cached offerings, altars, stalae, etc.)«

These houses showed a great

variety in size number of structures in the predominant plazuela
groups, as well as in construction. Some were small low platforms,
others had masonry walls (partial or whole), others had the latter
feature plus vaulted roofs. This variation is interpreted by Haviland
as reflecting internal social differentiation within Lowland Maya
society, including probable social classes.
Non-residential constructions included kitchens (based upon
small size, presence of ash or charcoal, and cooking type pottery),
and small temple or shrines.

All of these were domestic adjuncts

located within plazuela units. Kitchens were located off the backs
and ends of structures.

Household shrines were found in larger

groups, usually being small square structures located on the east
sides of plazas. (Such groups were first noted by Thompson in his
Mountain Cow report of 193.1 and have also been noted at Seibal.) In
many of the mound groups one of the structures is larger, with better
quality pottery and artifacts found on the living surfaces, and often
containing richer dedicatory burials. Haviland interprets this as
the residence of the senior family in an extended family.

Such a

definition expands the standard interpretation of the nature of
plazuela units.

Often this structure is earliest, with smaller

structures added at a late date, perhaps as offspring matured and
married. In addition, certain clusters of plazuela type houses are
associated with a possible special function structure (either a temple
or a range type structure). Haviland infers that these may be clan
groupings, with a specialized structure for clan ceremonies (Haviland

1968).

Haviland recognizes three factors which have to be controlled
in estimating population size and density; map accuracy, contempora
neity of mapped structures, and function of such structures. The
first factor was not controlled in the initial research design. A
later sub-project directed by Bennett Bronson, Jr. sought to determine
the presence and quantity of hidden structures. Large selected areas
showing no surface features, but on good terrain for houses, were
checkerboarded with test pits. The results of this survey have not
yet been published. "Digging...has revealed considerable evidence of
human occupation in the way of quarries, disturbed living refuse,
chultans, as well as small habitation mounds of such simple makeup as
to leave little to no surface sign of them today" (Coe 1967: 107).
The actual number of small structures encountered is not great, how
ever.
Haviland regards the Tikal site map as only an approximation
of the site at its Late Classic population peak. Of the 111 features
investigated, four were found to be natural features, with ten more
structures being located in the course of excavation. Of these 117
structures 11 were found to date to periods earlier than the Late
Classic Imix phase. Thus 106 of the structures (9$%) were in use or
constructed within a one hundred and fifty year period. All struc
tures appearing on the site map date to the Imix period. Investiga
tion of small structure function indicated that 17 of the 117
structures (16.5$) were not houses, but residential adjuncts. Appar
ently all plazuela units contain at least one residential structure,
however.

Extrapolating from the above figures, Haviland estimates that
about 1UU5> of the structures in the central nine square kilometer area
were houses, excluding temples, large palaces, and other ceremonial
construction. Postulating a family size of £.6 residents per house
(a standard figure for Yucatan derived from census data) a total
population of 8100 is estimated. Adding in the estimated population
from the surrounding more hastily mapped seven square kilometers, a
total population of nearly 11,000 is derived for the 16 square kilo
meter map. This assumes contemporaneity of occupation for all house
mounds dating to the Imix period. However, if, as current research
tends to indicate, most of the major palaces were true residences,
then this figure must be increased still further.
Social differentiation is also reflected in the house struc
tures. The variety in house size, architectural type, and complexity,
plus the presence of special function buildings, such as kitchens and
shrines is interpreted as "a reflection of a social continuum between
rich and poor (excepting a likely ruling class), probably with con
siderable social mobility. This is just what one would expect in a
settlement including many specialists, such as traders, artisans,
administrators, clerks, and weavers" (Haviland 1966a: 32). These
inferences are in part derived from excavation data as well as gross
inspection of the site map. There are differences in ceramic assem
blages between ceremonial centers, larger and smaller house groupings,
as well as architectural differences.

Burials also reflect this

pattern. "In general, abundance and variety of artifacts tend to

increase in groups of large structures, decrease in groups of smaller
structures" (Havlland 1965: 23). Thus far only preliminary reports
have been published, so the quantification of data leading to such
inferences has not been presented.
Specialization is inferred not only from finished products of
elite and ceremonial use, such as stalae, wooden objects, carved
lintels, fancy painted polychrome pottery, etc. but also from scat
tered evidence of the manufacturing process. Sources of flint have
been found in the Tikal area, and the distribution of flint artifacts
and chipping debitage in refuse is definitely non-random. One pos
sible obsidian working area was located while clearing for an extension
of the air field, and a possible ceramic producing area was also
located nearby. Trade specialists are inferred from the quantity of
obviously imported items, such as manos, metates, and obsidian from
the Highlands, shells and marine material from both Atlantic and
Pacific sources, trade pottery, etc. Though the evidence for large
and scale long distance trading is impressive, the number of people
engaged in trade or being full time specialists is open to question.
Haviland infers that the majority of the residents at Tikal were in
volved in non-farming activity at least part time because of the lack
of space for milpa type agriculture within the site limits. Haviland
has also used the data on stature of burials at Tikal to indicate
that there were definite social classes at Late Classic Tikal, as
well as earlier, with larger, longer lived individuals being found
in tombs, as opposed to smaller individuals in burials in the house:
mounds (Haviland 1967).

Certain problems arose in the course of the above program.
For one, population of the site could not be accurately estimated as
long as no limit to the site could be found to the north and south.
There was the question that perhaps such boundaries could not be
delimited. The problem of food supply for the resident population
also had to be considered. Since there was no space in Central Tikal
for large scale milpa agriculture, an area outside the mapped area
had to be examined to see if a sustaining area could be delimited
(Satterthwaite 1951) that had large tracts of less densely occupied
land under the control of the site. The question of sustaining area
also had ramifications for the nature of specialists at Tikal. If
there were large vacant areas close to the site center, it would be
possible for the residents to walk daily from their houses to prac
tice full time milpa agriculture, and thus a great number of full
time specialists need not be inferred. However, if the surrounding
terrain also had a fairly dense population, then either the Maya
relied on other than milpa agriculture (see Bronson 1966j Puleston
1968), or else the possibility of a great number of full time special
ists, either in production of items for trade or as retainers and
religious specialists would be greatly enhanced. There was also the
question of the number of sattelite sites (Billiard1 s minor centers)
in the sustaining area, and the relationship of such sites both
politically and economically, to the major site of Tikal. Another
question was the actual size of the sustaining area, if one could be
delimited, and its spacing in regard to nearby larger and smaller

sites such as Uaxactun (2h kilometers away), Jimbal (13 kilometers
away), and Nakum (30 kilometers away). In order to at least begin
to answer some of these questions, considering the site of Tikal
within its larger regional setting, the Tikal Sustaining Area Project
was initiated.

CHAPTER 3
THE TIKAL SUSTAINING AREA PROJECT
The Tikal Sustaining Area Project was initiated in an attempt
to provide data on some of the problems of regional settlement outlined
in the previous chapter. Of primary concern was the problem of
settlement density and distribution of settlement types in the area
around Tikal not mapped in the 16 square kilometer site map. As im
plied by its title, the project was interested in defining a sustain
ing area; an area of limited or no occupation which could have
provided the food to support the assumed dense and heavily specialized
population at the center of Tikal (assuming also that there was a
major reliance on corn and associated crops grown by a system of
slash-and-burn agriculture). The nature of settlement in the peri
pheral areas, the interrelationships among these settlements, and
their relations in turn with Tikal and surrounding major centers, were
all core problems to be investigated.
Methods
The first problem faced by the project staff was the delimi
tation of the area to be investigated. Given our knowledge of
regional settlements and topography, any unit selected had to be
arbitrary. The universe selected for sampling was the Tikal National
Park, an area some 2U kilometers on a side, centered on the Great
111

Plaza of Central Tikal. The area is slightly larger than the 10 kilo
meter radius area defined as the largest settlement unit, the district,
by Bullard (Bullard I960), the larger size being helpful since Tikal
is a much larger ceremonial center than most major centers. In rela
tionship to other major centers, the Park area extends almost twothirds of the distance to the major center of Uaxactan, and about half
way to the sites of Nakum to the southeast, Holmul, to the east-north
east. To the west no major centers have been discovered for a very
long distance. An additional advantage of using the National Park as
the survey area, was the relatively greater ease in mapping. Four
brechas, or trails, had been plotted and cut, using a transit, from
the center of the Main Plaza to the edges of the National Park, ex
tending outward in the cardinal directions, based on magnetic north.
Within this area maps based on aerial photographs showed that
about one-half of the terrain consisted of bajo, an average percentage
for the northeastern Peten. To the east is the largest bajo in the
Peten, the Bajo de Santa Fe, to the west are more large bajo areas,
interspersed with occasional ridges. To the south the land rises and
falls in ridges running from south-southwest to north-northeast.
Between these run seasonal streams that eventually run into the Holmul
River. To the north lower ridges are found, which gradually diminish
towards another large bajo to the east of Uaxactun, the Joventud bajo
(a map of bajo areas in the northeastern Peten, showing the relation
of sites to these features appears in Bullard's i960 article).
The Project's first task was to map some portion of this
area, delimiting settlement in relation to Central Tikal and the

1*3
other major centers mentioned, as well as in relation to topographical
features. Following the completion of the mapping aspect of the pro
gram, a program of extensive test excavation of the mapped areas was
planned, in order to control the temporal aspect. Function of struc
tures was not a primary problem since it was assumed that approximately
the same percentage of structures would be residences as in Central
Tikal (considering such aspects as the presence or absence of obvious
shrines or kitchens). The possible presence of hidden house mounds
was also not controlled, at least not in the original research design.
In addition, more intensive excavation was planned for several
sattelite sites or minor centers to check their relationships to
Central Tikal in architecture, date, and associated artifact assem
blages (including tomb and cache types).
The Mapping Program
Techniques. The difficulties of mapping small structures in
a jungle area with dense ground cover and large swampy areas are
obvious. The technique decided upon by the Project staff (Project
Director, Dr. William A. Haviland, and Field Director, Dennis
Puleston) was a variant of the technique used by the Ricketson survey
at Uaxactun over thirty years earlier. A cruciform shaped area cen
tering on the center of the Great Plaza was mapped using pacing tech
niques. The final procedure decided upon after some experimentation
is outlined for a specific case below.
First, the old Tikal National Park brechas were cleared, and
staked every 2j? meters starting near the edge of the Carr and Hazard

site map.

Brunton compass and tapes were used for measurement. Teams

of workmen, under the direction of a mapper, pace-mapped structures
out some 250 meters from this central brecha in each direction for
the full 10 kilometers from the edge of the old site map. Groups
falling just outside this area were mapped as well. All culturally
significant features, such as chultuns and quarries were mapped, as
well as structures. Contour intervals were also sketched in.
Initially only structure size and positioning were noted, but for the
three later mapped brechas approximate heights were also noted (a
resurvey has now obtained mound heights for the first mapped south
brecha). For the south brecha all topographic areas, including deep
bajo, were mapped. For later surveys, definite bajo areas were less
intensively surveyed, for no evidence of occupation was noted in deep
bajo.
In addition to the mapped areas extending in the cardinal
directions from the Great Plaza, a strip was also mapped westward
several kilometers from the north end of the north brecha. A brecha
over 10 kilometers long was out and staked. Then a crew drove to
Uaxactun, started mapping from the center of the old Ricketson mound
survey, and mapped southward, cutting and mapping in a joint operation
until the cross brecha was reached some 6.5 kilometers from the center
of Uaxactun. The three kilometer area from the meeting place of the
Uacactun and northwest brecha to the end of the north brecha was also
mapped (Lowe 1968). Several of the sattelite sites were mapped using
plane table and alidade, with mapping confined to the larger groups

h$
making up the centers. However, small mounds around the satellite
site of Uolantun were pace mapped during the excavations at that site.
Results. The final products of the mapping program were maps
of the visible culturally significant features within areas some 500
meters wide by 10 kilometers long extending in the cardinal directions
from the site center (12 kilometers long counting the structures and
features mapped by the Central Tikal mapping crews) (see Fig. 1).
From the end of the north brg^^^^je mapped areas extend some 9.5
kilometers to the cen'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^£ddition there were a series
of smaller maps of

in

vicinity (for

things are immediately
Before
that there

a

strip,

was obvious

correlated with a change

in topography some six^^^^^^^^^^^^^outh of the site center (see
Fig. 1). There is a slight rise in structure density at the north
bank of a seasonal stream at about 10 kilometers to the west. Most
of the mapped area is bajo, with dense settlement on one ridge at
about three and one half to five kilometers from the site center.
Also located on this ridge is the satellite site of Chikin Tikal. To
the east settlement density is low even within the 16 square kilo
meter site map and continues at zero for over six kilometers of log
wood bajo (a part of the Santa Fe bajo). Settlement density rises
sharply to Central Tikal levels on two ridges, forming the banks of
a seasonal stream running into the Holmul River. These ridges stick

h$
making up the centers. However, small mounds around the satellite
site of Uolantun were pace mapped during the excavations at that site.
Results. The final products of the mapping program were maps
of the visible culturally significant features within areas some £00
meters wide by 10 kilometers long extending in the cardinal directions
from the site center (12 kilometers long counting the structures and
features mapped by the Central Tikal mapping crews) (see Fig. 1).
From the end of the north brecha, the mapped areas extend some 9.5
kilometers to the center of Uaxactun. In addition there were a series
of smaller maps of satellite sites, and mounds in their vicinity (for
Navajuelal and Uolantun).
Even from inspection of the maps certain things are immediately
evident. Before completion of the first mapped strip, it was obvious
that there is a drop off in mound density not correlated with a change
in topography some six kilometers to the south of the site center (see
Fig. 1). There is a slight rise in structure density at the north
bank of a seasonal stream at about 10 kilometers to the west. Most
of the mapped area is bajo, with dense settlement on one ridge at
about three and one half to five kilometers from the site center.
Also located on this ridge is the satellite site of Chikin Tikal. To
the east settlement density is low even within the 16 square kilo
meter site map and continues at zero for over six kilometers of log
wood bajo (a part of the Santa Fe bajo). Settlement density rises
sharply to Central Tikal levels on two ridges, forming the banks of
a seasonal stream running into the Holmul River. These ridges stick
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Figure 1«

Map of the Tikal Region showing the central mapped
area and the Sustaining Area Project's mapped brecha

out into the bajo according to aerial photographs, and are located at
about six and one half to eight kilometers and ten and one half to
12 kilometers from the site center.
To the north, the situation again differs, with dense settle
ment continuing for about three and one half kilometers from the site
center, then density diminishes except for a few larger clusterings
often containing larger mound groups ranging up to satellite site size
about every kilometer to a kilometer and a half.
A unique discovery was the recognition of an earthworks cros
sing the north brecha about four and one half kilometers from the
site center (Puleston and Callender 1967). The earthworks was traced
for over nine kilometers before it ended or disappeared in the bajos
flanking Tikal on the east and west. The earthworks was oriented
toward the north with a slight embankment on the south edge. It was
crossed in several places by small causeways, one of which has been
excavated. Depth ranges from four to six meters, with a width of
four to five meters.
The earthworks approximately correlates with the edge of con
tinuous dense occupation around the site of Tikal. From the earth
works up to a little past nine kilometers from the site center small
clusters of mounds are found. After a break in settlement due in
part to low swampy ground, density rises sharply in the last 800
meters. This settlement is probably associated with the small major
center of Jimbal located less than two kilometers away to the north
east.

U8

One other feature should be mentioned.

Another earthworks was

located to the south and east of Tikal, perhaps ten or more kilometers
away. This is generally aligned to the southeast, possibly passing
beyond the south end of the south brecha. Whether it connects up to
the north earthworks is problematical, since it would pass through
the Santa Fe bajo, where it would leave no surface trace. Its orien
tation may have been toward the site of Nakum, since it is almost
halfway to that site from the center of Tikal.
The Test Pitting Program
Although there are indications of boundaries to Tikal, exca
vations were necessary to check population dynamics through time in
the mapped areas. Otherwise, contemporaneity of all mound groups would
have to be assumed, or a proportion equivalent to that in Central
Tikal (95$ occupation in the Imix period). However, the results of
the test excavations shows the inadequacy of this assumption, and
the importance of testing for understanding the dynamics of settle
ment growth.

A test pitting program had been a major part of the

original research design. It was my responsibility to design and
execute the program as well as to analyze the ceramics from the test
pits and other excavations of the Project.
Research Design. A series of questions must be asked in the
course of constructing a research design. First and foremost, what
is the purpose of the research program? From the answer to this query
springs a whole new series of questions.

What kind of data need to

be collected? How should these data be collected and analyzed in

order to fulfill the purposes of the program? How much flexibility
should be allowed in the research design?

These and other questions

arise and keep arising through the planning and execution of a piece
of research. In presenting the research design and its results, one
should be explicit in stating how these questions were answered and
why.
The purpose of the Tikal Sustaining Area Project has already
been presented in some detail. The test pitting program had as its
main goal the control of the temporal factor in interpreting settle
ment patterns in the peripheries of Tikal. The main necessity was
to get large enough sherd samples to make possible the dating of con
struction and occupation of small mounds. All other considerations
were secondary.
The question then was; what are the units to be sampled?
Since we were concerned with estimating population size and density,
culturally significant features other than residential structures
(such as chultuns and quarries) did not concern us. We had two
choices in sampling residential structures. Either we could consider
individual structures or mound groups (plazuela units). Since the
latter overwhelmingly predominated, and since all excavated plazuela
units show a relative contemporaneity of structures (and since func
tion of small mounds could not always be inferred), house mound groups
were the sampling unit.
In one sense we were taking a sample of a sample, for the
brecha maps cover only a small portion of the total area contained
within the Tikal National Park (excluding the already sampled central
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16 square kilometers). We had to assume that the mapped areas were
representative of total settlement in the Sustaining Area; that cer
tain cultural and topographical features have hot made our sample
totally unrepresentative. The only major problem here is on the
north brecha, where the mapped area closely follows a stream bed for
some three kilometers, and thus our picture of settlement in this area
may be somewhat biased since mound groups usually occur on higher,
better drained ground. Yet the higher portions along the banks of the
stream do not show dense occupation. The assumption of representa
tiveness was forced on us by limitations on time and money for survey,
as well as the problems of surface reconnaissance in the dense tropi
cal forest of the Peten.
With the area to be sampled and the sampling unit defined,
the problem now was in choosing the best sampling procedure. The
problem of systematic sampling has been a recent concern of archaeolo
gists (c.f. Binford 196U; Rootenberg 196k', Hill 1967). In part this
is correlated with the increasingly sophisticated use of statistical
techniques and computers. These techniques require a more thorough
and explicitly x-ecognized control over the type of material to be
analyzed and recovery techniques. Better control over variables is
required with sophisticated correlational analysis.
Obviously some form of systematic sampling, using randomiza
tion techniques was called for. The question was whether or not to
stratify the sample, and if so, how. One possible stratificational
criterion would be geography, another topography, a third inferred

function, and another inferred social status of inhabitants based on
size and complexity of group. The mound groupings could also be
stratified on purely formal criteria. The problem was in determining
which of the criteria segregated important classes of mound groupings.
Given the nature of the mapped area we thought it best to ensure
maximal dispersion of tested structures and so divided the mapped area
up into separate sampling universes or strata on the basis of geo
graphical location. Other criteria were considered but dismissed.
Topographical variation was dismissed since the other potential clas
sifications cross-cut topographical distinctions, seemingly at random.
Excavation experiences of project members also indicated that such a
classification would be relatively meaningless. The same drawback
was evident in certain formal criteria such as number of mounds in
group, orientation of mounds, etc.
A stronger case was made for stratification by a combination
of inferred function and inferred social status. The large groups
bordering on the size of satellite sites could have been divided into
two groupings, those containing one or more large temples, and those
consisting only of range type structures.

The former may have been

more ceremonial in function while the latter may have had a more
residential function. Another major class could have consisted of a
small mound adjoining a chultun, possibly a kitchen structure. The
social stratification criteria of intermediate size groups could have
been based on size and complexity of group — number of courts, type
of wall construction (masonry or pole), presence of a temple on the

east, etc. Again it was decided not to stratify the sample using
these criteria. There was an apparent continuum in house types and
complexity of groupings difficult to break down. Certain of the
classes would have had only a few specimens. Small single structures
might well have had other structures associated that were hidden or
not recognized in mapping (a not uncommon occurrence). Consultation
with excavators familiar with Central Tikal house mounds convinced me
that this type of stratification would not be useful, at least not
until more information could be obtained about house types in the
peripheral areas of the site. Thus, a stratified cluster sampling
(Rootenberg 196U) technique, using geographical criteria for division
into sampling strata was the technique chosen
Execution
Rootenberg (1964) outlines a series of steps in constructing
and executing a research design using stratified sampling techniques.
Since these steps closely parallel the actual sequence of operations
followed by the test pitting program, they will be used as a frame
work for the presentation of research design and excavation methods.
Step 1. "Define the universe" (Rootenberg 1961i: 183). The
total universe was the four mapped radial strips. Since the project
had limited time and economic resources, we decided to concentrate
on excavation in the north and south brechas, sampling the others if
time and money were available. These two areas were chosen for a
number of reasons. Settlement distribution was more continuous in
these strips, the other two brechas being broken by large areas of

unoccupied bajo. Since we were concerned with delimiting site boun
daries, sampling the north and south brechas seemed more appropriate.
To the north, there was the problem of defining settlement variation
through time with regard to the earthworks. There was the related
question of settlement affiliation with the site of Jimbal, and with
the groups of Uaxactun, with its already well known ceramic sequence.
It was hoped that some excavation would be possible on the strip to
Uaxactun (though time and water supplies later negated this possi
bility.
Three satellite sites, including the site of Uolantun, were
located to the south of the site center, one satellite site at four
and one half kilometers, the other at nine and one half kilometers,
while Uolantun was to the southeast. The satellite sites of Navajuelal, and Uolantun (with its Early Classic stela) were to be in
tensively excavated. Testing of other types of settlement in the
vicinity of these sites seemed advisable. The less densely settled
area from six to 19 kilometers also seemed worthy of testing. Finally
there were more practical considerations. More severe logistic
problems were involved in excavation to the east and west. Most of
the dense settlement areas in these two brechas were located at some
distance from the project camp (Figc 1), with no water sources
available. Much excavational time would have been lost walking out
each day for up to 10 kilometers (up to four hours). To the south
there were two permanent water sources (or rather semi-permanent as
we discovered) with adjacent chiclero camps for camping areas. In

addition the densest mound groupings were rather close to the site
center with one exception.

The end of the north brecha posed a prob

lem. No usable water sources were located in the area, a problem
made more difficult by an extremely dry season. However, a road was
cut to Uaxactun after the beginning of the field season, passing close
to the end of the north brecha. Thus we were able to carry out our
supplies and water by truck and jeep to finish off the north brecha
excavations.
Step 2. "Divide the site into strata..." (Rootenberg 196U:
183). As mentioned before we decided to divide the brechas into
geographic universes or strata, in order to ensure a maximal disper
sion of tested groups. In general, breaks in occupation correlated
with topographic changes (usually stream beds or bajos) were the main
dividing boundaries. In one case a cultural rather than a natural
boundary was used. This was the earthworks which cut across the north
brecha. This also marked a break in occupation. The number of
sampling units in the strata ranged from 20 to 69.

Most universes

were at least two kilometers long. Certain groups were considered
distinctive enough to be sampled separately. One was the satellite
site of Bobal on the south brecha, the other was an unusual four mound
group resembling Bullard's possible market enclosure located on the
north brecha. In addition, for certain problems, all groups of a cer
tain type were sampled. Thus all small satellite site type groups
on the north brecha were excavated, both those selected by the random
sampling technique for their particular universe, and those not se
lected. All small structures around the site of Uolantun were tested.
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Step 3. "Divide the strata into potential sampling units,
that is, clusters" (Rootenberg 196ij: 183).

This step has already

been discussed. Plazuela type mound groups were the basic sampling
unit, as well as single standing mounds.

Whenever two plaza groups

were associated, they were separated if one group shared no buildings
with the other.

A few extra mounds just off the edges of plazas were

also counted as part of the unit. In most cases such units were
clear cut, subjective judgment had to be used rarely (mapping error
also plays a part here).
Step lu

"Systematically number the clusters and record

their locations on the site map" (Rootenberg 1?6U: 183). Little com
ment is necessary here. One problem concerned structures straddling
the 250 meter borderline of the maps. All groups in which one-half
or more of the structures fell wholly or partially within the mapped
area were included in the sampling universes.
Step 5. "Estimate the percent of the total number of clus
ters in the site that can be excavated, based upon available manpower
and time" (Rootenberg 196U: 183)• Estimation of this figure was
difficult initially, due in part to the author's inexperience in
excavations in the area, but due more to the uncertain nature of
manpower and time available. In the first stratum sampled only 15
of the 69 mound groups were tested. On the basis of this experience
we were able to improve our estimates and chose our sampling interval
(Step 6). We then returned to the first strata and added to our
total sample.
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Step 6.

"Calculate the sampling interval" (Rooteriberg I96I4.:

183). We finally lecided on a one-third sample as the most useful.
Such a large sample seemed necessary, for there was a great deal of
variability among the units we were sampling (see Blalock i960).
Larger samples are required to more validly infer from sample to
total population, when the population is extremely variable. Optimum
sampling size is also usually conditioned by the financial resources
of the project. For example we decided that larger samples from two
brechas would produce more worthwhile information than much smaller
samples from all four.
Step 7« "Systematically select the clusters to be excavated
in each stratum" (Rootenberg 1962+: l81j). Here Rootenberg does not
mention random sampling techniques, which ensure that each sampling
unit will have an equal chance of being chosen.

Once the units had

been numbered, and the sampling interval decided, the actual sample
was chosen using a table of random numbers. A point picked at random
in the table gave the coordinate for the initial column of figures
to be used. All numbers larger than the total number of clusters,
plus all repeat numbers were ignored. Starting points were noted
for each stratum, for if new structures were discovered, they could
be numbered, and the new samples required to restore the sampling
interval could be chosen by continuing on down the appropriate column.
The next six steps may be classified as excavational methods,
and warrant a special section. Here we will depart from Rootenberg1s
scheme, for his approach is geared toward California shell mound
excavations.

f>7
Excavation Methods
With the methods for selecting groups to be sampled worked
out, questions of excavation strategy came to the fore. We were
interested in test pitting to get occupation and possibly construc
tional dating of mound groups. For this test pits seemed most
efficient for time and type of information desired. This had been
the standard procedure in earlier settlement studies, at least from
the time of the Belize Valley Project. Such an approach would pro
vide mainly fill material, rather than occupational debris. However,
results of earlier test trenching and pitting in mound structures by
Sustaining Area Project crews made us doubt the feasibility of such
an approach. These excavations produced only a few sherds, with
even fewer diagnostic specimens useful for dating. With such small
samples, the possibility of misdating ruins increased drastically.
Such scarcity of sherds in fill may be explainable by the lesser time
depth of occupation in much of the peripheral areas, with consequent
minimal occupational refuse usable as fill. Rock ballast fill is
typical, especially in Early Classic structures.
Faced with this problem we explored the possibility of put
ting test pits adjacent to the back and side edges of mounds, hoping
to find accumulated living debris, perhaps even stratified middens.
Location of these were based on excavational experience, trash
usually being dumped off the sides and backs of structures, not on
the plaza front. In an experiment to find if such deposits could
be more quickly and easily located, we tried out several types of

post hole diggers. Post holes were put in around several mounds to
a depth of about 2£ to 60 cm. The post hole which produced the most
sherds would indicate the best location for the test pit. An augur
type post hole digger proved ineffective in breaking through the ever
present root mat at the surface.

The vertical thrust type post hole

digger proved most effective in cutting through aU but the largest
roots, as well as the soft limestone rock. There was a fairly mini
mal crushing of sherds.

Once the program had gotten underway,

several of these post hole diggers were used at the same time.
Since the method outlined above gave indications of producing
the largest sherd samples, for the least expense of labor and time,
we decided to locate test pits off the backs and sides of structures.
In this way we were missing definite evidence of construction dating,
and reconstruction of individual mounds. However, we could balance
this loss off against the greater possibility of getting refuse
material dating the last major occupation more securely. If deep
stratified middens could be located, earlier occupations could also
be indicated, or they might be indicated in sherd wash in the lowest
levels. We assumed a contemporaneous occupation of all mounds in a
group, thus dating of material in back of one structure also dated
the whole group.

Mound construction was avoided whenever possible,

to eliminate the possibility of getting mixed fill and occupational
refuse. Whenever possible, test pits were located so that they
could cut through plaza floors (in groups with raised plazas) so
that some construction dating could be ascertained. This material

would, of course, come from sealed contexts below possible debris of
the latest occupation.
Initially we decided to use two test pit sizes. If indica
tions from the post hole samples were of a light occupation, a one
meter square test pit was put in, just large enough to get material
for dating purposes without a great time expense. If, on the other
hand, the post holes indicated a possible midden or a great deal of
debris, a one and one half meter square was excavated in order to
obtain a larger sample for comparative purposes. This was the pro
gram followed in excavations on the south brecha. In general, if
one to five potsherds were found in the most productive posthole,
then only a one meter test pit would be put in, if more were found,
then the larger sized test pit was used. Indicated depth of deposit
was another important variable in such considerations. Since we had
determined that sufficient time and funds were available to more
thoroughly test the north brecha strata, only the larger test pit
size was used. We also wanted to get more comparable samples from
these strata for comparative purposes involving ceramics along the
whole brecha.
Whenever possible, excavation was done by natural levels.
However, soil color and texture changes were usually not marked,
changes being slight and continuous. This is in part due to the
mixing of deposits by root action, tree falls, soil creep, and the
action of burrowing animals. Observed variation was often a result
of depth of penetration of latest rains, depth of root mat, ect.,
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rather than being culturally significant. In general, soil depth to
relatively solid or weathered bedrock varied from 69 cmc to a little
over a meter, never more than two meters except in deep platform
fills. Most excavation was done in arbitrary levels. Since I over
saw most of the actual test pitting, it was occasionally possible to
spot changes in period of sherds unearthed, and consequently change
lots or levels immediately. All sherds, lithic material (both modi
fied and unmodified, with a few exceptions), vegetal material and
bone (where present) were saved. In two cases, large quantities of
crude unmodified flint nodules and other limestone inclusions were
found in test pits. In these cases, large samples were taken of this
material, and the volume of the remainder estimated.
Screening of back dirt was not possible, due to the need for
mobility, the long distances traveled daily, and also because of the
quality of the soil, which was often clayey, and root and rock in
fested. However, in most cases backdirt was trowelled to recover
all but the smallest bits of sherds and other material missed in the
initial excavation. Undoubtedly some small sherd fragments and also
lithic fragments escaped detection. For the type of analysis of
ceramic material utilized, such biasing of the sample was not par
ticularly harmful. The same cannot be said concerning lithic analy
sis. In several cases, when it became obvious that many small flint
chips were present, very careful trowelling was emphasized.
In three test pits on the south brecha where there were in
dications of middens, pollen and soil samples xvere taken. These
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were removed using 5 cm. wide cuts, starting from the bottom to avoid
contamination. In addition soil and pollen samples were taken from
the various soil strata within an intentionally sealed chultun dating
to the Late Preclassic (Cauac) phase. This chultun also produced
most of the animal bone fragments, as well as remains of carbonized
seeds.
Other Excavational and Miscellaneous Programs of the Tikal Sustaining
Area Project
Additional problems were also the concern of the Project.
One of the major goals of the Project was not only to discover small
"satellite sites" in the periphery of Tikal, but to learn more about
their temporal placement and function. This required extensive ex
cavation. In addition, "through comparison of sherds, artifacts,
architecture, and burials with similar materials from Tikal, we may
discover cultural affinity, or lack of affinity, to Tikal" (Haviland
1966c: 11-12). Two satellite sites of differing types were selected
for excavation.

One was a fairly large complex of constructions,

including medium sized temples (two of about 10-l£ meters in height)
as well as larger range type structures. This was the site of
Navajuelal located just to the east of the 9.5-10 kilometer area of
the south brecha. The site consists of three groups, all of which
are situated on platforms, the two larger groups having higher plat
forms. The South Group consists of one large temple, as well as
several remains of smaller structures. The Central Group also has
a large temple on a lower platform with several smaller structures.

The higher northern part of the Central Group platform contains a
number of large range type structures arranged around several courts.
The North Group consisted of a small number of lower, smaller nonrange type structures on a large, but low, platform. In complexity
and mound size, Navajuelal is typical of many of the smaller satel
lite sites or minor ceremonial centers scattered around Tikal and
the rest of the Northeastern Peten.
The other satellite site chosen for intensive excavation was
of a rarer type, defined by Haviland (1966c), consisting of a lone
standing temple, on the east side of a large irregular plaza type
area. Only two examples of this type were found in the sustaining
area, one at about 8 kilometers on the south brecha, the other being
the already known site of Uolantun on the same ridge as the satellite
site of Bobal, but some six or so kilometers to the southeast of
Central Tikal. The latter site had been discovered by Morley in the
early part of this century, being noted because of very early dated
stela in front of the temple structure. Uolantun was chosen for in
tensive excavation in part because of the early stela, perhaps
indicating relative independence from Central Tikal at an early date.
Preliminary reports on the excavations at Navajuelal under
the direction of Ernestene Green, and at Uolantun, under the direc
tion of the Field Director Dennis Puleston, have been published
(Lowe 1968). At Navajuelal, the temple and associated structure on
the lower south part of the Central Group were intensively excavated,
as well as one range type structure.

In the North Group, one

structure and associated smaller structure (probably a kitchen) were
excavated. In addition, a few test pits were put in alongside other
structures in all groups (two in the North Group, one each in the
Central and South groups). At Uolantun, the main temple was thor
oughly excavated and tunneled, and all groups on the surrounding
terrain were test pitted (using the same procedure used in the test
pitting program).
In addition to excavation in satellite groups, a program of
excavation in smaller mound groups was also part of the research
design. The problems to which answers were being sought include the
problem of function, it being thought preferable to check this out
in the Sustaining Area rather than rely on Central Area frequencies.
Of course, not as much excavation could be carried out, but gross
differences could be checked for. Other considerations were possible
differences in architectural styles, and artifact assemblages in
peripheral mounds (phrased by Haviland 1966c in terms of folk versus
complex culture). Other significant differences were possible in
burials, caches, and locationing of specialized activity areas (i.e.,
flint workshops, ceramic production centers, etc.).
As a minor part of the program, survey of architectural
styles was planned for larger construction in the Sustaining Area,
as well as more distant sitesj again to trace differences and simi
larities with Central Tikal and Uaxactun types. In addition there
was the possibility of some additional dating without excavation on
the basis of architectural styles with known temporal limits.

Finally, other problems resulting from field work in the
peripheral areas were also open to investigation. Thus, the dis
covery of the northern earthworks was soon followed by a mapping
survey of structures along its edge, and with intensive excavation
of the earthworks in several places (Puleston and Callender 1967).
The discovery of a fairly early carved stela in a group some U kilo
meters to the east of the Great Plaza, resulted in mapping and some
excavation in this group. Several artificial aguada embankments
discovered in mapping were tested, as were several other unusual
features. As a separate operation a survey of certain economically
useful flants (especially the ramon tree) and their relationship to
terrain and areas of heavy occupation was also carried out (Puleston
19685 Lowe 1968). This data will supplement and be interpreted in
light of the other investigations of the Sustaining Area Project.

'CHAPTER h
CHRONOLOGICAL DATA FROM THE EXCAVATIONS
The primary goal of a majority of the excavations in the
peripheries of Tikal was to give some chronological control in the
interpretation of settlement patterns. This section will present
chronologically significant data, before turning to the question of
settlement distribution and patterns. The ceramic sequence at the
site of Tikal is presented in Figure 2. The sequence is based on
the work of Dr. T. Patrick Culbert on the ceramics of Central Tikal,
with dating from associations with dated stelae, radiocarbon dates,
and cross ties with other site sequences, especially the ceramic se
quence at Uaxactun (Smith 19$%)»

The sequence has been published in

several sources (Culbert 1963; Willey, Culbert and Adams 1967). The
majority of this data comes from the test pitting program.

Form and

paste were especially important dating criteria since slip preser
vation was almost uniformly poor. In general, it was usually easy
to distinguish broad temporal differences in assemblages (Preclassic,
Early Classic, Late Classic). Often, however, finer subdivision
could not be made in places due to lack of diagnostic phase markers
in sufficient numbers. In addition, deposits were often mixed, es
pecially in the pits sampling refuse, with sherds from many different
phases encountered in one level.
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Figure 2. The ceramic sequence at Tikal.

The Test Pitting Program
The research design and excavation methods used in the test
pitting program have already been outlined in Chapter 3, The chrono
logical data from the random test pits in all sampling strata is
presented in Tables 1, 2, 3, and U. The more detailed presentation
of data from each sampling stratum plus the topography and strata
size of each, will be presented in the following section. The
sampling strata are arranged in the tables according to distance
from Central Tikal, with the most distant strata being at the right
of the table.
South Brecha: Stratum 1
The first sampling stratum was actually the last strata
sampled on the south brecha. Originally it had been decided not to
test the area of the brecha immediately adjoining the Gregerson (16
square kilometer) site map, since settlement was relatively con
tinuous from the site center. However, later we thought it better
to completely sample both north and south brechas, and get more mate
rial from close to Central Tikal for comparative purposes.
Stratum Boundaries. To the north the first sampling strata
was approximately bounded by the edge of the site map, some two kilo
meters from the center of the Great Plaza. However, we included an
area of settlement which began some 1.8 kilometers from the site
center. The strata extended for only a little over one kilometer,
ending at about three kilometers at a natural boundary of settlement.
The boundary was a low bajo area, marking the path of the seasonally

Table 1.

Phase

Phase of major occupation of sampled mound groups, South Brecha.

Stratum 1
No.
%

Stratum 2
No.
%

Mound Groups
Uolantun ~
No.
%

Stratum U
No.
%

Stratum 5
No.
%

Tepeu
Imix

2

10

Ik

1

5

Ik and Imix

7

35

3

General Tepeu
Total Tepeu
Kanik
Total

k

57

2

17

30

1

8

2

33

2

29

6

30

5

50

2

17

6

86

16

80

8

80

5

1*2

2

33

1

1U

li

20

2

20

7

58

h

67

7

20

10

12

6

Table 2.

Phase of major occupation of sampled mound groups, North Brecha.

Phase

Stratum 1
No.
%

Mound Groups
Stratum 2
No.
%

Stratum 3
No.
%

Tepeu
Imix

3

12

2

15

l

H

Ik

k

16

1

8

2

22

Ik and Imix

9

36

2

15

U

uu

General Tepeu

h

16

6

h6

2

22

20

80

11

85

9

100

5

20

2

15

0

Total Tepeu
Manik
Total

25

13

9

Table 3.

Hound groups having a minor representation of poorly represented periods or phases:
Brecha.

Phase or
Period
Caban

Stratum 1
Stratum 2
Uolantun
Stratum h
(7 Hd, Groups) (20 Hd. Groups) (10 Hd. Groups) (12 Kd. Groups)
No.
% Tot.
No.
% Tot.
No.
% Tot.
No.
% Tot.
with
Mound
with
Mound
with
Mound
with
Mound
phase Group
phase Group
phase Group
phase Group
1

1U

Sznab
Manik
Preclassic

U

57

1

8

20

3

30

17

85

8

80

13

100

5

25

1

10

1

8

Stratum $
(6 Hd. Groups)
No.
% Total
with
Mound
phase Group

6

100

South

Table U. Mound groups having a minor representation of poorly represented periods or
phases: North Brecha.

Phase or
Period

Stratum 1
Stratum 2
Stratum 3
(25 Mound Groups) (13 Mound Groups) (9 Mound Groups)
No.
% Tot.
No.
% "Sot.
Nol
% Tot.
with
Mound
with
Mound
with
Mound
phase
Group
phase
Group
phase
Group

Caban

Manik

22

Preclassic

7

2U
OC

6

OC

Sznab

28

1

8

2

22

13

100

8
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flowing north branch of the Holmul River.

This

bajo area has a

width of about $00 meters, in which no mounds were located.
Topography.

Much of the area in question is fairly low and

not well drained, a local term being medio-bajo, or high bajo.

The

distribution of mounds suggests that such areas were often not suit
able for house construction.

This terrain is broken by a fairly high

ridge, running northeast-southwest at the northwest edge of the uni
verse, with another small rise at about 2.1 to 2.3 km. from the site
center.

Both of these areas have fairly dense clusterings of small

mounds.

From here the land dips downward toward the seasonal stream

bed, with another slight rise at about 2.6 km. with a scattering of
smaller mounds.

As one approaches the stream bed, the vegetation

becomes more thorny, lower, and more bajo-like, with sawtooth grass
in the actual stream bed.

Elevations range from over 230 meters above

sea level on the northwest ridge to less than 190 meters in the
stream bed.
Sampling Units.
the first strata.
20.

A total of 22 mound groups were defined for

Reconnaissance and testing reduced this figure to

Most of these are small to medium size mound groups, usually

with three or four structures around a plaza.

Several larger mound

groups may have contained small range type structures, or at least
structures with substantial masonry walls.

The larger groups are

not concentrated in one area, the size of the groups in each cluster
varying.

A total of seven mound groups were chosen for sampling,

slightly over a one-third sample.

One group was misidentified, but

this error was rectified during the 1968 field season.

Excavation Results,

All but two of the test pits clustered

within an aggregate of large, medium and small groups at about 2.12.3 kilometers.

One pit was located on the northwest ridge (as was

the erroneously identified tested group), and the other in a group
at 2.6 kilometers.

Five of the seven test pits were one and one-

half meters square, the other two, one meter square.

As Table 2

shows, four of the test pits indicated a strong Imix occupation (later
more full scale excavation of one of these mound groups confirmed
this supposition), with General Tepeu (no information available to
break these assemblages down into phases) evidenced at two groups.
One mound produced only probable Mankk material in a rather small
quantity.

Interestingly, this was one of the rather isolated groups

at 2.6 kilometers.

In addition to the pure Manik deposits, Manik

sherds were found mixed with later material in three of the test
pits.

Wo sherds of the Sznab complex nor any Preclassic sherds were

discovered in the random sample.

A few sherds of the Caban Post-

classic complex were found in earlier testing in one of the mound
groups at 2.2 kilometers, probably consisting of a cap of refuse,
as in other Caban contexts.

One sherd of the Tzec complex (Mars

Orange) came from the erroneously located test pit on the ridge at
the northwest corner of the strata.

A Tepeu occupation of about 8$%

is indicated for this strata, although the sample and strata size are
relatively small, which increases the possibility of sampling error.

lb
South Brecha;

Stratum 2

This sampling strata was the first to be tested in both
brechas.

As mentioned previously, only 18 test pits were excavated

at first.

Later, when it became obvious that there would be suffi

cient time for a larger sample several other test pits were put in.
However, through an oversight, only two additional excavations were
done instead of the required four.

Consequently for this one strata

the sampling interval was 30 percent, instead of one-third.
Stratum Boundaries.

The second strata on the south brecha

begins at about three kilometers from the site center, its boundary
being the low seasonal stream bed marking the southern boundary of
the first strata.

It extends for some two and one half kilometers,

the other boundary being a rather extensive bajo some 750 meters wide
which extends across the whole mapped area.
Topography.

From the stream bed at about three kilometers,

the land rises at a medium gradient to a higher area at about three
and a half kilometers, then rises slowly, with one large arroyo"cut
ting across, until one reaches the crest of the Bobal ridge (altitude
260 meters) at about It.7 kilometers.

From here the land falls rather

sharply to another flatter plateau area.

The latter area shades off

into corozo palm bajo at about 5.2 kilometers.

Vegetation for the

whole brecha is standard upland growth, with a few more bajoish areas
in more poorly drained basins, especially near the edge of the corozo
palm bajo.
Sampling Units.

Sixty-six mound groups were defined in this

universe, almost all of these plazuela type units having three or
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more structures.

Density of mound groupings is not especially great

for the first kilometer or so.

The greatest concentration, approach

ing Central Tikal density, is around the highest part of the Bobal
ridge and on the terrace just south of the ridge.

The larger mound

groups tend to be found on or near the highest ground, though there
are several exceptions.

The satellite site of Bobal was located just

at the east edge of the stralta, on a high spur of the main ridge.

It

was decided to make the site a separate sampling stratum, because of
its uniqueness, size, and complexity.
selected for sampling.

A total of 20 groups were

These included all types of structural cate

gories, small, medium, and large plazuela units, as well as small
single mounds.
Sxcavation Results.

All areas of the strata were tested by

more than one pit, with a good dispersion over-all.

Of the 20 test

pits, eight were of the larger l-l/2 meter square size, and 12 were
of the smaller meter square types.

Two groups showed evidence of

mainly Imix occupation, and one midden-type deposit indicated an Ik
occupation.

Six General Tepeu, and seven Imix and Ik occupations

round out the Tepeu settlement indications.

Tepeu material came from

all parts of the brecha, with the bulk of the material, as well as
the midden situations, coming from the groupings around the Bobal
ridge.

Four units showed no trace of occupation later than I-'ianik.

Two of these were rather large groups near the top of the Bobal
ridge, one of which may have been a ceremonial group of two mounds
on a plaza.

The other two Kanik groups are located on the tops of

rises closer to Central Tikal, one of these being a small indistinct

single mound group.

In addition, Kanik sherds were found in 13 other

test pits, with a possible Manik date for construction of several of
the mounds occupied into the Tepeu period.
Preclassic material was present in four test pits, all lo
cated within a 2$0 meter diameter area just to the south of the top
of the Bobal ridge.

In several of these cases, Preclassic material,

mainly Late Preclassic, came from platform or plaza floor fills.

In

one case Preclassic construction of an extensive nature was indicated.
For later periods probably or definite Eznab sherds came from four
test pits, including three of the four which produced Preclassic mate
rial.

The fourth was on a ridge close to the north end of the stream.

No Caban sherds were located.
A Tepeu occupation of 80% of the mound groups is indicated,
with 20%' of the groups dating to the Kanik phase.

¥ithin the Tepeu

period, k%% of the groups have definite evidence of Imix occupation,
Xx0% produced evidence of Ik occupation.

One group in this strata

produced large quantities of raw flint nodules, and small shatter
flakes, indicating some sort of primary flint working area.

This

group immediately adjoins another tested mound group, which produced
large quantities of smaller flint flakes as well.

Both groups pro

duced Tepeu period sherds, mainly of the Ik phase.
South Brecha;

Stratum 3

Since the satellite site of Bobal was the only site of its
type falling within the brecha maps, at least in part, we decided to
sample the site separately as Stratum 3 at the South Brecha.
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Strata Boundaries and Topography.

The site of Bobal is lo

cated on a ridge paralleling the brecha map from lj..2-luU kilometers.
The site consists of two groups, the north group consisting of three
major plazuela units.

The largest of the plazuela units has several

probable range type structures, and a temple on the east.
groups are somewhat smaller.

The other

The south group consists of two large

vaulted range type structures on high semi-pyramidal bases.
these were religious rather than residential structures.
mounds on the other sides of the plaza complete the unit.

Perhaps

Two low
Four

sampling units were segregated, two of these being chosen for test
ing.

Two test pits were put in for each group chosen, both being

located near one structure.

In addition, test pits were excavated

in each of the two plazas, testing for constructional material for
dating purposes, as well as for signs of earlier construction or
occupation.
Excavation Results.

The two groups selected for testing were

the south group, and the smallest of the northern groupings.

Only

one meter test pits were used in the southern group, while the plaza
test in the northern group was of the same dimensions.

The other

two test pits in the northern group were larger, producing fairly
large quantities of sherds.

Apparently the southern group was con

structed in Late Kanik or Tepeu (probably Ik) times with General
Tepeu material coming from the two non-plaza test pits, but in very
small quantities.

The northern group tested produced both Ik and Imix

material from the plaza test.

Both of the larger pits we located on
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a plastered terrace in back of one of the structures.
came from above the floors, as well as Ik.

Imix material

Pure Ik deposits were

encountered below the floor indicating an Ik construction date.

A

few Manik sherds were mixed in the later deposits, but no Preclassic
sherds or Caban sherds were encountered.

A few Eznab sherds came

from one pit.
South Brecha;

Stratum k

Stratum Boundaries.

The fourth southern strata begins at the

south edge of the corozal bajo terminating the second strata.

An

inspection of an aerial photograph based map of the region indicates
that the bajo is contained within the larger ridge complex, which
borders it on all sides.

Since settlement continues at a rather low

density up to the seasonal stream at ten kilometers with no major
topographical breaks, an arbitrarily selected terminus was demarcated
at nine kilometers.

This was to ensure adequate sampling of the

rather large area between the denser clusterings of structures at
either end of the strip.
Topography.

The land rises rather sharply from the corozo

palm and sawtooth grass bajo.

Just past a small ridge just beyond

six kilometers, one enters a high but rather poorly drained area of
semi-bajo.

In the lowest part of this area, surrounded by low trees,

bushes, and vines, is an aguada with artificial embankments, the
Laguna Verde Aguada.

The ground then rises gradually until another,

sharper ridge (height at 2E>0 meters) is crossed at about 7.3-7.5 kilo
meters.

The land then slopes downward gradually, with low undulations,

with a higher ridge located just at the southeast edge of the strata.
The higher ridge and flatland areas have the standard forest cover,
with some quite large chico zapote trees.

These areas are inter

spersed with lower and/or more poorly drained areas of semi-bajo.
Sampling Units.
strata.

Thirty-six mound groups were defined in the

Two of these proved to be natural features, but an erro

neously placed test pit indicated the presence of a missed mound.
All of these were single mounds, as were a fair number of other
mounds in the universe.

The largest, most complex mound groups were

located along the north edge of the strata, at the edge of the corozal bajo.

Another large group was located just outside the universe

next to a tested group in this area.

The other large groupings were

also off the brecha map on the ridge at the southeast of the strata.
These may be associated with the site of Uavajuelal less than a
kilometer away.

Most of the rest of the mounds were small irregular

plazuela units, much smaller in height than the standard type.
densest concentrations of groups were on the small ridges.

The

The one

unusual structure in the strata was a fairly large (10-12 meters high)
lone standing temple at 8.3 kilometers.
trations of mounds in the area.

There were no dense concen

The temple stood on the east side

of a rough plaza type area (as at Uolantun).

A total of 12 of the

revised total of 36 mound groups including the test pit erroneously
located were tested, a one-third sample.
Excavation Results.

Of the 12 test pits, four were of the

larger variety, all of these being located at the extreme north and

south ends of the strata.

The rest were of the smaller size.

The

results in Table 2 indicate a much reduced Tepeu occupation, but even
this could be misleading.

All of the test pits producing Tepeu

sherds were located in two areas either right at the edge of the
corozal bajo, or on the ridge at nine kilometers.

The whole three

kilometer long area between contains no evidence of Tepeu occupation.
A total of five test pits were excavated in this area all producing
no later than Manik sherds.

The large temple itself was not tested,

but a small nearby group (probably associated in some way with the
temple) again produced no later than Maiiik sherds.

In addition all

test pits in the stratum contained Hanik material.
Preclassic sherds were found in one test pit, while Caban
material was found in the upper levels of a test pit alongside a
small Manik mound next to the Laguna Verde Aguada.

Two small mounds

next to chultuns produced fairly high frequencies (of the total sherds
encountered) of wide mouth "storage" jars, helping back the inference
that chultuns were used for food storage.

A most interesting dis

covery came from the erroneously located test pit in the newly dis
covered group.

The test pit, besides producing Manik through Imix

sherds, also produced large quantities of obsidian blades and over
half a dozen obsidian cores.
obsidian was encountered.

No evidence of working of non-core

The group consisted of a small platform

with a low irregular mound, located just at the edge of the corozal
bajo (at about 6 kilometers).

A tree fall on the platform nearby

also produced a core, as well as a handful of blades.

It is possible

to infer that this was an obsidian workshop area, producing finished

blades from prepared cores.

Only one other such area has been found

in Tikal, and that was disturbed while clearing for an extension of
the air strip.

For the total universe a Tepeu occupation of about

k0% can be estimated, but it is not randomly distributed.

This is a

far cry from Central Tikal frequencies.
South Brecha;

Stratum %

Stratum Boundaries.

The last stratum on the South Brecha

begins at an arbitrary division at nine kilometers from the site cen
ter, and terminates at the edge of a seasonal stream, the south
branch of the Holmul River.

At this point occupation ceases as one

enters the flood plain of the river with its thorny swamps and
bramble vegetation.
brecha.

Bajo and low ground continue to the end of the

One group is located at the very end of the brecha, but

making this a part of either a new or an existing strata was not
deemed worthwhile.
Topography.

The area from the nine kilometer area to the

edge of the stream is only slightly undulating, being heavily wooded,
with no evident bajo or semi-bajo type areas.

The ground rises

slightly at about nine and one-half kilometers on the east side of
the brecha, leading up to a small rise (height at 230 meters) on
which the satellite site of Navajuelal is located.

The ground falls

away sharply to the stream at about 10 kilometers, the stream angling
from southwest to northeast.
Sampling Units.

A total of 20 mound groupings were delimited

in this strata, all but five of them falling in a 200 meter wide

strip along the edge of the south branch of the Holmul River.

Only

a few medium and large plazuela type groups were encountered, again
all in the dense strip.

Actually, testing of groups indicated that

two were natural features, reducing the total to 18.
were tested, a one-third sample.

Of these, six

One of these ir.ay have been located

in a natural feature, as later reconnaisance indicated.
Excavation Results.

Of the six groups tested, two proved to

have Imix occupation, both plazuela units along the stream edge.
other four showed no later than 1-Ianik occupation.
present in all test pits.

The

I-Ianik material was

The pure iianik groups seem to be smaller,

lower, and more irregular, with no plazuela units of regular form
encountered.

The latter may be a Tepeu diagnostic feature, at least-

in the Sustaining Area.

None of the excavations produced large or

even moderate amounts of sherds.
small one meter square test pits.

However, all were tested using the
No Preclassic, Sznab or Caban

material was encountered.
North Brecha;

Stratum 1

Stratum Boundaries.

Small mound distribution was quite con

tinuous for several kilometers to the north of G group, one of the
major groups of temples in Central Tikal.

Instead of starting the

first defined north brecha universe at the arbitrary site map
boundary, we decided to include a number of mound groups within the
2+ kilometer square Central Tikal map, these groups being separated
from other groups closer to Central Tikal by a lower swampy area.
Thus the first sampling stratum on the north brecha actually began

some 1 .6 kilometers from the site center. Mounds continued at quite
a high density to about 3.5 kilometers then dropped off significantly
in frequency. However, we decided to end the stratum at a possibly
more culturally significant boundary, the northern Tikal earthworks.
This feature cuts across the entire brecha some U.U-U.6 kilometers
from the site center, angling from southeast to northwest. One large
mound group containing a number of range type structures and a
smaller associated group were located just to the north of the earth
works, and immediately adjacent to it. Since these groups seemed to
have an intimate association with the earthworks, they were included
as a part of the first sampling stratum.
Topography. One of the main features dominating the southern
portion of the stratum is a seasonal stream cutting diagonally across
the brecha. Flanking this stream are low ridges and hillocks. From
about 3.5 to 3.5 kilometers the topography is rather gently undula
ting with ridges and a few small scattered bajo type areas. There
is a rather pronounced knoll at about 3.U—3.7 kilometers, with the
terrain then dropping into a ravine before rising again to a high
plateau area at l+.O kilometers. In general, the earthworks appears
to parallel the latter ravine, but about one-half kilometer further
north. This feature cuts across the brow of several ridges and
traverses several smaller stratum beds at that point. In general,
the land in the strata excepting the seasonal stream beds is fairly
high, well drained tropical hardwood forest, with only a few areas
of swampier semi-bajo.

Sampling Units.

A total of 73 mound groupings were delimited

in the 3 kilometer long universe, the largest total for any of the
sampling strata.

One unusual larger structure on the ridge at 3.5

kilometers indicated as a four stairway temple on the map, was not
included in the above total, but was considered unique enough to be
sampled separately.

Two of the structures chosen for sampling proved

to be natural features, with no new groups being added (one new group
was subsequently added to the map after test pitting had ceased),
thus reducing the total universe to 71.

A total of 2b groups were

chosen for testing, representing slightly over a one-third sample.
Mound group density was highest within a kilometer of the site map
boundary, with many larger groups in raised plaza units at about two
kilometers out.

One large group with a 10 meter high temple was

located at about 2.5 kilometers.

There was one large grouping of

larger mounds on the ridge at 3.5 kilometers.

From here on, mound

groups were mostly lower and smaller, as well as more scattered,
until the earthworks is reached.
Excavation Results.
one and a half meters square.

All test pits on the north brecha were
As shown in Table 2, Tepeu sherds

were found in about 80 percent of the test pits, with heavy repre
sentation for both the Ik and Imix phases.

The proportion would be

even higher if we had terminated the sampling stratum at 3.5 kilo
meters instead of at the earthworks.

Of the over 20 percent of the

test pits showing no sign of later than Manik occupation, all are
concentrated on two ridges, one at 3.5 kilometers.

The other, with

no trace of Tepeu occupation adjoins the earthworks at about U to
kilometers.

Thus there was an empty strip over 1 kilometer wide

abutting the earthworks on the south side during the Tepeu period.
Testing at the corner of the temple on the ridge at 3«5 kilometers
indicated a Late Preclassic (Cauac) construction date, with later
Manik reconstruction.

Excavations at the earthworks (though not in

the brecha mapped area) indicate a construction date no earlier than
the Manik period, and no later than the Ik phase.

Almost all of the

Manik mound groups are smaller more irregular groupings without
raised plazas.
In contrast, the larger more complex mound groups closer to
the site produced much larger quantities of Ik and Imix ceramics,
some from semi-stratified midden type deposits.

Ik and Imix deposits

are encountered in about equal number in the latter area, the plural
i t y of test pits producing ceramics of both phases ( 3 7 . T h e
latter feature would indicate long extended occupation for the Tepeu
period in this area.

Sznab material was relatively scarce, with

six cases of definite or probable Sznab occupation, most of it from
the edge of the site map or the ridge at 3.5 kilometers.

Manik

material was found in all but two of the test pits, indicating an
intensive if possibly more scattered Tzakol settlement.
material, almost all Cauac, came from seven locations.

Preclassic
Most of

these were located in the area of pure Manik occupation with the rest
scattered throughout the whole area.

No Gaban material was found in

the first, or in any stratum of the north brecha.
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A burial was located in a bedrock cist at the bottom of one
test pit, but with no associated furniture.

This may have been a

dedicatory sacrifice, as it was located under the corner of a large
platform.

One chultun was located, sealed under a later plaza floor

beside the temple at 3.5 kilometers.

This chultun had been inten

tionally filled with Cauac midden material, as well as large quanti
ties of unworked and partially worked flint.

Other items recovered

from the chultun besides large quantities of well preserved sherds
included metate fragments, bone, and carbonized seeds.

Several other

structures on the same knoll produced heavier than average quantities
of both flint flakes, mainly unworked, and obsidian blades.

A small

single mound with an associated platform produced very large quanti
ties of crude flint nodules, small flattish flakes, and over 130
flint drills.

The latter frequency is greater than the total of all

drills from all excavations of the Project.

This may well indicate

either a production area for drills, or a manufacturing area requiring
the use of drills.

Several other mound groups near 1.7 kilometers

also produced larger than average quantities of raw flint nodules.
North Brecha:

Stratum 2

Stratum Boundaries.

The southern boundary of the second

sampling stratum is, of course, the defensive earthworks, at
meters.

kilo

The only exception is the associated large group which was

included in Stratum 1. From this point occupation is much less dense
and is widely scattered, until one reaches a larger area of very low
bajo at about 9.3 kilometers.

This bajo cuts across the whole brecha,
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forming the northern boundary of the sampling universe of the brecha.
Topography.

The major feature in the universe is the presence

of a rather large seasonal stream, which drains northward into the
bajo area, and eventually into the Joventud Bajo.

The area at the

south end of the universe continues the rolling upland terrain of the
preceding stratum, gradually subsiding toward the seasonal stream
which runs from about five and a half kilometers to the end of the
stratum, generally within a dozen meters of the center of the map.
There are several ridges between four and a half and five and a half
kilometers.

The low terrain adjoining the stream bed is from 75 to

100 meters wide in most places.

At either side the land rises

gradually, with a few small ridges protruding into the mapped area,
one at about 6.3 kilometers, another at about S kilometers, and
another at just beyond 9 kilometers.

Further to the north, especi

ally beyond 8 kilometers, the stream is flanked by large areas of low
escobal bajo.

Much of the land adjoining the stream edges is poorly

drained semi-bajo, with lower, thornier vegetation.

The higher

ridges have better drainage, and the more typical forest vegetation.
The large uninhabited bajo area beyond 9.3 kilometers includes escobal
and corozal types of bajo.
Sampling Units.

Thirty-eight mound groupings were initially

delimited in the sampling stratum.

Testing indicated that one and

possibly two of these were actually natural features (both being
small irregular single mound shaped).

Thirteen of the mound groupings

were tested for a little over a one-third sample.

This universe was

notable for the higher percentage of fairly large mound groupings it
contained, exclusive of the large cluster adjacent to the earthworks.
One very large group with a large temple and range type structures is
located on the knoll at about five and a half kilometers.

Another

fairly large group is located at close to 7 kilometers on a low rise
at the edge of bajo flanking the stream.

At just beyond 8 kilometers

there are a number of very large range type constructions around
several plazas, as well as a clustering of smaller mound groupings.
Again at 9.2 kilometers there is a larger grouping of range type
structures around a plaza, with another smaller clustering of smaller
mounds.

Smaller mound groups are sparsely scattered between the

above listed clusters, with very few in the area from five and a half
to 8 kilometers.

One grouping was considered unique enough to be

sampled as a separate category.

This was an unusual cluster of low

but very long irregular mounds forming a large plaza grouping located
at 6.9 kilometers.

This construction most closely resembles Bullard's

market enclosure (i960) and the "market" area in Central Tikal.
Excavation Results.

Of the 13 random test pits excavated

Tepeu material was found in all but two.
about 85 percent is indicated.

Thus a Tepeu occupation of

A heavy Imix occupation was indicated

for the stratum, with an almost equally heavy Ik phase occupation.
Manik material was found in all test pits, but never in any quantity.
Several large occupation type middens were located off the backs of
range type constructions in the large groups tested, indicating a
possible residential function.

In several cases, these middens were

stratified, with continuing occupation through several phases indi
cated.

One of these middens in a large grouping unit contained a

flexed burial of an aged female.

The only possibly associated item

was a section of an Ik storage bowl.

All evidence points to an Ik

date for the burial, which seems to have been intruded into a
developing trash heap.

Eznab material came from only one group near

a water source at about 6 kilometers.

The large group at five and a

half kilometers was tested, although it had not been selected in the
random sample.

The complex of range type structures with a fairly

large temple associated was tested in order to compare the dates of
all small satellite site type groups in the north brecha.

This test

pit produced evidence of an Ik and predominately Imix midden along
the back wall of one of the larger range type structures.

The

special group at about 7 kilometers produced a few sherds, indicating
a probable Tepeu use if not construction.

No Preclassic sherds were

found in any of the test pits.

North Brecha: Sampling Stratum 3
Stratum Boundaries.

The last stratum on the north brecha is

also the geographically smallest stratum, being only some 12^0 meters
long.

It is separated from the second north brecha sampling stratum

by a low area of escoba and corozo palm bajo some 2 kilometers wide.
The latter feature forms the southern boundary of the sampling uni
verse.

The northern boundary is the end of the mapped area at 12

kilometers from the site center.

The small major site of Jimbal is

located less than 2 kilometers to the northeast of this stratum.
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Topography.

The major topographical feature of this universe

is a large ridge, located mainly on the eastern half of the stratum
running from 11.3 to about 12 kilometers.

All but one of the mound

groupings in this stratum are located on this raised area.

The ex

ception is on a low rise at about 10.7 kilometers at the extreme east
side of the brecha map.

All other areas are low and poorly drained,

either true escoba bajo or semi bajo.

There is an area of sawtooth

grass at about 11.14 kilometers which would tend to indicate the
presence of an old aguada.

The presence of a chiclero camp nearby

indicates that this area does contain water in the rainy season.
vegetation on the ridge is the standard rain forest type.

The

However,

on the basis of the test pitting, the soil seemed to be drier and
more powdery than in the other brechas.

This may, however, have been

due to the extreme dryness of the topsoil at the end of the dry
season.
Sampling Units.

A total of 26 mound groups were clustered

in this universe, 2h on the ridge.

One mound group at the south end

could not be located, reducing the universe size to 25>.

However,

exploration around one lone mound that was being excavated revealed
several large mounds clustering in the area forming a complex of
larger structures around a plaza.
group.

This was still counted as one

The ridge settlement is dominated by a small satellite type

site at the crest of the ridge.

This site sits on a slightly raised

platform, and includes two fairly tall temples with masonry struc
tures on top with roof combs, as well as several smaller range type

or smaller buildings.

This grouping seems more analogous to those

that are ceremonial groupings than to residential complexes (i.e.,
the south group at Bobal, the southern part of the Central C-roup at
Navajuelal).

This universe is also notable for the high percentage

of groups containing large mounds and range type structures.

Small

groups are scattered around the larger complexes, some of the latter
being fairly elaborate.
Sxcavation Results.

Of the nine groups tested using random

sampling techniques, all showed evidence of Tepeu occupation, with
both Ik and Imix phases having approximately equal representation.
Both were found in four of the test pits.

Probably Eznab material

was found in two mound groups, a little over 20 percent of the total.
Manik material was located in eight of the test pits, usually at the
deepest levels.

Manik material, however, was never found in even

moderate quantities.
cavations.

No Preclassic material was located in the ex

Also, no very large midden type deposits were located,

although in general the Ik deposits were more plentiful.

Testing

of the hilltop satellite site indicated a Tepeu construction, pos
sibly Imix.

This dating has been backed by the architectural dating

of the standing masonry.
Uolantun Area Test Pitting.
Though not originally a part of the research design, many
structures on the knoll around the site of Uolantun were test pitted.
The main problem investigated was the chronological relationship of
the mound groupings to the main temple at the site.
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Stratum Boundaries.

Since I was not in charge of the Uolantun

testing program, only general characteristics of the program can be
presented.

The area mapped by compass and pacing around the site of

Uolantun (Haviland 1966c) was the sampling stratum.

Apparently the

settlement is restricted to a ridge running southwest, northeast,
with the site of Uolantun itself at the highest part near the south
west corner.

How extensive reconnaissance was in the surrounding

area I cannot say.

The general area is located on the same ridge as

the site of Bobal, but a little over 2 kilometers directly east of
the latter site.

The temple at Uolantun is a little over 5 kilometers

to the southeast of the center of the Great Plaza of Tikal.
Topography.

The temple of Uolantun is located on the high

point on the whole ridge to the southeast of Tikal.

The land is well
f

drained upland, with fairly steep slopes in some places.

The vege

tation is forested upland, with no bajoish areas in the immediate
vicinity.
Sampling Units.

Approximately li| definable mound groupings

were located near the temple of Uolantun (excluding the temple itself).
Host are smallish house mound type plazuela units, with a few scat
tered single mounds.

No very large complexes with range type struc

tures are in evidence.
along the ridges.

Mound groupings cluster on higher points

A total of 10 structures were test pitted, over

70 percent of the total.

The method for selecting the structures

was not random, however.
Bxcavational Results. Sxcavational methods were the same as
in the main test pitting program, but with both one meter square and

one and a half meter square test pit sizes used, as on the south
brecha testing.

Eight of the 10 test pits showed evidence of Tepeu

occupation, while two had no later than Kanik contents.

For the

Tepeu period, both Ik and Imix phasies seem to be equally represented.
Eznab material was present in three house mound groupings, a somewhat
higher percentage than in most other strata.
encountered in the test pits.

No Gaban material was

Besides the two Kanik mound groupings,

Manik sherds were found in all but two of the groups tested.

Despite

the evidence for Preclassic construction at the main temple of
Uolantun, only one test pit produced any Preclassic material.
Miscellaneous Test Pits
For several reasons, including the presence of a small
"laborer surplus" for a few days, we decided to test pit one area
rather intensively.

Since there had been little excavation to the

north of the site proper, and because of the presence of several large
rather amorphous mounds in the region, an area near the south of the
north brecha was chosen for further investigation.
mounds for testing was non-random.

Selection of

Three of the five rather amor

phous mounds in the area from 20 to 2.2 kilometers were selected for
testing.

In addition, two of the larger plazuela type units not

previously selected in the random sample for the first northern
strata were also selected.
The most unusual structures were the first sampled.

These

were two adjacent mounds located about 22$ meters east of the two
kilometer mark.

Both were approximately ii meters high, rather large

but amorphous mounds, having a quite irregular shape.

Test pits (one

and a half meters square) in both of these mounds produced few sherds.
In both cases the test pits were located at the bottom of the slope
of the mound, cutting into construction fill.
construction was indicated.

An Ik date for the

Near the bottom of the test pits, and

near ground level, plastered floors were encountered in both pits.
These apparently preceded the construction of the mounds.
few Hanik sherds were found below these floors.
masonry retaining walls were found.

Only a

No signs of any

The mounds in question may have

had only plaster covering, which has since disappeared completely,
or they may have been fully constructed of masonry which has since
been robbed.

A third alternative would be the possibility that these

are unfinished constructions.
One other group tested, which from its appearance in the map
resembled the unusual structures described above turned out to be a
"normal" two mound group.

The one and a half meter square test pit

adjoining the smaller mound produced a Tepeu midden type deposit
with Imix material, and below that, Ik sherds.

A burial of an aged

female was located near the bottom of the test pit, with no burial
furniture.

However, sherds around the bones were no later than Ik

in date imputing an Ik dating to the burial.

The body was flexed,

and lay on its right side, with right hand to mouth.

Another large

six mound group in the center of the mapped area was tested with a
meter and a half square pit.
plaster floors.

Tepeu sherds were found above two

Only I-Ianik sherds were found between and below the

floors, indicating at least some definite Manik construction in the
area.

Finally, another fairly large four mound group at 2.2 kilo

meters was tested, using the same size test pit.

This produced a

moderate amount of Tepeu material, mainly Irnix.
Satellite Site Excavations
The excavation on a larger scale of several satellite sites
was another major program of the Sustaining Area Project.

The in

tended goal of such excavation was to place these sites in some
chronological and cultural relationship to Central Tikal, and other
nearby sites.

Both of the major types of satellite sites defined

were to be sampled.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the sites

of Navajuelal and Uolantun were chosen for extensive excavation.
However, additional smaller scale excavations were also carried out
at the satellite sites of Manculola, and El Descanso as well as in
the Stela 3U group.

In addition the fairly large complex called

Chikin Tikal, located just to the north of the I). kilometer area of
the west brecha, had been earlier tested by the Tikal Project staff.
Finally, the site of Jimbal, though actually a small major center
rather than a satellite site, was tested in several areas.
Navajuelal
The program at Navajuelal was under the direction of Ernestine
Green, then a graduate student at the University of Pennsylvania.
Detailed description of excavations at Navajuelal will be presented
in the forthcoming Tikal Report Number 2lu

Since lot cards giving

provenience of dated ceramic groups are not available to me, datings
are somewhat tentative.
South Group. The only excavation in the rather large South
Group was a single one meter square test pit dug under my direction.
The group is some 1;?0 meters directly south of the Central Group, and
consists of a quite large temple structure and one other large struc
ture on a fairly high raised platform. Several smaller, lower mounds
are located on a lower southern extension of the platform. This
latter feature was the group tested. Few sherds were produced, most
being probable Hanik in date.
Central Group. The Central Group was the most intensively
excavated of the complexes at Navajuelal. The whole group is located
on an artificial platform approximately five meters high. The lower
southern portion of the platform contains a 1$ meter high temple on
the east side, and a medium-large structure flanked by several much
smaller mounds facing the temple on the opposite side of the platform.
The larger and higher northern portion consists of two plaza type
groupings, and several other single standing structures. The larger
group is centrally located on the platform, with at least four large
range type structures.

Three other structures are somewhat smaller,

but may also have had vaulted roofs. The other major group is just
to the southeast of the latter cluster. It has roughly seven struc
tures, almost all smaller and lower than in the previous group. One
of these, in the central-east location may be a small temple from
its shape and height. Several of the structures in the larger group
may also be temples.

At the start of the excavational program, test pits were put
in immediately in front of the large temple, and in one of the plazas
of the northern platform.

These pits produced much late Tepeu mate

rial from near the surface, including some Eznab as well as Imix
sherds. Lower in the test pits, some Ik sherds were encountered.
Plaza floors were found in both of the pits. Below the floors,
sherds were much scantier. However, none dated later than the Manik
phase, thus giving a basal date for the construction of the platform.
Later excavations gave no indication that platform construction was
more than a single construction effort.
The large temple on the southern plaza was intensively ex
cavated, with an axial tunnel cut to the center, heavy trenching in
front and on the sides of the substructure, excavations on the stair
case, as well as cleaning and excavation of what remained of the
temple on top. Tunneling indicated only one construction phase.
Sherds from the fill indicated a probable Late ;-5anik date for con
struction. Sherds were very scarce in the fill. Manik sherds were
also encountered at the bottom of the trenches along the front and
sides of the structure.

Atop these were Ik and later Tepeu sherds

in some quantity, though not middens.
Excavation in front of the structure revealed a burial and
possible cache.

The sequence of events represented is somewhat hazy

for several reasons. Burial 206 was the first feature uncovered.
The burial was just to the west of and below the first step of the
staircase. It contained an unusual assortment of vessels, difficult

to pace chronologically. One cache bowl appears to most closely re
semble Eznab examples, while a basal ridge plate is a variant of an
Ik form. The other forms were even more difficult to place. Further
excavation revealed a possible cache just to the east of the burial.
The latter feature contained two cylindrical cache vessels with lids
and two flaring walled cache vessels, all of which were good I-ianik
types. These contained many cache goods including a carved jade,
shell figurines, remnants of a pyrite mirror and other items. A
reexamination of the stratigraphy indicated that a pit had been cut
into the substructure to place the burial, which was probably not
contemporaneous with the cache. A probable Tzakol-Ik transition
date for the majority of the vessels with the burial was the final
conclusion, after consultation with Dr. Culbert. It is possible that
there was even later Eznab disturbance of the burial, for the scat
tering and lack of many bones indicated either a disturbed or
secondary burial. The Eznab type cache vessel was the only vessel
showing evidence of burning on the inside (possibly incense?).
Excavations in and around the temple on top of the substruc
ture produced scanty sherd collections, mainly later Tepeu in date,
with a few possible Eznab sherds.

One interesting find was a Caban

scroll foot located about halfway up the staircase, which fit another
Caban fragment at the foot. Possibly in offering had been left on
the steps of the structure. .Similar offerings have been noted in
Temples I and II in Central Tikal. A few other Caban sherds were
mixed with earlier material in front of the temple. These included

a few sherds of thin trailed, crude, underfired jars, as well as the
more common redware plate fragments. A few Late Freclassic sherds
were found mixed in the later deposits as well.
The unusual structure at the opposite end of the plaza from
the temple was also tested. This proved to be a "reviewing stand"
construction, with a broad series of plastered steps, having no large
platform at the top. No diagnostic sherds were found in the almost
pure rock and sascab fill of the structure. Sherds around the struc
ture were predominantly Late Tepeu, probably Imix. In one area these
may have formed a midden deposit, perhaps from dumping of rubbish
from a nearby occupation location. A few Ik sherds as well as more
plentiful i'ianik material also came from the debris around the struc
ture.
The northern groupings of range type structures are not so
intensively excavated.

Besides the plaza test pit, I also put in a

one meter square test pit off the back corner of one of the larger
complexes of the more massive grouping.

Tepeu material, mainly Imix,

came from near the surface, though not in large quantities.

A plaza

floor was encountered, with only a few sherds, none later than Kanik,
below it.
The only other structure excavated was a smallish mound on
the northeast corner of the smaller cluster. This structure was most
intensively studied, including axial trenching, trenching along ex
terior Trails, testing of internal features, and some stripping.
Trenching indicated that the structure itself dated to either
late Manik or very early Ik times.

Nothing later than Kanik material
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came from the platform fill. Manilc sherds were also found between
floors in later remodelings. However, a few Tepeu I or Ik sherds were
found sealed in benches in the final construction indicating occupa
tion and construction into the Tepeu period. The platform fill in
cluded a large number of finer decorated sherds.

Included in the

latter was the largest sample of incised blackware from the whole
Sustaining Area. Ik and later Tepeu including mainly Imix, but also
some Sznab, sherds were found scattered in semi-stratified deposits
along the backs and sides as well as on the tops of benches and
latest floors. Never, however, were they encountered in large num
bers. A single burial (Burial 20U) was found in a cist cut into the
platform just to the west of the structure. The only burial furni
ture with the extended skeleton was a flat bottomed Imix polychrome
bowl. The latter specimen was directly comperable to the red-bar
polychromes from Central Tikal.

Again, a few Late Preclassic sherds

were found mixed in the predominantly later fill situations. The
architectural dating also assigns a late Manik, Manik-Ik transition
date to the style of construction.
North C-roup. I initially tested two of the structures in
the North Group. This is a cluster of relatively small structures
(six in all) sitting on a low platform. Initially I test-pitted two
small structures on the northwest corner of the platform. One test
pit produced few diagnostic sherds, mainly Manik with a few possible
Tepeu. The other, in the western structure produced definite Ik as
well as j-Ianik sherds in lower levels, possibly basal platform fill.
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The western structure was chosen for more intensive excava
tion later, including axial trenching as well as clearing of the
plastered floor, and trenching along the walls. The excavations
indicated that there were two constructions of the main structure.
In addition, a small square kitchen was located off the southeast
corner of the structure adjacent to a chultun. As I recall, a Manik
date was indicated for the initial construction, with a rebuilding
during the Ik phase. Besides Manik fill material, the excavations
produced Tepeu material, mainly Ik from the floors, off the back of
the structure, and especially around the inferred kitchen. Later
Tepeu including Imix, arid probable Eznab sherds were also found mixed
with earlier material. Sherds were scantier than around the larger
and more imposing structure in the Central Group.
Uolantun
Excavations at the site of Uolantun centered in and around
the 10 meter-high temple at the crest of the ridge. The additional
excavations in smaller mounds scattered over the nearby terrain have
already been detailed in the test pitting section. The intensive
excavation of the main temple involved axial trenching through the
main staircase on the west side, and trenching from the south as well.
Additional trenches were extended along the front and both sides of
the structure. The structure on top of the basal platform was also
excavated to floor level, with some subfloor testing. Surface test
ing of the back slope of the structure was also carried out, after
the discovery of a whole vessel and many vessel and incensario sherds
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at and just below the surface near the top of the sub-structure.
There were also excavations in and around the cycle 8 stela, in search
of a possible stela cache. A trench was extended across the plaza
to the west of the temple, searching the plaza for limits.
One of the earliest discoveries at Uolantun was a whole,
crudely shaped coarseware bowl, containing a black stone were-animal
figurine. This unusual piece was found on the upper back part of
the sub-structure, sitting just on the surface. The form itself is
undiagnostic, and if it was originally slipped, no trace remains at
present. It certainly could be no earlier than Caban in date, al
though such forms have not been encountered in Caban deposits. Prom
its position on the surface, above collapse debris, it could well be
Post-Conquest, possibly dating to the l?th century occupation in the
area.
Discovery of the bowl led to the discovery of masses of
vessel and incensario sherds covering the back of the sub-structure.
Some were on the surface, others partly buried or just under the root
layer. Later excavations of the two temple rooms revealed a heavy
deposit of similar sherds and censer fragments sitting directly on
the plaster floors of the rooms. These fragments were mixed with
large deposits of charcoal and carbon, and there was a probable
residue of copal in some of the vessels. Apparently the back wall
of the structure had fallen away, carrying part of the floor of the
back room with it. The action had spewed out the sherds and censer
fragments from the floor down the surface of the sub-structure.
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This offering (Problematical Deposits 191 and 193) almost undoubtedly
pertains to the Eznab ceramic phase. Most of the sherds were diag
nostic Eznab specimens, the preponderant forms being monochrome redware flat bottomed tripod plates, and rims of incurving lip redware
storage bowls. Also found were several decorated cylinder fragments,
several rim sherds of incurving rim small tripod bowls, and several
whole slipped jar rims. Two of the latter were of the diagnostic
Eznab bulging neck variety. Interestingly, only a few coarseware
sherds were found, and no coarseware rims. Fragments of over half
a dozen large censers were located. Both censers and vessels had
been intentionally smashed before being deposited. It was possible
to largely reconstruct several large incense burners: these may
have been smashed at the site. However, no complete or even more
than half vessels could be reconstructed despite intensive effort.
Apparently the vessels had been smashed, and only sherds deposited
in the temple rooms. Smaller caches of sherds were found on the step
leading into the temple. Several Manik sherds were found in the
same deposit. These can be explained by the collapse of the vaulted
roof, which probably contained Manik sherds in its fill.
Trenching around the front and sides of the structure pro
duced fair amounts of sherds. One deposit initially thought to be
a pure one period midden deposit was located against the south wall
of the sub-structure. However, it proved to contain a mixture of
Tepeu sherds, with transitional Manik Ik sherds near the base, and
Late Tepeu sherds near the surface indicating a long period of depo
sition. Almost all of the sherds encountered around the base of
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the temple were Tepeu, mainly Imix, with a few probable Eznab sherds
as well. Some Manik sherds were found as well as a scattering of
Preclassic material, including later Preclassic (Cauac or Ghuen), and
a few Mars Orange sherds of the Middle Preclassic Tzec ceramic com
plex. Another complex represented in the debris, probably from near
the surface, was the Postclassic Caban complex. One scroll weathered
foot was located, as well as a few sherds of the thin low necked
coarseware jars, also found around the base of the temple at Navajuelal.
Excavation in search of the stela cache did uncover that
cache, despite the unsuccessful testings of Morley for the cache,
as well as indicating later moving and modification of the stela,
possibly associated with Eznab phase the activity in the temple itself.
The cache contained a flint "trident" and obsidian cores, as well as
a flanged incense burner with an unusual slipped lid. All are
probably Manik in date. Excavation of the plaza floor indicated a
probable Manik construction for the latest floor, although a few
Preclassic sherds were found as well.
Finally, axial trenching revealed a series of at least nine
constructions. The latest of these dated to the Manik period, though
it contained Preclassic sherds as well. Cache vessels of Manik
shape and ware were discovered in both trenches. Several of these
had been placed in sets with one bowl inverted over the other as a
cover. One of the sets contained the skeleton of an infant or
fetus. Also possibly dating to this period was a small vaulted and

plastered "tomblet" near the center of the construction, under a
temple floor. This contained the bones of a youth covered with cin
nabar, as well as a single large horsecollar shell.
Earlier constructions include one or more which date to the
Later Preclassic including either Cauac or Chuen ceramics, Of special
interest was a small low platform, the earliest construction at the
site. The latter contained several caches of unworked jade pebbles.
The construction contained sherds of the Eb complex since no Mars
Orange sherds (a Tzec phase diagnostic) were encountered. This is
at present one of the earliest, if not the earliest, ceremonial con
struction discovered in the Maya Lowlands.
Jimbal
The small major center of Jimbal is located about one and a
half kilometers to the east northeast of the end of the north brecha.
It contains several large temples distributed around a plaza larger
than the Great Plaza of Central Tikal.

Other constructions include

a ball court and an apparent round structure.

The late importance

of the site inferred by the latter construction is reinforced by the
presence of several tenth cycle stelae, which include some Mexicaninfluenced glyphs (c.f. Lowe 1968: Ul9). Earlier excavations by the
Central Tikal Project staff produced both Imix and Eznab material,
including Altar Group Fine Orange sherds. Two types of excavations
were conducted by the Sustaining Area project staff. One series of
excavations concentrated on the late carved stela, searching for
stela caches and investigating stela placement. These excavations
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produced no caches. Apparently there were none. Most sherds were of
the Tepeu period, including three Fine Orange, and one imitation fine
modelled-carved orange sherd. Thus Eznab occupation at the site was
further confirmed. Imix, Ik, Manik, and a few Late Preclassic sherds
were also encountered in a very mixed situation. Manik sherds in
cluded one hollow slab foot of a cylindrical tripod vessel.
The other excavation was smaller, involving the clearing of
a small area of floor within the largest temple at the site for the
purpose of architectural measurement. This clearing produced evi
dence of another Eznab Problematical Deposit (P.D. 201+) like that at
Uolantun. The small pit produced several very weathered Eznab plates,
several high groove Eznab incurving rim jars, and several incensario
fragments, all surrounded by carbon.
Stela 3k Group
The discovery of a new carved stela resulted in the partial
testing of another complex of small satellite site dimensions. The
stela was discovered on the back side of a temple sub-structure,
apparently having slid down the structure from its former position.
The temple is one of a cluster of larger structures to the east
northeast of the center of Tikal, some three and one half to five
kilometers from the Great Plaza. The cluster of structures has been
partially exposed by milpa clearings at the end of the airstrip, and
includes some range type structures. This medium size clustering
sits on a small rise surrounded by Bajo. Excavations around the
stela produced only a few sherds, mainly Manik. These may be from
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the construction fill of the temple, but all were just on the surface.
Excavations on the top of the temple sub-structure disclosed a plas
tered floor. Under this floor no sherds later than Manik were
located. In addition, a cache vessel of Manik shape was encountered.
The latter has been interpreted as a probable structure cache rather
than a stela cache. The inferred Manik date for the construction is
also backed by the stylistic dating of the stela which shows resem
blances with earlier cycle nine (Manik time period equivalent) monu
ments (c.f. Lowe 1968: Ul9).
Other Satellite Sites
Several outlying satellite sites were also investigated by
Sustaining Area architect Stanley Loten. A few pits were put in to
search for floors and corners of structures. Material from vault
fill was also collected. Investigations were made at the sites of
Manculola on the east brecha, El Decanso to the northeast of the end
of the east brecha, and El Encanto, a larger satellite site over 10
kilometers to the northeast of the Great Plaza. These pits and
collections indicated Tepeu occupation at all these sites, but also
indicated Ik or Manik construction with perhaps some Late Preclassic
construction at El Descanso.
Finally, the site of Chikin Tikal had been test pitted earlier
by Central Tikal Project staff. These test pits indicated a Manik
construction date for most of the major building, with Late Preclassic
occupation, if not construction in the area. Tepeu occupational
evidence was present, with the discovery of a fair number of Eznab
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sherds. Included among the latter were some Fine Orange examples.
Small Structure Excavations
In addition to the excavation of'larger satellite site con
structions, a program of excavation of smaller structures was planned.
Such excavation had several purposes. As with the Central Tikal
Small Structure Program (Haviland 1965), one purpose was to attempt
to control the functional aspect. Were all the small mounds resi
dential structures and their adjuncts? A second goal was to compare
smaller residences in the Sustaining Area (of "probable farmers")
with residences of Central Tikal (possibly those of part- or fulltime specialists). A third area of investigation centered on com
parison of assemblages of artifacts from Central Tikal with those
from the Sustaining Area, "...did the inhabitants of probable rural
areas participate in what might be characterized as a folk culture,
as opposed to a complex culture for Tikal proper?...were the cultural
ties of the inhabitants of the area under investigation to Tikal"
(Haviland 1966c: 29)?
For reasons of time and money, only a few small structures
on the south brecha were chosen for excavation. The south brecha
was chosen for this area had been previously test pitted, giving
some clues as to temporal distribution of population. In addition,
the two satellite sites to be fully investigated were located to the
south of the site. A total of 12 structures in five mound groupings
were excavated. In addition two chultuns associated with two of the
mound clusters were also excavated. One of these mound groups, a
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medium-sized three mound unit, was located just a few hundred meters
south of the 16 square kilometer site map boundary. The others
clustered in an area frcm six and a half to eight and a half kilo
meters from the Great Plaza, in the area of heavy Manik occupation.
The first mound group tested was the northernmost of the
units excavated. This group was selected because a test pit had pre
viously revealed heavy Imix deposits off the back of one structure.
All three mounds were tested by axial trenches. In addition, one of
the larger mounds was more thoroughly excavated, with trenching
around the platform edges, and clearing of the latest structure.
Excavation revealed no solid evidence of construction earlier than
the Imix phase. There is a slight possibility that the largest mound
on the west side of the group may have contained earlier construction
which has since been obliterated.

This construction may have dated

to the Ik or Imix phase. Large quantities of Imix sherds were found
behind and off the corners of the largest mound. A few possible
Eznab sherds, possibly Imix-Eznab transitional material, came from
the excavations.

A large redware incurving rim bowl of the phase

was found smashed on the platform of one of the structures or near
the time of abandonment. Almost the whole vessel was recovered.
The only earlier material was a few Ik and Manik sherds in fill and
surface contexts. One Caban scroll foot was found in a surface lot.
This may have resulted from Caban activity at another mound only a
few hundred meters away.
The other mound groups were chosen in an effort to uncover
evidence of a rural agricultural population. The mounds
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investigated were all low, small and irregular in shape. Four mound
groups in all were tested, two of which had been previously test
pitted. Earlier testing indicated no later than a Manik occupation
for the area, except for one mound group that showed evidence of
Gaban occupation. The Caban-Manik group was at about six and a half
kilometers just adjacent to the Laguna Verde artificial aguada.
Another group was at about 7.3 kilometers on the crest of a ridge.
A third group on the other side of the crest at 7.5 kilometers was
excavated. Finally a two mound group at 8.2 kilometers on a smaller
rise was excavated.
The Caban Manik group at 6.0 kilometers was the first inves
tigated. The mounds were investigated by axial trenching and sup
plementary trenching along the platform walls. At first it was
believed that only a single mound was present, but another low mound
was revealed, numbered and excavated as well. It soon became.evident
that the Gaban material formed a cap in the root and humus layer over
both mounds. The actual construction of the mounds produced no later
than Manik material, with a few possible Late Preclassic sherds.
Very few sherds were found in the fill, which was mainly rock ballast
with little cultural material or midden fill.
In order to get a larger sample of Caban material, the root
layer cap on both mounds was stripped off. The chultun beside one
of the mounds was also excavated, producing a few Manik sherds. The
resultant sherd collection is one of the largest and purest Caban
collections from all of Tikal. It consists mainly of redware plated
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(probably with Paxcaman and Augustine Red), but also includes some
thin coarseware sherds which are sometimes difficult to distinguish
from Manik specimens. A third type represented in small quantities
is Ixpop Polychrome. The latter specimens include over half of the
diameter of a decorated section of a polychrome plate with a trumpet
shaped hollow foot support. There also may be a few Caban dichromes,
though these could be weathered Ixpop Polychrome sherds.
The excavated mound group at 7.3 kilometers had been tested
in 1965 by Sustaining Area project crews, and again in the south
brecha test pitting program. In both cases no later than a Manik
occupation had been indicated. The mound group consisted of two low
small mounds on a raised platform.

Both mounds were axial trenched,

and the platform edges were delimited by trenching. In addition,
the platform plaza was trenched, and a multi-chambered chultun (pos
sibly Preclassic) discovered. The mound constructions contained no
later than Manik sherds, with some Late Preclassic including Cauac
and probable Cauac-Cimi sherds found mixed in with the later material.
Excavation of the chultun produced a few Manik and Preclassic sherds.
Near the bottom of one chamber, a half of a monochrome redware angu
lar based rounded Z angle bowl was encountered. The shape and slip
color of this bowl tend to indicate an early Manik dating for the
group, as do the presence of some sharp Z angle bowl fragments (an
early Manik diagnostic). A few Tepeu and possible Tepeu sherds were
noted, but these are probably due to mixups in labelling in the
laboratory.
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The excavation of a small mound at 7.5 kilometers revealed an
additional lower mound as well.

Both mounds were tested with N-S and

E-W axial trenches, as well as trenches around the outside of the
platforms to delimit structure size and type of construction. Both
structures contained no sherds later than Manik, indicating a Manik
construction for the group. The high percentage of sharp Z angle
bowls would tend to indicate that only an early facet of Manik is
represented. A few Late Preclassic sherds were mixed in with the
later material, most, if not all, of it of Cauac date. Preservation
of slip was better in this group than in most of those more thoroughly
excavated. No polychromes were represented however.
The final mound group intensively excavated in the area was
another apparently single mound at about 8.15 kilometers from the
site center. Again, closer examination disclosed a second adjacent
mound. Again, both mounds were axial trenched with trenches also
around some of the exterior platform walls. •"•11 of the mounds in
this universe were very low, mainly under 50 cm. in total height.
Ceramics from structural fill again indicated a Manik construction
for the group. Probably an early Manik dating is indicated by the
high relative frequency of sharp Z angle bowls. However, some unusual
forms were recovered, some of which could be interpreted as transi
tional types and forms between Cauac and early Manik. Forms are
intermediate between the more rounded small bowls of the Cauac period,
and sharp Z angle bowls. Slips are redware, but do not have the waxy
feel of the Late Preclassic slips. Mixed in with the later material
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is a relatively large amount of Late Preclassic ceramics, including
such definite Cauac forms as medial flange bowls.
Also included in certain of the lots are rather unique forms.
Some of these have a very early look. They include tecomates which
vaguely resemble the tecomate farms of the Middle Preclassic, especi
ally of the Eb phase. However, these are rather distinctive being
more angular and thicker. The larger quantity of early material in
fills may indicate a fairly heavy Preclassic occupation in this area.
However, there was no evidence of construction earlier than the Manik
phase in the mound groups excavated between 6.5 and 8.2 kilometers.
The excavations described above increased the total sample of
structures in the area from 6.5-3.2 kilometers again supporting a no
later than Manik occupation, strengthening the probable Manik dating
of the single large temple, as do the excavations at Uolantun. It
appears we have an intact, unmodified portion of a Manik phase
settlement (possibly early Manik) showing the dispersed nature of
at least some settlements in the Tikal area for this period. This
dispersed settlement may have been part of a widespread pattern. A
small test was made to see if there were any hidden structures in the
area. The methods and results will be presented in the next section.
Miscellaneous Excavations
In addition to the above programs, there were certain small
scale excavations which were designed to answer problems arising
during the course of excavation and mapping.

In order to check oat the relationships of artificial aguadas
to dated habitation areas, trenches were put into the artificial em
bankments of the Laguana Verde aguada, the only artificially embanked
aguada in the two tested brechas. Excavation produced only a few
sherds, mostly body sherds or relatively undiagnostic rims. Sherds
were obviously Classic, probably dating to the Tepeu period. The
latter dating was based primarily on paste characteristics, which
are not a sound basis for chronological placement. If valid this
dating is interesting for the aguada falls just outside the maximum
Tepeu occupation of Greater Tikal.
Another unique feature investigated consisted of a series of
terraces on the east brecha. These terraces were demarcated by rows
of flint nodules. Their function is problematical. The feature is
located on a sloping hillside a little beyond six and a half kilo
meters from the site center. Very few sherds were uncovered, none
securely dating to later than the Manik period, though a few possible
Tepeu (Ik?) sherds were noted.
Several surface collections were made from mound groups on
the brecha areas mapped from the end of the north brecha to Uaxactun.
One collection was from a treefall in the middle of a platform some
3.35 kilometers west of the end of the north brecha. The small lot
of sherds was collected including Late Preclassic material, as well
as a few probable Manik sherds. Late Preclassic material predominated
mainly of the Chuen phase, though a few possible Cauac sherds were
also encountered. Another treefall sample was obtained near the
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start of the Uaxactun brecha only some 375 meters from the center of
the Old Ricketson survey. Only two sherds were found, both Preclassic
— either Cauac or Chuen. Both had the typical Late Preclassic waxy
feel, one jar neck having an unusual gadrooned surface.
In the previous section mention was made of a vacant terrain
survey in the south brecha. A small test involving the use of post
hole diggers grew out of the success of this instrument in finding
large sherd concentrations. If sherd concentrations could be located,
then these post hole diggers might also be able to locate hidden
structures marked only by larger than average distribution of sherds.
To test this out, we investigated several areas of vacant terrain in
the south brecha. Post holes were put in every five meters along
mapped lines. Four lines of post holes extending some 175 meters
were put in between 6.6 and 6.75 kilometers on the south brecha.
The four strings were spaced some five meters apart beginning some
five meters to the west of the center line of the brecha. The area
in question was a flattish, slightly bajoish area just to the south
of the Laguna Verde aguada, but before the rise having the Manik
settlement. One other area was tested in a similar manner, an area
around the previously excavated structures at 7.3 kilometers on the
south brecha. The area was half a kilometer directly to the south
of the area previously tested, but on the ridge. Several trenches
were put in between post holes which produced relatively larger quan
tities of sherds.
A total of lUO post holes were excavated in the first area,
and lUl in the second area. Ninety-four in the second area were
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deep, the rest quite shallow. Hoeing stopped before bedrock was
reached. Sherds from the first area tested could not be located for
analysis, if any were encountered. From the second area nine sherds
were produced, rather randomly scattered in the area tested. Almost
all were undiagnostic body sherds except for one undiagnostic rim.
Perhaps the majority were either Manik or Preclassic. The two
trenches produced only a handful of sherds. Both produced Manik
material, while one also included some Late Preclassic sherds. No
signs of construction or definite indication of any hidden structures
were encountered. Most of the sherds in the tested areas could be
interpreted as outwash from the nearby mounds.
One of the earliest major excavational programs of the Sus
taining Area Project concentrated on dating the construction and
determining some of the structural characteristics of the northern
Tikal earthworks (Puleston and Callender 1967). Three portions of
of the earthworks were chosen for excavation. The earliest excava
tions were across the deepest preserved portion of the earthworks.
A trench was cut perpendicular to the earthworks, cutting through
the southern embankment, as well as continuing across the northern
edge. Another excavation was undertaken in an area where a possible
bridge might be located. This area was excavated by several trenches,
including two right angled trenches centering on the raised bridge
area. These trenches also cut the embankment, and continued north
ward from the edge of the earthworks excavation. In this same area,
the earthworks embankment was trenched some l£ meters east of the
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bridge. A third excavation was deemed necessary to check the nature
of the earthworks where it seemed to disappear in lower bajoish area.
A trench was put across one of these stretches in the approximate
area where the earthworks would have run. The area was some 220
meters west of the bridge excavations. Earthwork walls were dis
covered in this area. They had disappeared because of the slumping
of the bajo mud walls in the area — even the walls of the excavation
soon collapsed.
Results of excavations differed widely in the three areas
excavated. For the first excavation at the deepest point very few
sherds were encountered in either the material slumped into the
earthworks or in the embankment.

Most of these were Manik. A few

body sherds were found in a black topsoil(?) layer found buried under
the embankment. These were relatively undiagnostic, with a Manik
evaluation being the most likely. Excavations in the bajo area were
also unproductive. Interestingly, material from the natural refilling
of the earthworks included no sherds later than Preclassic, including
one Cauac-Cimi, and probable Cauac material. There may also have
been even earlier Preclassic (Eb?) material there as well.
The major excavations concentrated on the bridge area.
Little material was found in the embankment in both areas tested
near the causeway. However, one lot from the blackish buried topsoil layer contained Manik sherds including one basal flange bowl
sherd. Thus the earthwork construction cannot antedate the Manik
phase. Excavations did reveal a meter and a half high narrow
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causeway across the earthworks (see Puleston and Callender 1967).
Excavation of a part of this causeway produced a few sherds, none
definitely dateable to later than the Manik period, supporting the
data derived from the embankment excavations. No really diagnostic
sherds were encountered, however.
Excavation of a trench running down the middle of the earth
works trench to the west of the causeway revealed relatively large
deposits of sherds in a rather homogeneous fine black earth layer
abutting the causeway and extending for some meters to the west.
The nature of the deposit, so radically different from other nonintentional filling by slumping and erosion, indicated an intentional
filling of this portion of the earthworks. Great quantities of Ik
sherds almost entirely of fine paste wares of the Saxche type indi
cated a special type of activity in the area. Interpretation of this
activity will be contained in the ceramics chapters. Other excava
tions near the causeway produced sparser amounts of sherds, including
some Manik and Late Preclassic (Cauac), much Ik and a few Late Tepeu
sherds, probably Imix. Most of the sherds are Ik, however, with the
great majority of them of decorated forms such as basal ridge plates,
cylinders, barrel shape vessels, and pottery drums. A few coarseware
jar rims are scattered in with this material, but no redware storage
bowls or water carrying jars.
Finally, in order to try and locate trails leading away from
the bridge towards Uaxactun and other sites to the north, an area
just to the north of the causeway was extensively post-holed. Only
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a handful of sherds were produced, almost all of them Late Preclassic,
probably mainly Cauac. The earthworks, then, is almost undoubtedly
of Manik period construction, with some intentional filling or dump
ing, possibly indicating disuse, by some time in the Ik phase. Very
little later activity was evident in the area.

CHAPTER 5'
SETTLEMENT DISTRIBUTION IN THE PERIPHERIES OF TIKAL:
SUMMARY AND INTERPRETATION
Having described in some detail the chronological aspect of
settlement in the peripheries of Tikal, it remains to synthesize the
resulting material in an integrated analysis of settlement patterns
and distribution. A period by period analysis of settlement distri
bution will be presented in the following pages. The presentation
will consist in part of a series of maps of settlement distribution
and density for four major chronological periods. However, before
beginning the presentation a series of factors influencing the re
mains analyzed, and assumptions made in interpreting the cultural
remains will be outlined.
The data produced by the Tikal Sustaining Area Project may
be seen, at least in part, as constituting a controlled test of a
hypothesis put forward by Bullard on the basis of his Northeast Peten
settlement survey. The hypothesis states that Northeastern Peten
Maya settlement pattern "is of a dispersed type of domestic settle
ment with the dispersion conditioned by the availability of water
supply and suitable large areas of level, well-drained house sites"
(Bullard I960: 367). Keeping this hypothesis in mind, does the
data from the peripheries of Tikal support or reject the hypothesis
as stated? If the hypothesis were true, we would predict that areas
120
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remote from the center of the site but with adequate water supply and
well drained terrain, would have higher population density than areas
close to major ceremonial construction, but lacking water and good
drainage. We shall shortly see whether this is the case in the peri
pheries of Tikal.
Problems in Settlement Data Interpretation
Before beginning the presentation and interpretation of the
settlement data, it is necessary to mention those factors that bias
the sample. In part these biases were built into the research design
and methods, especially the latter.
The problems are especially evident in the test pitting pro
gram. Test pits can only give a limited sample of culturally sig
nificant activity at any locality. The problems involved in extending
information derived from test pits to total assemblages and total
cultural activity at a site or portion of a site have been detailed
by Hill (Martin and others 1967: lh$-l$7). However, for some speci
fic purposes, such as tracing the distribution of artifact types and
for chronological information (which was what we were primarily
interested in) test pitting is a useful tool. In such cases, those
factors biasing the sample should be explicitly recognized and taken
into account when projecting from the sample to the total population.
As spelled out in the section on test pitting methods, the
method for the placement of test pits involved finding the largest
possible concentration of sherds from occupational debris contexts
outside the edges of platforms. We were thus testing for the
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occupational debris from the latest construction at the mound tested.
Despite negative conjecturing by Sanders and Price (1968: 16U-65),
there is solid evidence for continuous multi-phase occupation of many
house mound groupings. Excavations in house mounds at Tikal (Haviland 1965) and the Belize Valley (V/illey and others 1?6£) indicate
that this is a common and long standing Maya tradition. This multiple
occupation and construction masks earlier material effectively,
except for random sherd scatter from fall outwash. Thus occupational
debris tested along the sides of latest structures may not fully
reflect the complex occupational history of the mound or group in
question.
The last sentence also reveals another problem. Since in
almost all cases test pits were located behind a single structure of
a multi-structure grouping, can we assume that all of the structures
are contemporaneous with the one tested?

Based on the excavations

at Tikal, we can say that occupation was almost definitely contempo
raneous whenever a valid grouping was made.

All plazuela type units

in Central Tikal had structures whose occupation, if not construction,
were coterminous. Certain structures may have been constructed
earlier, but occupation of the latter continued through the period
of occupation of later buildings. Termination of occupation of all
structures at one time seems to have been the rule. The excavation
of the five mound groupings on the south brecha, plus the excavations
at the North Group at Navajuelal tend to confirm the validity of this
inference for the Sustaining Area. The major problem would have come
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from misidentifying isolated and unrelated mounds as constituting a
grouping. In the great majority of the cases, group definition was
rather straight forward.
Returning to the earlier problem, a more serious one, again
the more thorough excavation serves as a partial test of chronological
inferences made. In all three cases where mound groups test pitted
were later fully excavated, the original dating was upheld. In two
of the cases single phase occupation was indicated (one Manik and
one Imix). In both mound groups, all of the structures were trenched
and no traces of definite earlier occupation were located. In the
other group, a two period occupation (Manik and Caban) was indicated,
with a hiatus between the two. Again the dating inferred from the
test pit material proved correct. Testing of the North Group at
Navajuelal indicated an Ik date for some of the construction, with
a Manik date for platform fill. Excavation of one of the mound groups
did indeed disclose Ik construction, with possible Late Manik con
struction underneath. Only a few doubtful sherds indicated possible
Imix occupation.
In general, the problem seems greatest for large mound
groupings, especially satellite sites and complexes approaching
satellite site size. These sites have the greatest potential for
large amounts of buried earlier construction completely masked by
later additions. In addition, the larger number of structures at
these locations increases the possibility of differences in construc
tion date and occupation of the various structures. In several cases
as at Navajuelal, these constructions stood on artificial platforms.

12k
Thus it was sometimes possible to test both occupation and basal con
struction, since a mound sitting on a platform would have to postdate
the platform construction. This technique was possible at several
mound groupings on the south brecha, and several on the north, in
cluding one major grouping.
Medium size mound groupings present a similar problem, but
since they usually do not sit on raised platforms, the problem of
earlier construction is perhaps more acute since we could not get any
constructional dating. However, if large quantities of sherds were
produced from a test pit, it was sometimes possible to give a basal
date for the construction if a fer sherds of earlier phases were found
near the bottom of the pit. Such material may have been underlying
general sherd scatter in the area before construction of the group.
Thus, a few Preclassic sherds were found in the lowest lots of some
large mound group test pits, otherwise containing no earlier than
Tepeu sherds. Such large hiatuses between phases, with the earlier
phase being very scanty may give basal construction dates. However,
this is only feasible when large sherd collections were found.
Small collections made the problem of chronological inference much
greater.
Small mound groups in some ways pose less of a problem, since
there could not usually be a major sequence of construction hidden
deep below the mound surface.

Often fill material was mixed with

occupation debris in smaller structures, perhaps in part due to the
more easy disruption of fills by roots and soil action in such
contexts.
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The factors mentioned above would tend to distort the settle
ment data recovered in favor of the later or latest major occupation.
Another major factor biasing the sample in the same direction in
volves the preservation of occupation debris. There are several
factors which enter here. Natural agents may disperse scattered evi
dence of earlier occupation, since a longer period of time has passed
since deposition. In many cases, whole mounds and mound groupings
may have eroded away leaving no surface trace. Here again we enter
into the "hidden house mound" problem. There is evidence that this
problem is most acute for the earlier periods.

No high mound struc

tures were found for the Preclassic period in Central Tikal. Even
Manik mound groups tend to be lower and more indistinct. The mound
groups in the Manik settlement area on the South Brecha all consisted
of low irregular mounds. In two cases very low mounds were missed in
the earlier mapping. Such low constructions would tend to be more
easily obliterated by such natural agencies as water erosion, treefalls in mounds, and even soil creep. Even if the mounds are pre
served, much of the occupational debris may be washed away by the
above agencies.
Another set of factors, this time cultural factors, also come
into play in biasing recovery of earlier settlements. In addition
to reconstruction of mounds, there is also the probability of de
struction of midden deposits, and possibly even whole mounds. I am
referring here to the infamous Maya practice of scraping together
occupational debris, and even mining abandoned structures for fill
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material for construction. Such material may have been moved to
nearby locations for the construction of house mound platforms. How
ever, large quantities of fill material were also needed for the large
temples and palaces. Middens and mound fill may have been dragged
together from large areas of the site, especially for the major con
struction in Central Tikal. It is possible that some, maybe even
many, older abandoned mounds were destroyed in such operations.

Only

a thorough excavation of large tracts of vacant terrain could pos
sibly (and only possibly) find remains of such a destroyed settlement.
Here again, the problem may be greater for Central Tikal,
than the peripheral areas. Excavation at several of the large con
structions indicate a paucity of cultural material in the fill of
major construction. The latter situation is most noticeable at the
site of Navajuelal, where the fill material of the main temple in the
Central Group and the platform on which the group sat were almost
sterile. This also may indicate a lack of previous major occupation
in the area.

At Uolantun, more sherds x^ere encountered, perhaps

because a heavier Preclassic and Early Classic occupation of the area
is indicated. The same is true of the north brecha, where a huge
amount of Cauac midden material was used as the fill of a chultun.
However, test pits in structures in the area still produced evidence
of a rather extensive Late Preclassic occupation in the general
vicinity.
Still another problem of interpretation centers on the func
tion of structures and structure groupings. This factor is
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especially crucial when estimating population for the Sustaining Area.
Only a small number of structures could be excavated thoroughly
enough to give definite evidence of function.

One may, however,

extend interpretation by inference from these structures and the
structures excavated in Central Tikal to those tested, or even mapped.
Though only 92 of 109 structures excavated by the Tikal Small Struc
ture Program were considered to be residential structures, most of
the non-residential constructions were included in mound groupings
which also contained one or more residences. Since our basic sampling
unit was mound groupings, a residential function for almost all multistructured groupings could be inferred. There was some question
whether the larger groupings were residential or purely ceremonial,
especially those north of the earthworks on the North Brecha. How
ever, if quantity of occupational debris is a measure of residential
function, then all of these groupings were residences par excelence.
These groups uniformly produced the largest sherd collections as well
as the best stratified midden situations among the samples. The
finding of other occupational debris (carbon, figurines, stone im
plements, etc.) as well as a burial helps to strengthen this infer
ence.
The main structure class with a questionable function are
certain low single mounds usually with an associated platform or
chultun. Some of the singLe mounds are found near quite large resi
dential units, and so may be kitchen or storage structures. The
ceramics from tests in such structures does not contradict the
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inferred function.

Other single structures have been found by testing

to be associated with unusual artifact assemblages. Examples are the
obsidian workshop locality on the south brecha, and the structure
whose fill contained the great quantity of drills on the north brecha.
Such single mounds as these may well be a separate functional cate
gory of manufacturing areas. Finally there are such unique features
as the "enclosure" group on the north brecha and the terraces on the
east brecha. Only very extensive testing might give some indication
of the function of these unusual features.
A possible obfuscating factor is one which derives directly
from our excavational programs.

The possibility mentioned below was

not even thought of as a possible biasing factor. There is some evi
dence that occupational debris was dumped against structures which
were standing unoccupied or unused.

Evidence of this comes from four

excavations, all involving temple or ceremonial construction. The
most obvious example came from the excavations around the base of
the main temple at Uolantun. These excavations revealed large
quantities of Tepeu period sherds, some in definite midden type
deposits, piled against the exterior wall of the substructure. A
long period of dumping is evident by the number of phases of sherds
represented. Thus these are probably not the beginning of new con
struction fill. Some of the deposits contain tools, ash, and
figurines(?) all indicating that they are occupational debris.
Apparently there was no construction at the main temple at Uolantun
after the Early to Middle Manik phase. It is highly likely that the

temple was used as a dumping place for household refuse after its
abandonment or at least cessation of major use. Obviously such de
posits do not derive from activity within the temple, but from the
numerous house mounds which surrounded the temple, at least in the
Tepeu period.
A similar situation was encountered around the base of the
main temple in the Central Group at Navajuelal. Again relatively
large quantities of Tepeu sherds were found against the base of the
substructure, though fewer than around the Uolantun temple.

One

definite midden type deposit was located. Another probable household
refuse deposit, again of Tepeu age was located against the inside
staircase corner of the "reviewing stand" structure at the opposite
end of the platform from the temple. The construction dates of the
two are probably both Late Manik, with no later additions. Possibly
the two were abandoned or not used heavily during the later period.
The excavator, Ernestene Green (personal communication) has expressed
doubt that people would dump trash against a structure while other
areas of the Central Group were being occupied. Yet such seems to
be the best possible interpretation.
Mention should be made of one other such deposit. A large
quantity of later Tepeu (mainly Imix) material was found around the
base of the small Early Classic temple on the ridge at 3.5 kilometers
of the north brecha. Again, there had been no construction at the
site since the Manik phase. There was extensive Tepeu occupation of
the large mound groupings only a few meters to a few hundred meters
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away. However, all all cases mentioned above such deposits were
associated with structures which would not normally have been associ
ated with refuse deposits. No evidence of such activity (in the form
of later phase middens abutting on earlier abandoned construction) has
come from structures identified as house structures either in Central
Tikal, or in the Sustaining Area. This factor makes the dating of
ceremonial constructions by associated ceramics outside construction
fill a questionable practice.
The only other major factor influencing interpretation would
be the possibility of a sample not accurately reflecting the total
population in the defined universe. This aspect has not often been
controlled in such studies, at least in a rigorous way. In the
present research design, the use of probability sampling represents
the response to the above problem. Whether or not the sample size
is regarded as sufficient depends on the interpretation of the hetero
geneity of the units in their respective universes.
Keeping the above factors in mind we can say that the most
reliable information on population density, and cultural activity
comes from the latest period of maximum occupation in the areas
studied. Evidence of later activity is also better preserved and
less disturbed by cultural if not natural agencies than earlier mate
rial. For some areas we are faced with the problem of sampling from
a relatively small population. In such cases, the possibility of
under or over estimating population density and the amount of cul
turally significant activity is concomitantly due to the increased
probability of sampling error.
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As we go further back in time, the possibility of missing significant
evidence of cultural activity increases tremendously. The most underrepresented and possibly distorted data comes from the earliest occu
pational periods which are affected by both the natural and cultural
making factors, as well as by the probably small population size.
Because of the above features for the pre-Tepeu periods and phases
the combined assemblages for whole sampling universes, or at least
major topographical features may be more significant than the results
from individual test pits.
In explanation of the last sentence; given the reuse of
earlier occupational debris in construction fills, there is a strong
possibility that some evidence of such earlier occupation may be
noted by the presence of a number of sherds of the earlier phase in
later occupational debris that result from general sherd wash or from
spill from structure fills. Thus if several test pits in one general
area produce an above average number of early material, a nearby
occupation for the early phase may be postulated. There are reasons
for the more tentative estimation of occupation for the earlier
periods. Most of the Preclassic sherds came from fill contexts. An
additional problem when few sherds are recovered, is the strong pos
sibility that few if any diagnostic rim sherds may be present in the
collection. Since earlier phases are usually more sparsely repre
sented, the possibility that they may be entirely missed due to lack
of diagnostic types or forms is increased.
Due to the poor preservation of most sherds, especially occu
pational debris sherds unprotected by construction, diagnostic forms
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and pastes were more often used than slip characteristics in dating
ceramics. In many cases it was possible to assign sherd collections
only to periods rather than the smaller phase subdivisions. Often
phase marker diagnostics were absent from smaller collections, especi
ally in periods in which forms and pastes did not vary significantly
over long periods in time. In general, the larger the collection of
sherds, the finer the temporal subdivision that could be made. This
leads us into the presentation of the assumptions made in delineating
settlement through time and interpreting settlement data.
Assumptions in Settlement Interpretation
In view of the complicating factors outlined above, it is
wise to spell out explicitly the assumptions made in interpreting
the data provided by the Sustaining Area Project's excavations. In
particular these assumptions refer to interpretation based on data
from the test pits, rather than more extensive excavations. With
larger scale excavation we have more secure control of dating of
earlier construction, and often of function of structures. Larger
fill samples from such excavations also give more information on
earlier occupation in the areas under consideration. The major
assumptions underlying the interpretation are presented below.
Assumption 1. Those structures which show evidence of occu
pation during the same ceramic phase, may be regarded as brca dly
c ontemporaneous.
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Assumption 2. Dating of the occupational debris associated
with one mound of a mound group also approximately dates the major
occupation at the other mounds of the group.
Assumption 3»

Dating of the latest material in definite con

struction fill gives a base date for at least the latest occupation
of the group.
Assumption lu

Whenever medium to large numbers of sherds

(over 20) are found associated with non-ceremonial construction, these
sherds may be regarded for the most part as occupational debris from
activities within that particular mound group.
Assumption $, Whenever small (under 20) numbers of sherds
are found associated with non-ceremonial construction, these sherds
may in part be regarded as possible occupational debris from activi
ties within the mound group. The smaller the number of sherds, the
greater the uncertainty that they represent occupational debris.
(Almost all test pits produced over 20 sherds.)
Assumption 6. Ceremonial construction can be dated only by
the latest sherds from construction fill (either substructure or fill
under associated floors). Other activity can be inferred only from
definite association of sherds or other material from one phase with
some feature or deposit.
Assumption 7«

The latest sherds in medium to large occupa

tional debris deposits date the latest major occupation of the group
in question.
Assumption 8. Whenever there is some stratigraphic depth to
a deposit, and that deposit contains a relatively large (over 10)
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number of earlier sherds, a continuing occupation or reoccupation if
there is a time gap of the mound group is indicated.
Assumption 9«

Fill containing cultural debris for non-

ceremonial construction and most smaller scale ceremonial construction
came from debris deposits and old structures within a two kilometer
(arbitrary) radium of the construction in question#
Assumption 10. Fill for larger construction may have come
from a larger sphere, with a radius of up to four kilometers. These
spheres of debris supply are to some extent conditioned by the den
sity of population in an area. Even very large constructions in
areas of dense occupation, as in Central Tikal, probably did not
require fill from beyond the limits of the old site map. For less
densely settled areas, the sphere may have been larger. However, in
the latter case, the problem of movement of such material may have
made the alternative of quarrying for fill a more attractive one.
Thus the large Central Group temple at Navajuelal contained very
little cultural material, there being no dense population in the
area previously.

The later palace construction at the site did con

tain larger amounts of occupational debris, as a result of an earlier
occupation nearby, possibly from an earlier palace in the same group.
The temple at Uolantun, of approximately the same dimensions, con
tained much more occupational debris, reflecting the longer and more
dense settlement in the general area.
Assumption 11. The finding of a few sherds (usually under
five diagnostic specimens) of earlier phases mixed in with later
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occupational debris does not necessarily indicate an occupation or
construction date for the group being investigated. It does, however,
indicate some occupation of the nearby area (given the fill supply
radius as a maximum), during the earlier phase indicated.
Assumption 12. In general, the more sherds of earlier phase
occupation found in a limited geographical area, the denser the
occupation during that earlier phase.
Summary and Interpretation of Settlement Data
The following summary is based on the random sampling of the
north and south brechas and results of the other excavations. The
more intensive excavations form an important source of data, especi
ally for the earlier periods. The maps of the north and south brechas
are presented in Figures 3 and it.
Middle Preclassic Period-Mamon Horizon
Eb Phase, 800-500 B.C. The earliest complex in the Tikal
ceramic sequence is sparsely represented in the brecha random samples,
if at all. A few possible sherds come from the bottom levels of one
test pit on the Bobal ridge, mixed with Late Preclassic material.
Sherds from other excavations help to give some clue to the distri
bution of Eb settlements. A few probable Eb sherds from fill of a
small Early Classic mound group at 8.2 kilometers give evidence of
some occupation in the area. Besides the previously mentioned clues
indicating settlement on the Bobal ridge, we have evidence of cere
monial construction from the site of Uolantun. Other evidence of
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occupation comes from fill material found in the northern earthworks
from excavations in a hillier ridge area about five kilometers to the
northeast of the site center (see Fig. 1).
Eb settlements, from the little trace we have of them, seem
to have concentrated on the highest parts of the ridges. They run
from the northeast to southwest. T/Jhat evidence we have suggests a
spacing of hamlets or even individual mounds about every three or
four kilometers. This may be conditioned by the spacing of the highest
ridges, however. Eb settlements were integrated around small special
ized ceremonial constructions.

The presence of jade pebble caches in

the structure of Uolantun indicates that the Eb communities were
already integrated into the widespread Mesoamerican trading systems.
Only two areas have produced Eb ceramics in Central Tikal, a pit
under the North Acropolis, and a chultun about a kilometer and a half
to the southeast of the Great Plaza. Both are located in raised
areas, the Acropolis sitting on the highest elevation in the Central
Tikal area, while the other area is a smaller knoll. Finds of
obsidian in the North Acropolis pit also tend to support the inter
connection of Eb settlements with widespread trading systems. Inter
estingly, Eb settlements tend to be found in areas judged by present
day milperos (based on a survey) to be the most productive terrain,
high, well drained, slightly sloping land fairly close to water
sources.
Tzec Phase, £00-300 B.C. Even less is known about settlement
in the succeeding Tzec Phase. Definite Tzec material is not present
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in the brecha test pits. One erroneously placed pit just at the
beginning of the south brecha at the edge of Central Tikal produbed
one Mars Orange Ware sherd. This ware is perhaps the most outstanding
diagnostic feature of the Tzec period. There was also evidence from
Uolantun with some Tzec construction of Mars Orange sherds in struc
tural fill of later construction in the temple, as well as in debris
around the structure. One Mars Orange sherd came from the chultun
fill (predominantly Cauac) at 3.5 kilometers in the north brecha.
Evidence indicated a later Preclassic settlement mainly to the north
and east of that location along a high ridge. Probably most of the
Cauac fill containing the earlier sherd came from this area. Thus,
a continuation of the patterns evident in the preceding period is
indicated with no sound evidence of a radical increase in population
or changes in distribution of population. This also reflects the
pattern in Central Tikal where Tzec phase material came primarily
from one location.
Late Preclassic Period-Chicanel Horizon
Chuen Phase, 300-100 B.C. There are problems in defining
Chuen phase settlement. In many ways Chuen ceramics closely resemble
Cauac specimens*

This is especially so in paste, slip color, and

slip texture. There are diagnostic forms, but these are rare in
comparison to the continuing forms. With the small samples of Later
Preclassic with which we are dealing, it is quite possible to miss
these diagnostic specimens through sampling error. Thus we shall
primarily discuss later Preclassic settlement under the Cauac phase

lilO
section. However, the relative scarcity of Ghuen settlement may be
inferred by the lack of any diagnostic traits in all of the Sustaining
Area Projects excavations, while the almost equally rare diagnostic
Cauac forms are, if not common, at least widely distributed. In
general Ghuen settlement probably followed the patterns of the earlier
period, with a possible Chuen construction at Uolantun, and possibly
at several other small ceremonial constructions, such as the group
on top of the Bobal Ridge. It may well be that there was a slight
population increase at this time. Only larger scale excavation in
selected locations could confirm this speculation, however.
Cauac Phase, 100 B.C.-A.D. 250. For the succeeding Cauac
phase, settlement evidence is much more common and more widespread.
One must keep in mind that some of the settlement being discussed may
date to the Chuen phase as well.

Three major areas of settlement can

be defined for the Late Preclassic. All seem to be centered in Middle
Preclassic occupation areas, but cover a much wider area (Figs.

and

6). To the south of the site, there is evidence of Cauac settlement
on the crest of the Bobal ridge. Excavation in platforms revealed
Late Preclassic sherds concentrated within a space of a few hundred
meters. In addition, there may have been major construction in at
least one tested location, with Late Preclassic ceramics under
plastered floors.

On the same ridge, there is evidence of intensive

Late Preclassic occupation (especially Cauac) at the site of
Uolantun, plus some probable occupation around the temple. Several
possible constructions date from this time, including a small tomb.
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The other major occupation area is the area from perhaps seven to
nine kilometers, a high, well drained area. Late Preclassic sherds,
including definite Cauac specimens, came from fills of later con
struction in several cases, with these occurrences being fairly wide
spread (Fig. 5).
To the north activity is indicated for the area around 3.5
kilometers to U.2 kilometers, including the laying of a plaza floor,
the intentional filling of a chultun with a huge quantity of pure
Gauac midden material, and possibly the construction of a smallish
ceremonial structure. Evidence from postholes and natural filling
of the northern earthworks also indicates a Late Preclassic (including
Gauac) occupation of that higher area.

A few scattered Gauac sherds

are found between the ridge at 3.5 kilometers and Central Tikal, but
none at all to the north. Additional evidence of Later Preclassic
occupation, however, comes from the site of Jimbal from several mounds
on the Uaxactun brecha, from construction fills at El Descanso and
from excavations at Chikin Tikal (Fig. 6).
Indications are of a marked population increase during the
Cauac period, with growth and expansion of existing communities and
much substantial construction. It is possible that there was some
substantial construction in new locations, but ceremonial construc
tion continued to center on hilltop locations. The picture we see
is of a series of expanding sommunities, each centering on a small
to medium-sized lone standing temple.

These are spaced along the

higher ridges, usually near the very brow, or on smaller more

lhb
isolated knolls. What little evidence there is suggests a rather
dispersed community pattern within these settlements in comparison
with the later Early Classic settlement on the south brecha.
The first indication of specialization in the Sustaining Area
dates from the Cauac phase. From the chultun fill at 3.5 kilometers
of the north brecha, we get large quantities of flint flakes, in
cluding crude nodules, and possible by-products of tool production
activity. Yet few whole or even partial tools were encountered.
We may have here the residue of a flint workshop or workshops, later
used as fill. The quantities of flint are immense in comparison to
material from the rest of the excavations. Hundreds of pounds of
flint were excavated, almost all of it packed in the sealed mouth of
the chultun, and this is not the whole collection for only a part of
the mouth was excavated. Much of this flint is of quite good quality
compared to the flints used at Tikal in later periods.
Cauac-Cimi facet, A.D. 150-250«

Cimi is a late facet and

sub-comples of the Cauac complex. The diagnostic elements are
sparsely represented in Central Tikal and representation in the
peripheries is equally scanty. The only evidence consists of two
fragments of possible "nipples" from mammiform tetrapods which are
one of the main diagnostic features of the facet.

Both, however,

may be the bottoms of abberent vessel feet of the preceding pure
Cauac complex. One is from the floor fill just above the filled
chultun at 3.5 kilometers of the north brecha, the other from an
Early Classic house mound group at 7.2 kilometers on the south brecha.

1U5

Early Classic Period-Tzakol Horizon
Manik Phase, A.D. 250-600. The ceramics of the Manik phase
are remarkably uniform over a long period of time. Although this
phase was broken down into three facets at Uaxacatun, such subdivision
has been more difficult at Tikal. There are subtle changes as well
as percentage differences in certain forms.

Many typological diag

nostics of the Early Classic facets are rare or impossible to observe
due to surface preservation in the Sustaining Area Project collec
tions. Thus the problem of tracing settlement dynamics in the Sus
taining Area during this phase are obfuscated, especially in the case
of test pits. However, when larger collections are available, as
from some of the more intensive satellite site and small structure
excavations, some faceting can be attempted.
Manik sherds are found in all sampling universes, the first
time such total representation has been encountered (see Pigs. 7 and
8). In most cases these are stray sherds found mixed with later
deposits. Their ubiquitousness does, however, indicate a larger
population than in earlier phases, and a more widespread one. Defi
nite Manik sherds are found in 7h% of the random test pits on the
south brecha, in 82% of the random test pits on the north brecha
and 50% in the Uolantun area. Including probable Manik sherds would
raise the figures for both brechas to over 90%, and 80$ around
Uolantun.
Despite the widespread evidence of Manik occupation, there
is some evidence to indicate that structures may not have been as
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densely concentrated as in later phases. Two areas which show no
later than Manik occupation both tend to show a more dispersed settle
ment pattern

Structures tend to be located on small knolls, perhaps

some 200 to 300 meters apart, a much wider spacing than for later
periods. These distances may be reduced if there were hidden housemounds between the structures, but so far no evidence of these has
been located. The excavation of a number of small structures in the
southern Manik settlement area indicates a probable earlier Manik
occupation. This is inferred by the higher relative frequency of
sharp Z angle to basal flange bowls, as well as subtle differences
in certain form and slip color modes. The other Early Classic settle
ment area may also date to this earlier facet, because of the large
number of Preclassic sherds in and around the construction. In
addition to the above areas, a few small Manik phase mounds are
found scattered in other areas of the brecha, usually on ridge tops,
such as the Bobal ridge and a ridge just to the north of the northern
earthworks.
There was major construction in the peripheries of Tikal
during Manik times. At Uolantun, there was a series of constructions
(dating to the earlier facet from ceramic evidence). The erection
of the early Early Classic stela was probably associated with one of
these constructions. The Stela

3k group also may have shown major

construction at this time, with the erection of an Early Classic
stela. Other major construction at satellite sites was noted for
Manculola on the east brecha, possibly El Descanso, Chikin Tikal
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(which reached its final form during the Manik phase) and Jimbal.
Navajuelal was also constructed during Manik times, but probably
during the latest facet. Thus it may not overlap with the construc
tion of earlier lone standing constructions as the Uolantun temple,
or the temple at 3.5 kilometers on the north brecha. The latter also
dated to the Manik phase, at least in part.
There is evidence of changes in type of construction of cereand satellite centers in Manik times. Earlier ceremonial construc
tions are usually lone standing. The Later Manik groupings also
usually contain range type buildings, often in large numbers.

Besides

Navajuelal, where the range type structure excavated dates to the
Late Manik or possibly Early Ik phase, parts of Bobal on the south
brecha, several north brecha groups containing temples both within
and beyond the earthworks also seem to show earliest construction
during this period. These are the larger groups at 2.kt U.6, and
8.1 kilometers. At least the earliest well represented ceramics in
these test pits are Ik, with some Manik sherds forming the bottom
layer, often of platform fill. At the same time, the lone standing
temple centers no longer show any sign of construction, and may well
have been abandoned.
Perhaps coinciding with these changes in ceremonial and elite
settlement pattern and possibly a result of the same processes acting
on Maya society, was the construction of the northern defensive
earthworks. Dating of this feature is not exact within the Manik
period, but late Manik seems to be the most likely. Whether there
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are changes in the distribution of Manik housemounds during the later
Manik facet is more problematical, but the Early Manik dating of two
of the farther out settlement areas may be indicative of a trend
toward concentration of population at the same time as the other
changes. The whole process may be seen as an increase of centralized
control from Central Tikal perhaps as a response to certain conditions.
On the nature of the latter we vjill not speculate except to indicate
a possible pressure on milpa land due to the expansion of population
projected for the earlier facet of the Manik phase. The association
of the structural changes in Lowland Maya society with Central Mexi
can influence is another line of inquiry which might profitably be
followed.
•Whatever the reason such earlier Manik small sites as Uolantun
and the Stela 3h group, which had previously been independent enough
to erect their own stelae, no longer continued the practice and,
indeed, show no later than Manik construction. The association of
large vaulted constructions with temples, and even possibly without
them indicate some change in social stratification, if such structures
were being lived in. The evidence of refuse deposits around certain
structures in these groups dating back to Late Manik times tends to
support this latter supposition. Even at Navajuelal, the fill of
the excavated palace which contained a high percentage of decorated
types and forms, may well have been derived from earlier elite resi
dential units at the site.
Specialized production areas are also rather rare for the
Manik phase. The only evidence solidly dated to no later than this
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phase comes from the small structure with associated platform on the
knoll at 3.5 kilometers on the north brecha. This is the structure
whose associated platform fill contained huge quantities of flint
drills and flat flakes. It is possible that the platform was the
site of the activity which produced this material or it may have come
from a nearby area as fill. No sherds later than Manik and possibly
Early Manik (with the presence of Cauac and sharp Z angle bowl sherds)
came from the fill context at the group. Whether the debris resulted
from the manufacture of drills as an end product, or the manufacture
of some other item using drills and flat flakes still has to be
resolved, probably by microscopic analysis of working edges for wear
patterns.
Of special interest are the areas containing no settlement
later than the Manik phase. As mentioned previously, both show a
rather dispersed community pattern centered around a single lone
standing small to medium sized temple. The temples were surrounded
by a few smaller structures, no larger than average house construc
tions, which indeed they may have been. This contrasts strongly with
the later satellite centers with their complexes of palaces, sur
rounding and sometimes even enclosing the temple structures. Both
the Manik areas are ridge type terrain with structures rather widely
spaced on the ridges. Both are superior areas for milpa agriculture.
This may be a factor in their later abandonment. For the north
brecha area, the presence of the earthworks may be another factor.
The vacant area forms an almost one kilometer wide vacant swath
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between the earthworks and first dense settlement in the vicinity of
Central Tikal. This area may have served either a military or a
sustaining function.
Late Classic Period-Tepeu Horizon
Manik-Ik Transition.

A transitional facet or sub-facet has

been defined for Central Tikal intermediate between the Manik and Ik
phases. Forms and types are intermediate between the better defined
entities of the succeeding and preceding phases, and sometimes
vessels like thos e of the two phases are found in association (as
in burials). One burial at Navajuelal may be assigned to this transi
tional facet (Burial 205>). From the Sustaining Area, the facet is as
sparsely represented as in Central Tikal. In general it is found in
areas showing both Early Classic and Tepeu occupation, often at or
near the bottom of midden situations. In particular, most of the
sherds assignable to this facet are found in the area of the south
brecha from the top of the Bobal ridge to the edge of dense settle
ment at six kilometers, but again only a few sherds are present.
Scattered sherds of this facet are scattered along the north brecha,
especially in larger groups with long occupation, beginning some time
in the Manik phase. A few examples are also known from Uolantun, near
the bottom of sherd dumps against the wall of the main temple.
Ik Phase, A.D. 600-700
As in the preceding Manik phase, evidence of Ik phase occu
pation comes from all sampling strata. Population seems to be more
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concentrated, but with some areas previously occupied now left vacant
(between 6.1-8.3 kilometers on the south brecha, and 3.5-U.6 kilo
meters on the north brecha). Patterns beginning to emerge in the
later facet of the Manik period continue and probably intensify.
Fairly dense occupation on the south brecha for the area from the
edge of the site map to about six kilometers from the site center is
indicated, though occupation may not have been quite as dense as in
the succeeding Imix phase. Evidence from midden deposits indicates
a great deal of continuity in occupation at most locations for both
phases (see Tables 2 and 3). As mentioned previously, the area from
six kilometers to the edge of the south branch of the Holmul River
shows no trace of occupation during this phase. No evidence of Ik
occupation came from groups right on the bank of the stream, though
this may be due to the small samples recovered (Fig. 9).
Evidence of construction dating to the Ik phase comes from
Bobal, which may have been constructed in part during the phase. At
Navajuelal, there may be major construction at the excavated palace,
though much' of this may date to the later part of the Manik phase.
At least some benches in the structure date to the later phase. The
major occupation and construction at the North Group also date to
this phase.
On the ridge area around Uolantun (also within the area of
Late Classic Greater Tikal) a fairly heavy Ik occupation is indicated,
with about the same density and type of patterns as are evident on
the Bobal ridge. Though there are dumps dating to this phase abutting
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the main temple at Uolantun, that structure was not remodeled and was
possibly abandoned for the whole Late Classic period.
To the north, a fairly heavy residential population extends
outward from Central Tikal to the larger cluster of structures at
3.5 kilometers. Several large groups, as well as the unfinished
structures near the start of the brecha date to this phase, with
several basal platforms containing no later than Ik sherds. A fair
number of middens with Ik layers underlying Imix deposits come from
this area. Population density seems to be much higher than for the
preceding phases, with much major construction. Beyond the 3.5 kilo
meter area, there is another vacant area up to the earthworks. Ex
cavation data gives evidence that this feature may have lost its
usefulness during the Ik phase, with some intentional filling of
the trench.
Further evidence possibly confirming the last statement comes
from settlement data to the north of the earthworks. Here a series
of large constructions, some of them surrounded by smaller mound
groups, were built during the late Manik and Ik (and possibly Imix)
phases. In particular the large range type structures seem to have
been residences with larger associated middens, several of them dating
to the Ik phase, off the back of such structures. Though population
is less dense over-all than in areas closer to Central Tikal, the
smaller scattered groupings seem to all date to the Late Classic
period. If the earthworks had been constructed due to hostile groups
to the north, this later spillover of population would tend to
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indicate a more specific situation. The percentage of larger groups
to small groups is quite high in the area, and the same pattern seems
to extend most of the way to Uaxactun, excluding the area close to
Jimbal.
The settlement around Jimbal seems to have increased at a
later date than around Central Tikal. Manik material is scanty, but
major occupation and construction is indicated for Ik times. How
ever, the large hilltop ceremonial center may date to the Imix phase.
The area is noted for the large number of medium to large size mound
groupings in a small geographical area. As in other areas, at least
as dense occupation is indicated for Ik as for Imix times. This
contrasts with the Central Tikal data which imply a peak population
for the Imix phase. The excavations in the heart of Jimbal indi
cated Ik occupation in the heart of the site as well, as might be
expected (Fig. 10).
Data from the other scattered excavations in satellite sites
indicate a hiatus in construction for some — Chikin Tikal, and
Manculola. But occupation is not construction is indicated for
others like El Descanso. Interestingly, all three burials discovered
in the test pitting program probably date to the Ik phase (by means
of associated sherds around the burials). All are from the north
brecha. One is almost certainly a sacrificial offering before con
struction of a medium sized mound group. The others are of aged
females(?) buried without grave furniture (with the possible exception
of one large sherd for one) in midden deposits off the sides of
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structures. One is beside a small mound, the other in a large group
with range type structures.
The problem of identifying of Ik construction or occupation
areas with special functions concerns sample size and the presence
of diagnostic sherds. Special function constructions usually are not
associated with large sherd deposits. Thus the chances of encounter
ing any diagnostic sherds is reduced. Or the diagnostic specimens
encountered may not date the full temporal span of use or occupation.
Since many forms and types in the Tepeu period have great temporal
continuity, the problem is even greater for that time span.
Perhaps the most clear cut example of an Ik special function
area, unfortunately, derived from a fill context. I am referring
to the Ik phase deposit found in the intentional fill of the earth
works on the west side of the excavated causeway. Wot only were the
great majority of the sherds of Ik date, but all of the definite Ik
sherds were of only one paste variant, the fineware Saxche paste
type. Of a total of 22k sherds examined from two of the largest
lots, some 175 (almost 80%) were of the Saxche paste variant. The
frequency of such paste forms in most Ik middens, even those associ
ated with palace structures, is well under $0% and probably under
2$%, In rim totals, some 30 rims in the combined lots were of Saxche
paste, while only five were of other pastes. A similar percentage
is estimated for most of the other smaller lots in this deposit.
Obviously a special function area involving the use or pro
duction of vessels having Saxche paste can be inferred from this data.
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The forms associated with this paste are uniformly small open plates,
cylindrical vases, and, less commonly, pottery drums. This would form
a most unusual functional assemblage. In addition, obvious Ik occu
pational assemblages containing the forms with other functional forms,
usually show a variety of paste types for these forms. In contrast,
the Saxche paste type in this collection is uniform, down to size
and type of inclusion. It is difficult to escape the conclusion that
we are dealing with debris from pottery producing, area producing
fineware Saxche vessels almost exclusively. Saxche Polychrome is
well known tradeware found all over the Central Peten. The associated
fine black earth in which sherds were scattered may represent the de
composed ash and carbonized material from the firing areas. The
quantity of sherds alone would indicate some unusual situation. Most
of the other sherds in the same deposit are from earlier phases, both
Manik and Late Preclassic, and consist mainly of coarseware jar rims.
The only other specialized area also possibly in use during
the Ik phase was the obsidian workshop site on the south brecha.
The top levels containing most of the obsidian cores and blades, con
tain Later Tepeu (probably Imix) sherds, but the lower lots contain
much Manik as well as Manik-Ik transitional material. Thus continuing
use of the work area through several phases may be a possibility. A
nearby large group, with above average number of obsidian blades and
several cores also indicated a continuing occupation through the
Tepeu period.

l6o

Imix Phase. A.D. 700-about 890.
Imix phase settlement represents the peak occupation in the
peripheries of Tikal, as it does in Central Tikal. Although Ik phase
material is almost as prevalent in most groups, part of this may well
be due to the use of Ik fills in primarily Imix construction and
occupation. Since Imix represents a peak in construction, with little
or no later major construction afterwards the use of Imix material in
fill situations is not as common. Thus most groups showing traces
of Imix phase material probably reflect Imix occupation. The patterns
of settlement distribution continue basically unchanged from Ik times,
(see Figs.

9 and 10). One possible tendency is for a filling in of

settlement in the areas closer to Central Tikal (and possibly Jimbal).
Mounds are constructed in less than ideal semi-bajo type locations
(as in the area between 2 and 2.6 kilometers of the south brecha).
If there was a population increase during the period, residences
tended to become more closely spaced instead of spilling out into
unoccupied territory, even if suitable land is available. Thus the
vacant areas noted before on the north and south brechas remain
vacant.
Despite this peak of population, evidence of major construc
tion in the peripheries is largely lacking for the Imix phase. From
the excavations in satellite sites on the south brecha, we find no
evidence of Imix construction at Navajuelal, Bobal, or, at Uolantun.
To the north there is possible Imix construction at two groups of
near satellite site size at 5.5 and 11.8 kilometers though this is
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based just on test pits in occupational debris. This seeming lack of
construction may be a product of sampling error, however.

Major

excavation in range type construction is scanty even at Navajuelal,
where only one of the eight possible range type constructions has
been excavated. Test pitting of the backs of large groups may not
indicate construction, if it does indicate occupation, since most
construction involved rebuilding of existing structures. The most
notable aspect is the lack of evidence for construction of entirely
new major groupings of range type structures. Possibly the best evi
dence of Imix construction is from the Later Late Classic architec
tural dating of the temples in the large grouping at 11.8 kilometers.
All this gives possible evidence of a concentration of major
construction in and around the major centers, both Central Tikal and
Jimbal. Thus the trend noted toward growing centralization and con
centration of settlement seems also to be reflected in locus of major
construction, especially construction of more ceremonial, rather than
administrative and occupational nature. The larger groupings beyond
the earthworks continue to show signs of intense occupation, with
some fairly large midden deposits being encountered. Other middens
come from smaller single constructions adjoining the larger groups,
especially closer to Central Tikal. These may be special kitchens
associated with the larger mound groupings, or the residences of
retainers in charge of food preparation.
Prom other excavations, there is evidence of Imix occupation
at Jimbal, though some of this material may be from the later Eznab

phase. Other smaller scale excavations produced little evidence of
Imix occupation, though this may be due to sampling error. The
Uolantun area tests indicated a dense Imix population like that on
the nearby Bobal area.

As in the latter situation several midden

type deposits were found containing large amounts of both Imix and
Ik phase sherds, indicative of the continuity in occupation between
the two phases. There are indications of Imix occupation in several
plazuela groups along the edge of the south branch of the Holmul
River, the first evidence of Tepeu occupation in the area in addition
to the construction and occupation at nearby Navajuelal. This may
reflect a growing population in the area, though settlement is con
fined to the extreme edge of the river banks.
Several specialized areas probably date to the Imix phase.
Mention has already been made in the Ik phase discussion of the
obsidian workshop area on the south brecha, which may have continued
in use through the Imix phase. One other possible lithic working
area was encountered on the south brecha. It consisted of a small
mound group on the north slope of the Bobal ridge that produced very
large amounts of raw fling nodules and other limestone inclusions
along with a few Imix sherds. Initial working or examination of
flint nodules may have been carried on here. Some of the inclusions
were not flint, or not good quality fling, and so were discarded.
No evidence of more refined working was found since the flakes found
appeared to be caused by the shattering of nodules. A mound group
excavated just a few meters to the north also produced above average

quantities of flint, but in the form of fine flakes. Perhaps there
were two specialized areas, one area being for the primary extraction
of flint and rough core preparation, the other involved with the
production of tools. The presence of more than one mound in each
group seems to indicate a domestic function for the mounds as well.
Possibly the specialization of the inhabitants was only part-time,
or perhaps a home "cottage type" mode of production was followed,
at least for production of items of locally derived material.

One

other possible specialized cluster of mounds is on the small knoll
at 3*5 kilometers of the north brecha. Several test pits produced
larger than average amounts of flint and obsidian. Since this is
the area where one possible Preclassic, and one Tzakol special flint
production areas are located, time depth in such an area of special
ization may perhaps be inferred.
The pattern of flint vrorking contrasts with the specialized
obsidian workshops where material was imported in the form of cores
from distant areas. The importation and possibly the distribution
of the cores may have been a monopoly of the full-time traders, as
it was in part during the Conquest period (Roys 19^3; Fry 1969).
Interestingly, most of the production centers are not located close
to the center of Tikal, but tend to cluster around the periphery of
major settlement of the site. No quarters of specialized producers
are in evidence, although there does tend to be some clustering, as
in the above mentioned flint workshop area. The location of flint
workshops may have been conditioned by the necessity to be close to
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the sources of flint. The obsidian workshops (one being located on
the airstrip) are located right at the edges of Late Classic greater
Tikal settlement. The pottery producing area is again located at the
northern edge of the site. This dispersal argues against the presence
of special quarters of full-time specialists organized along kinship
lines.
Summarizing the Tepeu (Ik and Imix) settlement data, we can
see an increase in density of population, concentration of that popu
lation around the major sites, and an increase in social stratifica
tion, as reflected in the greater number of large groups with range
type construction. More specialization, at least in certain things
like lithic working, may also be a possibility, although earlier evi
dence may have been missed or destroyed.

Centralization in ceremonial

activity is evidenced by the cessation of construction at earlier temple
groups close to Tikal (perhaps in the Manik phase) and the construction
of satellite groups such as Bobal, and Navajuelal, with their associ
ated palaces. This again implies greater stratification, if the range
type structures are regarded as elite residences, and not merely dif
ferent classes of ceremonial or administrative construction. The
presence of occupational debris and the presence of two burials near
range type structures tend to support a residential interpretation.
Eznab Phase, A.D. 890(?)-1000
Again we are faced with the problem of small samples and lack of
diagnostic forms or types. Eznab ceramics as a whole tend to show a
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continuation of Imix forms and types. Polychromes are drastically re
duced, but the lack of surface preservation negates this as a useful
distinction for most of the Sustaining Area collections. Diagnostics
such as Fine Orange, molcajete tripod bowls, high-groove red bowls,
and bulging neck jars are comparatively rare.- In small collections,
these would quite likely be missed. Thus Eznab occupation may be more
dense than would at first appear.

However, if there were a large con

tinuing Eznab occupation following the Ik and Imix patterns, one would
expect to find large Eznab middens. Instead Eznab material is very
scarce in most areas of peripheral Tikal. It is possible that occupa
tion may have persisted just a short time into the Eznab phase. This
however, would simply move up a few years the massive depopulation
evident from the lack of Eznab ceramics both in Central Tikal as well
as in the peripheries of Tikal.
One other problem hampers the understanding of the processes of
site depopulation.

The long length of Imix ceramic popularity tends to

obscure possible changes in population density within the Imix period.
Without some sub-faceting of the Imix complex, or a mass of radiocarbon
dates, this problem will remain. There are indications of continuing
occupation through the Imix and into the beginning of the Eznab phase
at several locations such as the excavated house mound group at 2.3
kilometers at Navajuelal, and a cluster of mounds on top of the Bobal
ridge. Yet there are other large Imix midden deposits, probably the
majority of such deposits, that contain no Eznab ceramics. Whether
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occupation terminated at once., or was a longer term process is impos
sible to judge with the present informations
We will assume that significant Eznab occupation is to be found
only where definite Eznab diagnostic sherds have been located. Keeping
this in mind we see an interesting pattern of occupation for the phase.
As in Central Tikal, Eznab deposits tend to be located in and around
range type structures and former ceremonial centers. There is evidence
of Eznab activity from the palace and the main temple of the Central
Group at Navajuelal, from the satellite site of Bobal, from Uolantun
with its sherd and incense burner cache, from Chikin Tikal (with some
Altar Group Fine Orange sherds) and from Jinibal with its sherd cache
as well as Fine Orange material.
Evidence from other residential areas is much more scanty.
Eznab sherds are found in a cluster of three mound groups on top of
the Bobal ridge. Evidence is found in a cluster of groups near the
beginning of the north brecha and scattered as far as the 3«5 kilometer
knoll. A few examples are known from some of the larger mound group
ings beyond the earthworks, and from the mound groups at the end of the
north brecha. One definite collection comes from a small mound group
near an aguada at 6.2 kilometers on the north brecha. This scattered
evidence totals to about the same 15 percent occupation as is repre
sented in Central Tikal. A wide dispersion of occupation is noted,
except for the tendency of habitation in larger groupings (with vaulted
construction?).

No deep midden deposits are known, almost all examples

being a few or single sherds, almost always in the first lot below the
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root mat.

Thus a substantial Eznab occupation for the peripheries of

Tikal, regarded as a strong possibility by those who would like to see
an internal social revolt as the explanation for the collapse of
Classic Maya civilization, is excluded (see Figs. 11 and 12).
There may be one factor which skews the above ficture. That is
the possibility of the collection of some occupational material for
offerings such as the Uolantun and Jinibal Problematical Deposits; simi
lar deposits were also noted in structure 5D-75 in Central Tikal and
certain temples in A group at Uaxactun (Ricketson and Ricketson 1937;
Smith 1952).

Arguing against a significant skewing is the fact that

few of these caches have been located despite large scale excavation.
In addition, the quantity of sherds in such deposits would not -withdraw
much occupational debris from middens, if a large population continued
in the area. Thus, a massive depopulation of the whole Tikal area is
a certainty. The beginning dates and the end dates of the phase are
still fluid. The bottom date is usually considered to be after the
erection of Stela 11, a 10.2 stela (A.D. 889), though there is a pos
sibility that Eznab ceramics were produced before the erection of the
stela. A terminal date for the phase is even more tenuous. There
seems to have been a complete abandonment of the area before a reoccupation in the succeeding Caban phase.
There is some evidence of "Postclassic" behavioral patterns,
from the Sustaining Area. We found no sign of people occupying
collapsing palaces, as in the Central Acropolis at Tikal, in our ex
cavations. However, this possibility cannot be excluded for Navajuelal,
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Bobal, Chikin Tikal, or Jinibal which have not been thoroughly excavated,
especially the latter two which are associated with Fine Orange cera
mics, Whether the presence of Fine Orange ceramics in the assemblages
at such sites is a temporal marker or narks continuing class distinc
tions even in the collapse period cannot be resolved without C-14
dating of Central Acropolis material and the Fine Orange-less Uolantun
and Jimbal Problematical Deposits. It is ny personal feeling that the
latter interpretation is the more likely.
Other "monkey business" activity may be seen in the reworking
of the stela at Uolantun, the top of which was cut off and shaped into
a crude altar. The Problematical Deposits represent another new facet
of ceremonial activity. Perhaps these are the physical remains of the
renewal ceremonies found among the Maya at the time of the Conquest,
Interestingly, Eznab occupation around the temple at Uolantun is denser
than in any other area in the peripheries of Tikal. The only evidence
of possible tonib looting comes from Navajuelal. The tomb or burial in
front of the main temple of the Central Group may have been cut into,
for the bones were disturbed. The main evidence is an Eznab type
cache pot which has evidence of burning inside. The refilling and
burning of copal in looted tombs is also a characteristic of Eznab
activity in Central Tikal. Obviously, no specialized production areas
are known for the Eznab phase.
For the Eznab phase, then, we see a drastic reduction in popu
lation, possibly with a rather sharp decrease near the end of the Imix
phase and the beginning of the Eznab phase. Later depopulation is
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slower, with the remnant population living in abandones palaces or near
water sources.

The latest occupation may well be confined to palace

structures. New patterns in ceremonial practices are evident, as are
new trade influences (from Altar and Seibal and the Gulf Coast?).
Massive construction and even most small scale construction ceases.
Caban Phase, Post A.D. 1000
The Caban phase material is the local representation of the New
Town ceramic sphere. Lack of continuity of types and forms and dif
fering occupation locations indicate a hiatus between the Eznab and
Caban phases. The length of the hiatus is unknown. New Town sphere
material is found at Barton Ramie, where it forms a major occupation.
Gifford feels that there is continuity with the Late Spanish Lookout
(Eznab like) phase (Gifford I960). However, differences in type and
form, and the greater New Town as opposed to the restricted Late
Spanish Lookout phase occupation distribution tend to indicate a hiatus
as well. Other New Town material comes from Uaxactun (very scanty),
Topoxte, and around Lake Peten, especially at Tayasal and Flores. It
may well be that the material is Late Postclassic, representing the
late Itza occupation of the Central Peten.
Peripheral Tikal representation of the Caban complex is scanty,
but no more so than that from Central Tikal. Caban material was found
in three residential mound groups in the Sustaining Area. A major
occupation is indicated for the group adjoining the Laguna Verde
aguada. A sparser occupation is found at two groups (one with only
one Caban sherd) near the beginning of the south brecha. No material
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is known from the north brecha. In addition, Caban sherds were found
on top of and around the bases of the main temples at Uolantun and Navajuelal. The same patterns are evident in Central Tikal, where one
occupied group was located close to the main Tikal aguada, while acti
vity in the Central area is concentrated in offering of copal, redware
and polychrome plates, and one burial in Temples I and II (Adams and
Trik 1961). Most of the sherds recovered are of redware (and one or
two Ixpop Polychrome) plates with scroll or bell shaped feet. No major
complex of coarseware or storage bowls is in evidence#

This contrasts

with the situation at Barton Ramie, where redware plates do not make up
a large percentage of the total assemblage. This may well reflect a
special activity, with no permanent residence of groups in Central
Tikal. Groups of priests may have come up from the lake area to the
south (no evidence of Caban activity is found to the north of Central
Tikal). These small groups may have camped out near water holes, as
do modern day chicleros (Navajuelal is located not far from a major
chiclero camp). Thus the absence of water and food storage jars.
The other alternative would see the use of perishable gourds
for storage.

However, the location of the groups, away from most good

agricultural land would tend to argue against a major full time agri
culturally oriented occupation of the Tikal area. There is no evidence
for other than a very small scale and possibly sporadic revisiting of
the site.
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Summary
Summarizing quickly the course of settlement development in the
peripheries of Tikal, there was an initial occupation of the area by
full-time agriculturalists by about 800 B.C. These agriculturalists
lived in small, probably shifting, communities, though they already had
community integration through small ceremonial centers (small special
function platforms). These communities were also already tied into the
large scale Mesoamerican trading networks. Population did not drasti
cally increase for a long period, perhaps 500 to 600 years. The old
centers continued in use, with several rebuildings. Occupation cen
tered around the best agricultural land, located on and around the
ridges, mainly to the south, and just to the north of Central Tikal.
Starting late in Preclassic times there is evidence of popula
tion growth that resulted in the occupation of new areas. Small
centers were enlarged, and small independent communities even began
the erection of stelae. Population was still rather dispersed, with
settlements still along ridge tops, with ceremonial centers on top of
ridges in most cases.

Centers that erected stelae were as little as

four to six kilometers apart. These patterns persist some time into
the Manik phase. Sometime later in this phase there is disruption,
possibly caused by expansion and conflict between these small communi
ties. The response is perhaps warfare, with the erection of earth
works for defense.
Another possible alternative, not necessarily mutually ex
clusive with the first, sees the intrusion of a small group of
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warriors and traders, either from Teptihuacan, or under Teotihuacan
control or direction. These intruders may well have established trade
contacts with the elite at certain larger sites, guaranteeing the elite
a greater control of the populace in turn for establishing trading re
lationships and possibly trading dominance. This was reflected in
increasing evidence of social stratification and material wealth.
Major palace groups were constructed, possibly some of these being
residences of a "rural elite." Others are associated with ceremonial
center construction at satellite sites. Population is condensed into
more restricted areas, leaving better land vacant for agricultural
production to support the increasingly specialist oriented population
(either as craft specialists or retainers). These patterns continue,
with increases in population during the Tepeu period. Increasingly,
labor expenditure on public works is concentrated in the major centers,
which grow in population faster than the more rural enclaves.
Following the high point in construction and population density
there may have been a slight recession in construction, if not in
population. Finally, the whole complex system came apart, with a
drastic decrease in population, and a cessation in major construction
and production#

One possible explanation would see a shift in trading

patterns and trading dominance passing to a new elite, centered toward
the Gulf Coast area (Sabloff and Willey 1967; Fry 1969).

Following

the complete depopulation of the area, there is a slight reoccupation,
possibly by seasonal visitors from sites to the south and southeast,
visiting the old temples to make offerings, and to bury some of their
dead (possibly priests?).
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Turning, finally, to the testing of Bullard's hypothesis, we
can see that it is only partially confirmed. The distribution of Preclassic, and to a lesser extent, Manik settlements seem to have been
primarily determined by the availability of productive agricultural
land and v/ater sources. For the Tepeu period, other factors such as
necessity for economic and political control, most have entered in.
More poorly drained sites were utilized for house construction, while
large areas of high, well drained, productive agricultural land, close
to water sources, were unoccupied.
Some sort of centralized political and economic control seems
obvious from such a settlement pattern. Even the vacant areas seem too
small to have supported the entire population of Greater Tikal. At
this time Tikal may well have been supplied with food from quite dis
tant areas. Concentration of settlement may have been made possible
by this increased areal specialization. Full and part-time specialists
could have gained more residential mobility, enabling them to cluster
around the major centers in a more compact manner.
The settlement pattern of the Eznab land Caban phases more
closely resembles the earlier Preclassic pattern. Again, availability
of well drained land, and more importantly, water sources may have
re-emerged as important determinants of settlement with the collapse
of the complex Tepeu political and economic systemsa

CHAPTER 6
LOWLAND MAYA CERAMIC STUDIES:

HISTORICAL BACKGROUM)

The earliest archaeological reports from the Lowland Maya area
often contained brief descriptions of pottery. Usually, though, such
reporting and description was scanty, often without specific proven
ience. Little or no attempt was made at classification. Whenever
excavations were made, sherds were often reported as being encountered,
but nothing more. Illustrations were usually of whole vessels with
only the best decorated specimens selected. Few stratified deposits
were noted (one exception being reported by Gordon 1896, 1898, in the
Ulua Valley). The most work was devoted to the ceramics from the
southern periphery of the Maya area (Lothrop 1936). In part this was
due to the presence of larger collections of whole vessels in this area.
The Ware System
The first major ceramic study including a large number of
Lowland Maya specimens did not appear until 1927• This was Vaillant's
influential Ph.D. thesis, The Chronological Significance of Maya
Ceramics (Vaillant 1927). Though not published officially until 1963
in the Archives of Archaeology, it had a wide circulation among Mesoamerican archaeologists and strongly influenced the course of Maya
ceramic studies for decades. Basing his work on collections from
southern Mesoamerica, Vaillant attempted to tie these regional
176
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collections into a chronological framework, relying on the few known
stratigraphic situations, including those from his studies of the
ceramics of Chichen Itza, from his reworking of the material collected
by Merwin (Merwin and Vaillant 1932) at Holimil, and from material in
caches associated with dated stela at Copan. From this data Vaillant
constructed regional chronological sequences for most of the major
geographical areas in southern Mesoamerica. In doing this he was
forced to classify vessels from widely varying traditions. The result
was a set of classificatory schemes, arranged in a loose hierarchical
order, with some cross-cutting classifications as well. Vaillant
listed the diagnostic traits or attributes used for each classifica
tion. As a whole the classifications are what Rouse (i960) would call
typological classifications, with classes consisting of clusterings of
individual attributes (or modes in Rouse's terminology).
The major part of Vaillant's typological scheme was his ware
classification system. This system was based on paste and slip
characteristics, primarily the latter. Slip color and, secondly,
surface finish were the criteria used in segregating wares. Thus the
major wares listed were redwares, blackwares, polychromes, plumbates,
etc. A hierarchical sub-classification under ware was the type, based
mainly on decorative techniques or lack of decoration (plain, incision,
etc.)*

Another significant typological classification cross-cutting

the ware system was a form classification. In many ways this classi
fication resembles, and may in part be derived from the form classifi
cation Lothrop (1926) used in his analysis and description of
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Nicaragua!! and Costa Rican pottery collections. Vaillant regarded form
as a subsidiary mode of classification, most useful in comparing undecorated and unslipped wares. He subdivided his collection into nine
basic forms, some of -which had a series of variants. Rather explicit
criteria, primarily ratios of height to diameter, and wall and lip
shape, were developed for assigning vessels to form classes. Attri
butes such as vessel appendages were dealt with in cross-cutting
classifications. The form classification did not form an especially
important part of part of Vaillant's work. However, he did see from
microvariation as a useful tool in subdividing regional assemblages,
with strong correlations between such defined sub-regions and "ethnic"
or "racial" groups.
Vaillant's study was of special importance, not only because
of its chronological sequences, but also because of its impact on
later ceramic studies in the Maya area. The emphasis on chronology
continued strongly, understandably so in the light of comments such
as that of Lothrop that chronology was "the Mecca of all archaeolo
gists" (Lothrop 1926: 105). Given this viewpoint we can understand the
continued popularity of a classificatory system geared to problems of
temporal-spatial distribution and intersite (or inter-regional) re
lationships. Certainly given the problems (or lack of them) being
investigated, and the paucity of field work and stratigraphic excava
tion, no other system was possible at that time.
• Vaillant's system was the first system applied to the important
ceramic collections from Uaxactun. Indeed, Vaillant himself did the
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initial classification of ceramics soon after the beginning of the ex
cavations (Ricketson and Ricketson 1937: 227). His initial system was
somewhat modified by the first full-time worker with the Uaxactun col
lections, Edith B. Ricketson, who added a cross-cutting typology of
vessel shapes. The latter system was a modified version of Vaillant's
and Lothrop's form classifications. In the initial Uaxactun ceramic
report (Ricketson and Ricketson 1937) the ware and form classifications
are cross-cutting and presented in that fashion in the tabulated
statistics.
The ware system was a most useful one for establishing temporal
and broad cultural relationships. It also facilitated ceramic descrip
tion by creating a frame for presentation of the large quantities of
sherds encountered in the Lowland Maya excavations. Given such ad
vantages, the system persisted in use by Maya ceramic specialists for
almost three decades. Presentation varied somewhat from report to
report with some providing more detail and more thorough analysis than
others. In general, however, ceramics were divorced from their con
texts of recovery. Little emphasis was given to intrasite cultural
and social dynamics as reflected in ceramics. The only major exception
was the use of ceramic phases to give chronological control for inter
pretation of architectural construction phases. A few generalizations
concerning intrasite distribution of ceramics types and wares were
sometimes contained in reports, but not presented in any systematic
manner.
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Major works using the ware classificatory system are Smith's
(1955) final study of the Uaxactun ceramics, Thompson's (1939) study
of ceramics from San Jose, and his (1940) study of Benque Viejo,
Longyear's (1952) study of Copan ceramics, Brainerd's (1958) synthesis
of ceramics from many sites in Northern Yucatan, and Sanders' (i960)
ceramic studies of collections from the Quintana Roo sites of Tancah
and Tulum.

Highland site reports using the system include the

Kaminaljuyu report (Kidder, Jennings and Shook 1946) and Wauchope's
(194S) study of Zacualpa ceramics. Numerous other smaller scale works
also used the system. Of major studies perhaps the most complete
description and analysis was contained in the San Jose and Uaxactun
reports.
The San Jose report is a notable work of archaeological descrip
tion, both for architecture and for ceramics.

Thompson was very ex

plicit in presenting the criteria used in abstracting wares, giving
color range, surface hardness, past composition, color and texture.
Of special import is Thompson's use of form variation for chronological
seriation. Changes in forms were the diagnostic markers for changes
in ceramic phases, rather than changes in wares. Terms used in
describing vessels, as well as vessel shape categories were explicitly
defined, the latter being based on Lothrop's definitions. Description
is in terms of wares, broken down into their form variants. Ware at
tributes which cross-cut forms are given first. Other attributes such
as form variation, size, lip shape, slip color variation, temper
variation, modification, and frequency are listed under the form
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classes. Thus the form classes are the basic analytical unit, with
wares abstracted from them.
Thompson's work is especially useful for he gives data on pro
venience of sherd groupings, as well as breakdowns of wares and forms
for, each grouping. Thus it is impossible to garner information on
intrasite distribution of wares and forms not often available from
site reports of the period. However, Thompson did not utilize his
data for such analysis but instead concentrated on the chronological
aspect. Greater concern was manifested in external trade relationships.
As a consequence, an intensive study of paste and tempering material was
undertaken by Thompson and Anna 0. Shepard (Thompson 1940). This aspect
of the San Jose study will be presented in more detail later in this
chapter. The primary emphasis of the technological analysis was to
provide a corpus of material useful for intersite comparisons, as well
as the identification of trade material and its possible sources.
A similar, if somewhat more detailed, system of ceramic analy
sis and description is contained in Smith's (1955) final report on
Uaxactun ceramics. Again wares are the primary analytical unit, with
form classes as the major subdivision. Forms, however, are not as
rigorously defined as in Thompson's report. Attributes within the
above categories are discussed in some detail, but not systematically.
Contexts of lot groups used in the analysis are not contained in the
report, so information on social and/or functional variation is not
directly obtainable. One notable feature of the report is the concen
tration of analysis on certain attributes and modes of decoration,
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including chapters on methods of decoration and types of design# These
attributes are not grouped by wares, forms or temporal classes. As a
•whole, the report has been characterized as "loosely structured" Willey,
Culbert, and Adams 1967), with primary emphasis on description of the
range of variation in ceramics, especially decorated ceramics.
A somewhat similar loose format is also found in Brainerd's
(1958) study of Yucatecan ceramics. In this case ceramics were from
test pits in many sites scattered over northern and north central Yuca
tan, plus collections from earlier Carnegie Institution projects,
especially at Chichen Itza. Gross ware categories were the primary
descriptive unit, with description of.variation of wares in terms of
forms, surface color and finish, and paste. Form variation is primarily
described through the immense number of illustrated sherd and vessel
profiles and drawings (5000-6000 at least).
Brainerd gives the idealized steps used in pottery classifi
cation, at least in the Maya area at that time.
1. Subdivision into slipped and unslipped pottery.
2. These two groups each divided into wares on the basis of
paste characteristics, surface treatment, and surface
color, all based on megascopic examination....
3. Each were subdivided into vessel forms....
4. Sherds belonging to each vessel form then classified
according to variation in rim form, design, if present,
distribution of slip, base form, etc. The ware
descriptions and plate captions give the details of this
classification (Brainerd 1958: 9)»
While defending hierarchical classification as representing an under
lying reality, Brainerd recognized that ware and type classifications
were primarily tools for tracing cultural relationships and chrono
logical positioning — a first organizational step rather than an end
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product. "It should be emphasized that this stage, the chronological
and regional placement of material, is but a preliminary to the cultural
study which should follow. Once the culture material has been classi
fied and dated, it is available for study; at this point the cultural
mechanics must be worked out afresh, using either individual specimens
or copious records for the finer definition needed" (Brainerd 1958: 9).
Brainerd regretted not being able to progress far with the latter line
of research, while providing the raw data which might be useful in
such an approach.
Brainerd was primarily concerned with establishing regional
chronologies for northern Yucatan, while trying to factor out regional
and temporal differences. As in Thompson's San Jose report, the evo
lution of forms is documented and illustrated. In many cases forms
rather than wares were the basis for chronological seriation, since
wares persisted in a relatively unchanging manner for long time periods.
Though Brainerd utilized his seriated data primarily for reconstructing
the cultural history and chronology of an extensive area and tracing
trade relationships and "influences" he did not entirely overlook
other factors. He inferred full time specialization in pottery -manu
facture from the uniformity and sophistication of ceramic technology,
recognizing regional distribution of pottery wares and forms. Brainerd
took pains to try to separate geographical from chronological variation.
Also noted were evidences of social and functional stratigraphy. There'
are indications of social stratigraphy in the markedly variable fre
quencies of the thinwares in the collections from various locations at
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Uxmal, and such social stratigraphy is certainly documented in Maya
art of these times, as well as suggested by post-Conquest documents.
Differential use of locations within Maya centers is also indicated
by the above finds, both on grounds of wealth and on grounds of re
ligious observance. Frequency of incensario fragments in collections,
for example, is variable (Brainerd 1958: 93-94)* Such observations
were uncommon in earlier ceramics reports. However, no attempt was
made to quantify these differences or present relevant evidence directly.
Thus we cannot judge how much of this variability may be due to sampling
error, how great the differences are, etc. Sanders makes similar ob
servations about social and functional variability as reflected in
ceramics from the site of Tulum, but again does not quantify his obser
vations. In the latter case, a correlation of finer redwares with
palace type residences, and coarse censer wares with temples and
shrines was noted.
The Type-Variety System
Although large scale archaeological excavations were resumed
fairly shortly after the Second World War hiatus, in the Maya area,
most of the ceramic reports continued using the ware system refined in
the 1930's. In part this reflected the time lag so common in ceramic
studies. Smith's Uaxactun report (1955) did not appear until two
decades after completion of field work. There was a decade lag in the
publication of Longyear's (1952) study on Copan ceramics, fifteen years
for the completion of Brainderd(s (1958) study of Yucatecan ceramics,
including material collected in the early 1930's«
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A major change in ceramic analysis began in the late 1950's
and early 1960's -with the introduction of the type-variety method of
ceramic analysis and the concurrent involvement of a new generation of
ceramic specialists. The formal introduction of the system came in
two articles in American Antiquity (Smith, Willey, and Gifford I960;
Gifford I960) which outlined the procedures of analysis, defined basic
terms, and advocated the advantages of the new system. The typevariety system had first been formalized in the Southwest (Wheat,
Gifford and Wasley 1958) and Southeastern United States (Phillips
1958). Its introduction into the Maya era represented an attempt to
systematize and organize the rather loose ware system to ensure intersite comparability of analytical and classificatory units.
The type-variety system is what Rouse (I960) has called a
taxonomic classification system. The basic classification units are
clusterings of associated attributes with a hierarchy of units arranged
in terms of progressively more inclusive shared attributes. Any number
of taxonomic classifications can be obtained from a given assemblage of
pottery. The type-variety system as it has been applied concentrates
on those attributes of slip color, surface treatment, and to a lesser
extent paste characteristics, which are assumed to have chronological
or culture historical significance. In this regard it is an elabora
tion on the methods used in ware analysis. Indeed ware classifications
are retained as the highest level of classification. However, instead
of being the basic analytic and classification unit, it assumes a more
humble role, being a generalized comparative tool, abstracted from
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type definitions. The justification for this systematization and codi
fication is phrased in the following way: "...in order to employ pottery
effectively as a dating device, in cross-cultural comparison, and as an
element of synthesis and interpretation, it must be described consis
tently by using defined units of analysis (Smith, Willey and Gifford
I960: 331).
Most Maya ceramic reports are currently being organized using
the type-variety system, for the advantages of the system in intersite
comparisons are recognized. Certain additions and revisions have been
made in nomenclature, with several new concepts being introduced as
problems have arisen (Willey et al 1965; Willey, Culbert and Adams
1967).
Several problems have emerged from the use of the type-variety
system. Besides the ever present problem of nomenclature, which has
in part been met by the series Ceramica de Cultura Maya, adequate
description has been of some concern. For the system to be of any
utility, exhaustive descriptions of types and varieties should be
available. Only a few reports have been published with such informa
tion, however, none from the Maya Lowlands (Culbert 1965; Parsons 1967).
Only Adam's unpublished Ph.D. dissertation contains exhaustive infor
mation of the type necessary for comparative purposes for the Maya
Lowlands (Sabloff 1966) though several publications are said to be in
the offing. Additional problems arise because of lack of uniformity
in use of the system, with different attributes being used at different
times.
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The major criticisms of the type-variety method have not come
in regard to its function of intersite comparison and description. The
almost unanimous adoption of the system by ceramicists argues for its
usefulness in that respect. The major criticisms are of exclusive use
of the system. While recognizing the utility of the system for inter
site comparisons, the critics see the need for another system of
classification oriented toward the solution of problems concerning
intra-site distributions, functional analysis, etc. These often would
be what Rouse (I960) has termed analytical rather than taxonomic clas
sifications. Recently the term modal analysis has come into popularity
in referring to the use of non-taxonomic classifications. Modes in
this sense are attributes or clusters of attributes which regularly
are associated. Smith, Willey and Gifford (I960) would add another
criteria to this definition that these attributes must be found to
gether within a number of types. Modal classifications can be as numer
ous as there are problems to be investigated.

Here we are reminded of

Brew's plea (1946) for more and better classifications.
The developers of the type-variety system recognized the need
for more than one classification scheme.
Modes should be the subject of separate study to view their
individual behavior in cross-cutting varieties and types
through time and space. Any collection of pottery is best
described in terms of varieties and types as well as modes
in order to present a comprehensive picture. The type-variety
study should be integrated with the mode study and neither
should be conducted or set forth in a mutually exclusive
manner (Smith, Willey and Gifford I960; 331).
However, the major concentration of energies has been an application
and refinement of the types and varieties often to the complete
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exclusion of other classifications. Although certain attributes and
modes are sometimes picked out as varying significantly, few systematic
classifications other than of the type-variety nature have been under
taken.
There has been some tendency to regard type-variety classifi
cation as the main, if not only, analytical technique proper in ceramic
analysis. Types are seen as reflections of values held by potters and
their customers in a society. "Types are summations of individual or
small social group variation consistent with boundaries imposed by the
interaction of individuals on a societal level and determined by the
operative value system present in any society" (Gifford I960; 341)•
Varieties are the reflection of small social group variation. While
accepting the possible validity of these statements, it should also be
stated that in current usage of the type-variety system, not all poten
tial variation is accounted for in the classification. On the other
hand, not all classifications need reflect the values of the society
to be useful (see Chang 1967; Binford 1967; Cowgill 1967). Thus
natural inclusions 'within raw clay may be of no significance to the
potter or his customers. let such inclusions have been used in classi
fications which have proven especially useful in tracing trade inter
action, and recognizing products of specialized production centers.
Several ceramic studies still in progress are concentrating on
"model" analysis, while still using the type-variety system.. The large
quantities of ceramics being recovered by the Tikal Project are being
analyzed not only using the type-variety system, but a cross-cutting
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system of forms and form variations. Unlike the earlier presentations
of forms and their definitions, the Tikal form categories are somewhat
hierarchically arranged. Major categories subsume function, as well as
major form variation. There are four major categories (smaller serving
forms, bowls, vases, and plates) which are often decorated in the later
phases: wide mouth monochrome bowls, or basins; narrow orfice jars;
and wide orfice jars. The wide mouth bowls and narrow orfice jars are
usually monochrome wares, while the wide orfice jars are almost all of
unslipped coarse ware. The first category can be subdivided into tall,
rather narrow vases, which would seem to have been used as vessels for
serving liquids; broad shallower plates for serving solid foods (though
occasionally they may have contained liquids, as would be indicated
from a scene painted on the Pellicer vase from Tabasco); and smaller
bowls again with a food serving function. The monochrome bowls, from
ethnographic evidence, could have served as cooking vessels, food
storage vessels, or water storage vessels (being slipped on the inside
in most cases) (Thompson 1958: 113-119)*

Lack of evidence of burning

or carbon on most of the vessels of this type argues for a predominantly
storage function. The monochrome restricted orfice jars are almost un
doubtedly water carrying containers (Thompson 1958: 123-129). The
large coarseware jars may have served for both water and food storage
(Thompson 1958: 120-123).
Within these broad categories there are finer subdivisions based
on stylistic variability. Most of these are of chronological signifi
cance, and often involve association witji specific types and varieties
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especially in the decorated wares. However, to get at functional and
social variation, forms are especially useful at a fairly broad classificational level. Thus a factor analysis of large midden collections
from Central Tikal used only nine form variables; the four major classes
given above along with five sub-classes within the class of smaller
serving vessels. The factor analysis was part of an attempt to show
functional and social variability between classes of mound groupings
(Lischka 1968). Such variability may, of course, also be investigated
in terms of distributions of types and varieties, but many important
distinctions might be obscured. For example, both monochrome bowls
and narrow orfice jars are usually of the same type and variety. Thus
differential distribution of these two forms would not be reflected
using only type-variety classifications.
Another major ceramic study by Robert and Barbara Rands (1967a)
concerning the region around Palenque, Chiapas has also turned to a
form of modal analysis. Faced with the problem of extremely poor
preservation that made a type-variety analysis almost impossible, they
have turned instead to a technologically oriented analysis. Such
studies have also a tradition in the Maya Lowlands though a more
abbreviated one.
Technological Studies in the Maya Lowlands
While analysis of surface color, decoration, and manipulation,
and of forms and their variants have a long and continuing tradition
in the Maya Lowlands, technological analysis has been a rather sporadic
latecomer. The first major technological studies were not attempted
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until the late 1930's. Stimulated by the results of Anna 0. Shepard's
technological studies in the Rio Grande area (Kidder and Shepard 1936),
similar studies were begun by Shepard for Lowland Maya sites. The
first fruit of this endeavor was presented in Thompson's report on
excavations at San Jose, British Honduras (1939)•
Thompson's ceramic analysis was based on ware and form classi
fications. Within these categories, however, more detailed information
on technological attributes is given. Surface hardness was measured
for most wares. Paste color as well as slip color was determined using
the Ridgway classification. Paste texture and tempering frequency were
also ascertained for each major ware category. Finally, actual temper
ing materials as well as occasional natural inclusions were determined.
The latter identifications were based on binocular microscope and thin
section analysis of "representative" specimens of each ware. Variations
were noted for each -ceramic phase.
The technological aspect of the study was begun by Anna 0.
Shepard, who did most of the detailed binocular microscope and thin
section analysis. At Urst only a small study of possible trade wares
was planned (Shepard 1939t 251). When technological analysis proved
useful expansion of the study resulted in a rather detailed study,
though not comparable in completeness to Shepard's earlier Rio Grande
studies. In part completeness was due to the lack of knowledge of
the geology of the Lowland Maya area and lack of information on temper
ing from other Maya sites. Thus the San Jose report concentrated on
presenting a base line study intended to be useful for comparative
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purposes, with no major conclusions possible without additional
studies.
A total of 124 sherds were thin sectioned and the. tempering
uaterial determined. With these temper identifications as a background
some 3000 sherds from unmixed deposits were analyzed using the binocu
lar microscope. Such a large sample was deemed necessary in order to
determine total temper frequencies, but also to check the number of
odd or trade specimens which might often be missed in choosing "typi
cal" specimens for analysis.

Crystalline calcite was the most common

tempering material. It occurred in all plain ware, most of the mono
chrome slipped wares, and some of the painted wares.

On the basis of

this information, Shepard felt that calcite tempered vessels were made
locally, although she also states that importation of all such pottery
from nearby pottery producing centers was a possibility that could not
be rejected. Possible trade wares were noted by other tempering mate
rials, especially since these rare tempers were also associated with
finer wares and small forms.
Shepard and Thompson also noted natural inclusions on the paste
but did not use the data to trace distribution of forms or wares con
taining these inclusions. The most common of the natural inclusions
were small balls and chunks of iron compound minerals. Included among
the latter were lumps of earthy hematite, and nodules of hematite and
magnetite. "The latter in bullet-like form can sometimes be seen with
the naked eye. The iron ore nay have occurred with the clay rather
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than with the calcite, because particles of this kind are common in
some of the local clays examined" (Shepard 1939: 254)•
Other aspects of the technological analysis included the ex
amination of clays used in vessels, as well as local clays from beds
near the site. Some sections of the technological analysis also deal
with attributes more useful in ware and type-variety classification.
There is an extended discussion of the gloss finish of polychrome and
monochrome wares and its possible causes.

Various techniques, includ

ing X-ray diffraction, refiring, and microscopic analysis, were used
to analyze the constituents of the most common slips, and pigments.
In conclusion, Shepard summed up the geology of the Maya Low
lands, indicated possible sources for some of the tempering materials
and differences between classes of sherds containing one tempering mate
rial. She traced possible changes in sources of and percentage of
trade wares at San Jose through time, noting that "San Jose's apparent
growing independence of the Peten, as shown by differences in both
pottery form and temper, is balanced by the higher proportion of wares
from other sources" (Shepard 1939: 276). At the end, she emphasized
the tentative nature of conslusions drawn, due to lack of detailed
knowledge of the geology of the Lowland Area and lack of technological
analysis of ceramics from other sites.
Although the San Jose study was intended as a base line study
for technological analysis, follow-up studies of comparable scope were
not soon forthcoming. Shepard continued her technological work in the
area with her famous study of plumbate wares (Shepard 1948)• In this
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case, however, she was dealing with only one ware. Specimens were from
a large number of scattered sites. Interest was primarily on the pos
sible center of manufacture, chronological positioning of the various
derined types, and geographical spread. Similar work has been done on
other widely recognized and dispersed trade wares, especially Fine
Orange wares (Sayre, Murrenhoff and Weick 1958)•
Ceramic reports sometimes contained reports on technological
analysis, but these were not as detailed or as thorough as the San Jose
study. Usually such analyses were confined to obvious trade wares*
Thus, for example, Dr. Shepard has a short section in the Uaxactun
ceramic report (Smith 1955) presenting the results of analysis of two
trade wares, Mars Orange ware and appearing of similar appearance, ware
from Panuco on the Veracruz coast. Shepard did a similar study for the
Kaminaljuyu report (Kidder, Jennings and Shook 1946). Most other
reports have no sophisticated technological analysis, using only broad
paste texture classes. The reasons sometimes given for lack of such
studies were the limitations of time and funds or the scarcity of
qualified technological specialists. Until recently, the main pro
ponent of detailed technological studies in Mesoamerica has been
Shepard herself (Shepard 1963).
The most recent ceramic study involving large scale technologi
cal analysis is the previously mentioned Palenque project under Robert
and Barbara Rands. Initial ceramic analysis proved a problem, since
most of the collections from Palenque were badly weathered. Obviously
a type-variety analysis by itself would have proved fruitless. Instead
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of turning to a modal analysis dealing with form variation, as at
Tikal, the Rands concentrated on paste composition and sources of tem
pering material. In part this is due to the extension of testing to
sites in the region around Palenque. Preliminary results suggested
that technological analysis might give clues concerning localized
ceramic trade. This is in contrast to the concentration on long dis
tance trade common to most earlier technological studies. Shepard had
suggested the utility of such an analysis in a marvelous section of
her ceramics analysis handbook on "The Potter's Craft as an Aspect of
Economics" (Shepard 1963: 352-358)*
In particular the Rands wished to test two models of intersite and inter-regional trade. Through local trade patterns, they
hope to derive information concerning the structuring of Lowland Maya
sites. The authors posit two polar views on the relationships among
populations around major sites such as Palenque. One viewpoint sees
the ceremonial center as a focal point of social relationships from a
number of smaller "satellite communities." Social, political, religious
andeconomic relationships are all involved. Such relationships were
intensified on certain market and religious festival days, when large
numbers of people would come to the ceremonial center to take part in
the religious ceremonies, and to buy and sell (or redistribute) the
items produced locally.
The opposite point of view would see the smaller communities
as relatively independent of the major ceremonial centers. Instead,
these communities would have social, economic and religious ties with
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a number of ceremonial centers, some quite distant. Rands characterizes
this type of community structure as "outward-looking" as compared to
the "inward-looking" pattern presented previously (Rands 1967b: 111112). Such different economic and social patterns should be reflected
in the distribution of locally produced ceramics.
Several possible factors which might obscure the above patterns
are explicitly recognized. Certain highly prized wares or wares used
as containers for valuable commodities might be traded widely. How
ever, Rands feels that this would not greatly affect distribution of
utilitarian wares.
The principal marketplace, located at the ceremonial center
and attended most consistently by people having socio
political and ceremonial allegiance to that center, would
apparently funnel the pottery primarily to the various
satellite communities within the sustaining area. People
from outside the district, who attended the market less
frequently, would take home significantly smaller quantities
of the pottery (Rands 1967a: 147-148)*
One potential obscuring factor would be if there were a class of
traveling merchants who carried pottery from center to center.

Again

these products would have had to be especially prized wares if such
pottery was to come long distances. Probably most would be the smaller
and more portable shapes, polychrome and fancy monochrome wares, rather
than utilitarian pottery (Rands 1967b: 112j Shepard 1963: 354-357)#
A more serious problem would arise if no pottery was produced in the
district. Even here boundaries could possibly be defined if the
ceremonial center market was the primary mode of pottery distribution.
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Summing up the hypotheses to be tested, Rands states:
Among our major aims in the present investigation is to see
which of the possible models that might be constructed along
these lines best fits the combined archaeologicaltechnological data. Does a specific assemblage of pottery,
characterizing Palenque's sustaining area, have abrupt
boundaries, in keeping with the hypothesis which was presented
first, or do the ceramics merge imperceptibly with assemblages
characteristic of other major centers? If boundaries can be
defined, were they relatively static or changing through time,
and how extensive were they?
A related set of problems deals with the interplay of style
and technology: to what extent do distributions of culturallyshared ceramic traits correspond to areas of actual trade in
pottery? (Rands 1967a: 149-150).
The research program worked out to test the above hypotheses
involved extensive testing and large scale technological analysis.
Collections were made from 45(?) sites in the region of Palenque, as
well as from excavations at Palenque itself. Most of the sites were
within 40 kilometers of Palenque, though some were as far as 100 kilo
meters distant. Collections were either from test pits or. surface
collections. Unfortunately, there has been no detailed presentation
on methods of choosing sites, type of ceramic collection for each site,
or location of ceramic test pits or collection areas. Thus it is
•impossible to judge how factors such as differential social or func
tional contexts may have biased the sample.
From these collections some 4700 sherds and 350 figurine frag
ments from ten sites have been analyzed using a binocular microscope.
All sherds have at least one diagnostic feature (rim, base, support,
slip, painting, or portion of plastic decoration) which would allow
identification as to chronological position. Of special importance
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in delimiting localized types are natural inclusions within the basic
clays as well as the more usual temper textual classes. Three basic
settlement zones have been distinguished in the area of reconnaissance,
the Zapata-Usumacinta zone along the lower reaches of the Usumacinta
River, the sparsely settled intermediate plains, and the low foothills
or piedmont region along the base of the Central Chiapas Highlands.
Preliminary results of technological analysis indicate a quite
heterogeneous series of assemblages in the area. Rand notes that
notable different ceramic assemblages exist some 25-30 kilometers from
Palenque, sharing only a few trade items with that site. Pottery from
sites much closer to Palenque show more resemblances, but even here
there are marked technplogical differences. Sites as close as less
than 10 kilometers from Palenque such as Sulusum and Nututum, have
large quantities of the quartz sand tempered red-brown utilitarian,
figurine, and censer paste so common at Palenque. However, these con
tain high frequencies of opaline phytoliths as inclusions and have
higher frequencies of these than at Palenque itself. Unfortunately,
the wares and forms containing these inclusions and tempering materials
are not discussed. Red-burning clay from sources at Palenque was ex
amined and found not to contain opal fragments. The large ceremonial
center of Xupa some 16 kilometers to the south of Palenque also has
pottery sharing many form modes with Palenque. However, such pottery,
though not bearing as many opal fragments as at Nututum and Sulusum,
is distinctive in being heavily micaceous.
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Preliminary results indicate that at least for utilitarian
ceramics there were regional centers of specialized ceramic production
that had a limited sphere of distribution. This would tend to back
the "inward-looking" as opposed to the "outward-looking" model. From
the evidence, Palenque's sustaining areas would seem to have been quite
small. Again, the question arises whether ceramic interaction varies
directly with social and economic interaction, and more importantly,
political control.
We have presented the methods and preliminary results of the
Hands' Palenque study in some detail because of the similarity in
initial problems and the methods eventually used in the analysis of
Tikal Sustaining Area ceramic collections.

CHAPTER 7
PERIPHERAL TIKAL CERAMICS:
PROBLEM FORMULATION AND ANALYSIS
The Ceramic Collections
The ceramic collections from the excavations of the Tikal Sus
taining Area Project provide a rather unusual corpus of data. The
majority of the sherds derive from the test pitting program, mos of
the rest from the larger scale excavations of house mounds and satellite
sites. Fill samples do not make up a high proportion of the total
excavated lots. Consequently we have a large ^ody of data deriving
primarily from occupational debris contexts. Obviously such material
provides a much greater potential for meaningful interpretation than
a collection consisting mainly of redeposited fill samples. Unfor
tunately, it is precisely the nature of the contexts of recovery that
poses a problem in analysis. In many cases redeposited fill has been
protected by construction, so that the sherds collected are usually in
good, if not mint, condition. On the other hand, occupational debris,
unless it has been covered over and sealed by later construction, is
usually in a rather bad state of preservation. Much potentially useful
information is thus irretrievable.
Well preserved sherds even in fill situations were rare in the
Sustaining Area collections. The two largest such assemblages came
200
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from the inner structures at Uolantun and the chultun at 3*5 kilometers
on the north brecha. Since much of this material was rather unique in
the Sustaining Area collections, comparative analysis of the material
has been delayed in order to complete analysis of the larger body of
data, A total of fifteen whole or restorable vessels were recovered
in the course of intensive excavation. Ten of these were cache vessels,
five from Navajuelal, four from Uolantun, and one from the Stela 34
group. Five vessels were found associated with two burials from Navajuelal. Most of the vessels were in a poor state of preservation, with
the exception of four of the cache vessels from Uolantun. Description
of these will be contained in the forthcoming report titled "The
Ceramics of Tikal: Peripheral Area and Synthesis" (Tikal Report
Number 27; Fry, in preparation). Since most of these date to phases
different from the bulk of the analyzed collection, they have not been
utilized in the following analysis.
Problem Formulation
Any analysis whose goal is other than pure description must
involve some problem or related series of problems. Definable problems
in ceramic studies include the seriation of ceramics into chronological
phases, the creation of classifications and typologies for comparative
purposes, and the analysis of distribution of classes of ceramics both
within and between sites. The problems of chronological seriation as
well as typological classification have already been worked out for
Central Tikal by Dr. T. Patrick Culbert, the Tikal Project ceramist.
The material from the peripheries of Tikal was not of the type
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necessary to make revisions or additions to the Tikal classifications.
The only usable sherds were those from large pure deposits, such as
the large Cauac chultun deposit, or those pertaining to complexes
poorly represented in Central Tikal such as the Eb material from
Uolantun, the transitional Manik-Ik vessels from a burial at Navajuelal
and the Caban collection from an excavated house mound.
However, the bulk of our collections, while not suitable for
chronology, did come from refuse deposits scattered in the peripheries
of Tikal. Fuch material seemed most useful for studying ceramic inter
action and distribution within the peripheral areas of a major site.
The fact that refuse debris was being sampled also indicated a poten
tial for analysis of differential social and functional contexts
within the sustaining area. Inferences from collections from indi
vidual structures and mound groups were hampered by the rather small
number of rim sherds obtained from most groups.
Various potential problems were kept in mind, while the ceramic
lots were initially evaluated. Preliminary evaluation concentrated on
dating of structures and mound groups. In addition, quantity and
quality of lots were described with future analytical considerations
in mind. Diagnostic form and paste characteristics were the primary
criteria used in the chronologically oriented evaluation. It was
assumed that diagnostic forms and modes did not vary significantly in
temporal or spatial placement from Central Tikal examples. Such an
assumption was supported by the many similarities in forms and modes,
with the same chronological placement for the Uaxactun sequence (Smith
1955).
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In the course of this preliminary evaluation certain charac
teristics of some of the assemblages stood out as potentially useful
variables. In part the definition of significant criteria depended on
that supposedly mystical quality of "feel," which is based on know
ledge of the range of variation within an assemblage or series of
assemblages. However, in order to state that assemblages do differ,
one must shoehow quantify this feeling. Such quantification also
provides more exact informtion on precisely how and why the assem
blages differ, so that possible explanations can be offered. Certain
characteristics nay prove not to vary as at first assumed, while others
may emerge as being more significant. This proved to be the case after
the analysis presented in the following pages had been completed.
Characteristics or attributes which seemed to be most potentially .useful included both technological and stylistic variation.
On the technological side, type of natural inclusions, size and fre
quency of tempering, and firing variation seemed to be varying
significantly. There also seemed to be stylistic variation, though
the attributes which were varying were not as readily apparant.
An approach similar to Rand's studies of ceramic distribution
in the Palenque region was considered almost immediately. Not only
were most of the Rands' collections from surface collections or test
pits, butthey were faced with the same problem of lack of surface
preservation for

most of the samples. I realized the potential of

a technological approach upon reading a preliminary version of one of
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Rands' papers (1967b). Of special interest was his reference directly
to the problem of ceramic distribution in peripheral Tikal in the
article.
Coe and Haviland (n.d.) depart even farther from the model of
the concourse of ceremonial center, estimating Late Classic
Tikal to have had a resident population of at least ten
thousand persons, consisting mainly of occupational special
ists. However, a sustaining farming population of equivalent
size is postulated by these writers. Vital to the present
discussion are the related questions: would such an outlying
population have included a pool of unskilled labor, devoting
a significant part of its time to public works at Tikal, and
would its commerce in pottery have been channelled primarily
through this center? (Rands 1967a: 151)•
A major problem, however, was the recognition of distinct technological
types or classes within my collection. Rands had sampled a much larger
and geologically and culturally heterogeneous region in his survey.
He recognized the problem in dealing with the culturally (and geologi
cally) homogeneous Central Peten. Indeed, he felt that such a techno
logical approach probably could not prove useful in that area (Rand's
personal communication to William A. Haviland). Or as he states in an
article: "Parece improbable que las areas sostenedoras en el corazon
de la cultura maya, en el pete'n, fueran tan diferentes la una de la
otra en lo que se refiere a la cerarnica, como lo eran en las periferias
del area maya alrededor de Palenque..." (Rands 1967b: 145)«
However, we had one advantage in that we had systematically
sampled a large area in close proximity to a major site. It was pos
sible to exercise some control over social and functional as well as
geographical factors affecting the collection. Rands does not seem to
have used systematic sampling although he does not present the sampling
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technique or reason for choosing certain sites in any of the published
reports. We also had detailed classifications of ceramics both brom
Tikal, and Uaxactun, so there was a larger amount of base line data for
comparative purposes. In particular, the detailed form classification
worked out for Central Tikal seemed especially useful considering the
weathered condition of most of the sustaining area collections. Dif
ferences between the assemblages at Tikal and Uaxactun had alreadybeen noted by Culbert: "...the domestic pottery from Tikal differs
considerably in paste and firing characteristics from that of Uaxactun
although there is an identity of vessel forms" (Culbert 1965: 47)•
Before formal analysis could be begun, or analytical techniques
worked out, the problems to be investigated had to be more thoroughly
spelled out. One problem was suggested by Rands' publications. Could
significant variation in the distribution of utilitarian ceramics be
shown for the Tikal sustaining area? In particular, could some edge
to the sustaining area be defined by a sharp dropoff in the frequency
of utilitarian ceramics produced within the sustaining area?

Several

questions immediately arose. First, were we really testing the limits
of a sustaining area or some other unit? It was thought preferable to
leave the nature of the unit open to question. As revised, the prob
lem could be stated in the following way: Could a geographical area
be defined within which social and economic interaction were demon
strably more intense than interaction with comparable units or areas?
Did such a unit consist of a single site, a major site and its
political and economic satellites, or a larger geographical region or
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district? The main operational problems were twofold. First, how
could be separate utilitarian ceramics produced in one region from
those produced in another area, especially given the stylistic homo
geneity common in the Central Paten? Another problem was whether our
sampling area actually did cross some boundary if, in fact, such
boundaries existed. The latter point could not be investigated, so
that we could not definitely reject the hypothesis, even though we
could produce no evidence of such a boundary with our data.
Another area of investigation concerned social and functional
variability within the Sustaining Area. Would differences in social
status of residents in the peripheral area of Tikal that are shown by
the variability in size and complexity of mound groups be reflected
in the ceramic data? Despite our small samples within groups could
functional variability between classes of mound groups be revealed?
What effect would social and functional variation have on the problem
of defining interaction boundaries?

These questions could also be in

vestigated, though they would require different analytical techniques.
Again we had the advantage of a similar study of mound group variability
for Central Tikal (Lischka 1968). Lischka's study provided comparative
material so that differences within the Sustaining Area could be
viewed in the light of variability within Central Tikal. Techniques
used in the study could also be applied to peripheral Tikal data.
Finally, we could consider both of the major problems of in
vestigation outlined above in terms of temporal variation. Were there
changes in size of the interaction sphere and did the degree of social
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and functional variation increase, decrease, or remain constant through
time?

Here we were hampered by the size of the samples for many of

the periods.

The Preclassic samples were very scanty and scattered.

Manik phase sherds were more common, but usually not present in large
enough numbers to sustain reasonable inferences. Thus the period
during which variability could be studied had to be confined to the
Late Classic.
Analytical Techniques
Given the problems under investigation analytical techniques
had to be devised to collect the relevant information. All sherds
analyzed had to be classified using a constant set of standards. The
attributes analyzed fall into three broad categories; technological,
stylistic, and functional. The analytical techniques used in all three
categories will be discussed under separate headings. However, we
first should mention the preliminary steps taken before the final
analytical scheme was devised.
A preliminary set of techniques involving all three categories
was initially devised in the field. Technological attributes studied
included maximum particle, size of temper, type and number of observable
natural inclusions, and evidence of incomplete firing as shown by the
presence of darker cores. Stylistic attributes included lip shape,
wall angle, wall curvature, type of plastic decoration, location of
plastic decoration in centimeters from rim, depth or height, and width
of plastic decoration, and wall thickness. Functional attributes were
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limited. Sherds were to be assigned to the form classes developed for
Central Tikal. These subsumed functional as well as stylistic attri
butes. In addition, rim diameter was to be estimated for the larger
sherds.
The first set of analytical classifications were applied to
sherds from the Ik phase from the Bobal ridge area, and to sherds of
the same phase from Navajuelal. After completion of this initial
analysis, the results from the two geographical areas were compared.
Those attributes which did not seem to vary significantly or that were
dependent on other attributes were eliminated. Those attributes that
did seem to be varying significantly with regard to the problems de
fined were retained and in some cases elaborated and made more explicit
or regular. The discovery of a sherd paste analysis comparison stick
allowed e. more rigorous and consistent classification of paste texture
and temper frequency. The form variability, at first analyzed by com
parison of profile drawings of the sherds, -was broken down into a
number of attributes, each with its own range of variation.
Technological Attributes
Standard technological analysis usually includes thin-section,
binocular microscopic and, more recently, X-ray diffraction and neutron
activation analysis. However, since our project did not have the
funds or time for such studies and since preliminary evaluation had
indicated significant differences in inclusions observable megascopically, we confined our analysis to examination and classification of
attributes observed megascopically.

However, examples of major temper-
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textural classes have been shipped back to the United States for pos
sible thin-section and neutron activation analysis. Such analysis will
hopefully confirm the reality of classifications based on megascopic
examination.
Tempering material was primarily calcite. However, no tests
were made to check for such minerals as dolomite or crypto-crystalline
calcite. Four major inclusion categories were checked, The inclusions
that varied most significantly were golden mica and small redish-brown
chunks and balls identified as manganese by Dr. Jerry Olsen, consulting
pedologist for the Tikal Project (personal communication). The
manganese inclusions are found naturally in the bajo clay in Central
Tikal (see Cowgi.ll and Hutchinson 1963) and thus were probably con
tained in the clays used for making vessels. Mica does not occur
naturally in the clays of the Tikal area and may have been contained in
the rocks ground up for tempering natter. Other inclusions observed,
whether occurring in the clay or in the added tempering material, in
cluded small bright reddish chunks and black particles. The former are
probably another iron compound, perhaps a form of red ocher. The
latter nay be another such compound or broken down minerals contained
in the clay. Other rare inclusions observed include clear mica,
silvery particles, and pinkish calcite.

These were not encountered

in large enough numbers to warrant separate classification or tabula
tion.
In order to have comparable data, only rim sherds were analyzed.
Paste composition was checked by breaking a sherd edge near the rim
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creating a fresh surface. This freshly broken face was inspected for
inclusions. In addition, weathered surfaces were also checked for
inclusions. Micaceous paste often does not show up as well in cross
section as on a weathered surface. Lumps of manganese were also
looked for. In addition to the type of inclusion, the relative fre
quency of such inclusions was also noted. Analytical classifications,
and criteria used in assigning sherds to each classification are pre
sented in detail in Appendix A.

Calcite tempering crystals were

examined to see if they were all opaque, semi-translucent or clear.
The clear crystals indicate a lower firing temperature (Shepard 1963:
30).
Completeness of firing was determined by presence of a darker
core. Relative incompleteness was adjudged by thickness and darkness
of the core. As noted above, only cross sections from near the rim
were utilized, for often bases or bottoms of walls were more poorly
fired and had larger sizes and amounts of temper than areas near rims.
Criteria varied somewhat from form to form, since different effects
were observed in finer textured decorated ware pastes than in coarse
heavily tempered unslipped ware. Presence of differential firing be
tween exterior and interior, or rims and bases was noted whenever
observable, as was fire clouding. Paste color was another attribute
us'ed" in technological classification. Two categories were created,
one for primary or dominant color, the other for color of fire clouds,
thick cores, etc. Colors nay have varied somewhat during analysis,
since no comparative standard was -used. In many cases paste color
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seems to vary with firing temperature and completeness so that it is
not often an independent variable. Consequently, this classification
•was not used in later analysis.
Paste texture and temper frequency were determined by compari
son with a standard. This standard was discovered among other tools
at Tikal, possibly prepared by one of the previous ceramic analysts.
It seems to follow the procedure of construction recommended by Shepard
(1963: 118-119). The standard was a stick containing 14 prepared chips
of pottery, seven with a 3C$ tempering frequency, the other seven with
a 15% tempering frequency. Both sets of seven have a gradation of
particle sizes. Tempering material is red sherd "grog." Temper size
classes are very coarse, coarse, medium, fine, very fine, and silt,
with one mixture of the last four classes. Measurement of particles
indicates that sizes are based on the Wentworth size classification
scale recommended by Shepard (1963: 118). Two classifications of paste
texture were initially used, one for the size range of the majority of
the tempering material, the other for the minority. Tempering fre
quency was estimated by comparison with the sherd stick.
Stylistic Attributes
Variation in stylistic attributes is often hard to quantify.
Setting up rigorous standards can be difficult, cunbersome,and waste
ful of time. This is true even for the classification of slip color
using the Munsell color charts. Given the short length of time avail
able for analysis, I decided to rely on subjective classification
procedures. The use of subjective standards leaves open the possibility
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of shifts in criteria during the course of analysis. The problem is
most acute for those variables having the largest number of values,
or those in which fine distinctions had to be made.
The stylistic attributes studied related to form and decora
tion. In terms of decoration, few sherds had sufficiently preserved
painted decoration or slip to accurately judge original color or
designs. Whenever possible, paint or slip color was noted for both
exterior and interior. No standard was used (such as the Munsell
charts) but the range of color classifications did not include subtle
variations. Type of plastic decoration (such as filleting, grooving,
impressing) and depth or height, and width of decoration formed a
separate set of classifications.
Since we were analyzing only rim sherds, form variability
primarily included attributes located at or near the rim. Sherds were
classified by wall orientation, wall curvature and wall thickness.
Nine discreet categories were set up for the first two attributes
listed. Wall flare or orientation was determined after ascertaining
the natural positioning of the rim. For these attributes fairly
small distinctions were necessary, increasing the possibility of
fluctuations in criteria used in classification. Wall thickness was
determined relative to form class. For example, an unslipped jar
might have been classified as thin walled, but a decorated vase with
the same wall thickness, would have been classified as extremely
thick walled. The form sensitive nature of the classifictory cri
teria eliminated the possibility of comparing frequencies of this
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one attribute without taking form into consideration. On the other
hand, any other technique would have required as much larger number
of categories.
The lip classifications consisted of lip curvature, orienta
tion, and shape attributes.

Again the first two had nine categories

each, as with the attributes of wall curvature and orientation. Nine
different lip forms were recognized for the analysis, many of these
again being form sensitive, or rather, restricted to certain forms.
Completing the stylistic attributes was the classification of jar
necks by height. Since jar necks with shoulders present were rare,
only a few sherds were so classified.
Functional Attributes
The only classification which included information on vessel
function was the Tikal form classification system. All sherds were
classified into one of the four major form categories, and the minor
stylistic temporal-functional categories (listed in Appendix A).
From form identification temporal position could also be inferred.
Classification was based not only on gross form, but also on paste
characteristics, type of plastic decoration, and the other criteria
such as presence or absence, or location of slip which have been
shown to correlate strongly with form classes.
In addition each sherd was identified as to operation, suboperation, and lot number. This allowed a classification of each
sherd by type of provenience where found (i.e., small mound group,
satellite site, etc.) as well as geographical location (i.e.,
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first sampling stratum ~ south brecha, Navajuelal, etc.), based
upon the lot location.

Analytical Techniques: Social and Functional Variability
The analytical techniques outlined above were primarily aimed
at the problem of boundary definition. In the present section we
will turn briefly to the analytical techniques aimed at explicating
possible social and functional variability. There are two major ways
of obtaining data relevant to this problem. They involve the compari
son of sherd frequencies using differing classifications, either by
types and/or varieties or shape classes. The latter method was used
by Lischka in his factor analysis of refuse deposits from Central
Tikal (1968).
Given the poor sherd preservation on the sustaining area, the
second alternative was chosen. The form classification used is the
one developed for Central Tikal ceramics. One class probably served
as storage bowls, both for solids and liquids, and possibly for cook
ing. Perhaps the class with the most obvious function is that of
water carrying jars. Large unslipped jars probably served both for
liquid (water) and solid storage. The final class consists of what
might be termed food and liquid serving forms; smaller vessels that
were usually decorated. This class can be subdivided into vases,
plates, and small bowls and dishes. These broad functional categories
cross-cut phases, though certain forms are subdivided by stylistic
categories to serve as temporal indicators. With a pre-existing
classification the main problem becomes one of correct identification.
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In most cases only rim sherds were counted, though sometimes counts
were made of jar necks, special body sherds containing flanges, and
other diagnostic criteria, as well as vessel appendages. Identifi
cation of certain forms was difficult, given the fragmentary nature
of most of the sustaining area collections. Often such diagnostics
as basal ridges, feet, or plastic decoration were lacking from the
small rim sherds. However, classification into one of the four
major form classes was generally no problem. The four major classes
reflect functional differences.
The Process of Analysis
Since we are dealing with two concurrent sets of analyses,
we will be concerned first with the detailed analysis of individual
sherds and their attributes. At first the goal set was the analysis
of all rim sherds relevant to the problems under investigation. Only
Late Classic sherds were subject to analysis. Earlier phase sherds
were rare in most excavations, especially the test pits. Most of
these were derived from redeposited fill rather than representing
occupational debris. Since occupation debris provided the best po
tential source of data, analysis was concentrated on sherds from
refuse deposits. It should also be noted that many of the attributes
which seemed to be varyingly significantly in the Late Classic col
lections, were lacking or not varying significantly for the earlier
material.
Restricting our detailed attribute analysis to collections
from refuse deposits of the Late Classic period, we were left with
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the collections from the brecha test pits, the excavations in and
around Navajuelal and Uolantun, and one house mound excavation. Which
of these, if any, were to be eliminated? It would seem that in order
to get a representative picture of the distribution of selected
attributes within the peripheries of Tikal, we should restrict our
analysis to collections from the random test pits. However, not all
such pits produced large quantities of Late Classic rim sherds. We
were faced with the problem of large gaps in our brecha coverage, if
we so restricted ourselves. To eliminate the large non-randomly
chosen collections for the sake of theoretical rigor was too high
a price to pay, considering the small total number of rim sherds in
the total collections. The results of analysis indicates that there
were no significant differences between non-random and random col
lections from the same sampling stratum.
Thus, besides the random test pit collections, we could in
clude the collections from the excavations at Navajuelal and the
non-fill contexts at Uolantun. We could also include the very large
collections from several of the larger groups on the north brecha
(at

5lf>, and 11.8 kilometers) as well as material from the site

of Jimbal. For the loss in rigor and theoretical representativeness,
we gained greater geographical representation.
Because of the short length of time available for analysis,
some of the collections could not be analyzed. An attempt was made
to get at least some sample analyzed for geographical areas if a
complete rim sherd analysis was not possible. Thus, for the first
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sampling stratum of the south brecha, I was able to analyze only the
sherds for one large midden deposit, though this included over twothirds of the rim sherds from the whole stratum. It was possible to
analyze all rim sherds of the Late Classic period from the second
(Bobal Ridge) — third (Bobal) and fourth sampling strata. The col
lections from Bobal included material from all test pits off the
rim back of structures plus plaza tests.
Only a few Late Classic sherds were encountered in the fifth
sampling stratum on the south brecha (near Navajuelal), although we
did analyze these sherds. However, to increase our sample size for
this area (so important because of its distance from Central Tikal)
we did have the collections from Navajuelal.

All Late Classic rim

sherds from excavations in the Central and North Groups at Nava
juelal were analyzed, including refuse material from around and in
structures and material from plaza tests. The assemblages from Nava
juelal was the single largest sample from a geographical area.
It was possible to analyze all rim sherds from the northern
portion of the north brecha, including the second and third sampling
strata. In addition collections from all of the extra tests in
larger groups were included. The small collections from the limited
Sustaining Area Project excavations including the Problematical
Deposit at Jimbal were added in order to get a sample from that dis
tant site. Furthermore, sherds from earlier excavation at Jimbal
were included. The first sampling stratum of the north brecha was the
last to be subject to analysis. Since we were running into time
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problems, I decided to choose only the largest collections spaced at
intervals throughout the stratum for analysis. Only five of 35 test
pit collections were analyzed, though these included over one-third
of the rim sherds from the stratum collection. Two of the collec
tions chosen were from large mound groups located on the ridge at
3.5 kilometers north of the site center. The other two chosen were
from small groups at 1.8 and 2.8 kilometers.
At first it was planned to include the Uolantun area test pit
collections in the analysis, but the time problem prevented this.
However, the Problematical Deposit from the Uolantun temple had been
thoroughly analyzed and recorded, and so was included, in part, for
comparison with the Jimbal Problematical Deposit, as well as to in
crease the Eznab phase sample.
Looking at the collections analyzed, we can see that the most
distant areas from Central Tikal have been completely analyzed.

The

areas which had to be sampled were all close to the boundaries of
Central Tikal. Such an approach was favored since we were concerned
with relationships of areas distant from the site center with the
center and with each other. A total of 1295 rim sherds were analyzed
in all. A breakdown of rim sherd total by geographical area is
presented in Appendix A.
Turning now to the shape analysis, frequency rim count total
of form classes were made in deposits from both the Manik phase, and
the Late Classic period. Only two Manik collections were large
enough for counting, the collections from the excavated mound group
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at 7.3 kilometers (Op. 1U5A) and an almost pure late Manik(?) deposit
from a fill context inside the excavated Central Group structure at
Navajuelal. There are more Late Classic occupational middens with
enough rims to warrant rim counts. Still, with the requirement of
at least 70 rim sherds necessary for valid inferences for Central
Tikal, only five collections from the sustaining area would be deemed
satisfactory, with two others falling just below the minimum. If we
reduce the minimum figure in half, still only 12 collections are
adequate. Rim count figures were derived from counting forms
described in the previous analytical process. The only exceptions
were the two Manik phase deposits.
Many of the largest sherd concentrations were from rather
pure one phase midden deposits. Others are a combination of phases
and so are less useful. In general the larger midden deposits were
from behind medium to larger mound groups, though there are a few
exceptions to the generalization. Interestingly, most of these ex
ceptions were small mound groups immediately adjacent to a much
larger complex,
Statistical and Computer Analysis of the Ceramic Data
Several methods were considered for handling the data compiled
in the above analyses. At first it was intended to compare the clas
sification frequencies by geographical area or provenience and to
test the significance of differences by Chi-square test. Prelimi
nary counts indicated that significant differences might be expected
in a large number of variables, especially those dealing with
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technological features (Fry 1968b). With the potentially large number
of significantly varying attributes some sort of computerized analysis
seemed warranted. Not only -would such an analysis reduce the amount
of cross-tabulation and pick out potentially unrecognized interrelated
variables, but it would also remove some of the subjective bias in
interpretation.
The computer analysis was worked out with David P. Adam, a
research associate in the C-eochronology Department at The University
of Arizona. The choice of analysis to be used and the programming
were done by Mr. Adam, who also advised on the best format for punch
ing information onto I.B.M. cards. The initial step was the decision
to begin with a cluster analysis. All relevant attributes were
punched onto I.B.M. cards, which were to serve as the primary data
source. For the purposes of the initial cluster analysis, the card
format required the recording of whether each attribute was present,
absent, or not observable on each sherd.

The revised format for the

punching of the cards is presented in Appendix B. Thus the basic
analytic unit for the first program was the individual sherd, repre
senting one vessel. Each sherd received an identification number.
Cards recorded provenience by geographical area (approximately coter
minous with the sampling strata — see Appendix A for differences)
and type of provenience unit, as well as the attributes. A small
number of attributes were found to be very rare in occurrence or
completely absent, and thus did not warrant inclusion in the final
analysis. Those attribute categories which were completely absent
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were dropped while other rare attributes were lumped into adjacent
attribute categories of the same variable (see Appendix A).
The first cluster analysis clustered the attributes them
selves. Some patterns could be noted by observing the distribution
of the attributes in major variables, especially geographical areas.
However, no clear cut clusterings other than those already recognized
in the data or artifacts of the specific program were observable.
This was apparently due to the rather random association of many at
tributes caused by lumping incompatible data. Attributes which might
vary significantly within one form class were not clustered if they
did not vary significantly, or varied in the opposite way in other
form classes. Given these problems, and since geographical areas
were one of the main units of analysis and observation, we decided
to cluster the geographical areas rather than the attributes. Two
separate cluster analyses were carried out. In one case the raw data
for the clustering process were unmodified coefficients of similarity
for each variable. In the second analysis the raw data consisted of
coefficients of similarly expressed as deviations from the mean co
efficient for each variable. This type of program provides a more
accurate clustering (David Adam, personal communication). Such
clusterings would test whether the relationship we could discern be
tween assemblages would be shown independently by the cluster analysis.
Many other potential lines of computer analysis are possible.

One

fruitful line of research being worked on at present involves a factor
analysis of data clustered by geographical universe and form classes
simultaneously.

CHAPTER 8
RESULTS OF CERAMIC ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
The results of ceramic analysis can be organized so that they
may be examined in light of the various models proposed by the structur
ing of social, economic, political, and religious relationships among
communities within the sustaining area of major sites. In particular,
we are concerned with the distribution of ceramic attributes and modes
in the periphery of Tikal. These distributions may reflect some as
pects of the organization of Maya sites and districts.
Economic Interaction
The specific models proposed for testing by Rands concern local
ized trade in utilitarian ceramics. On a more abstract level, the
models deal with the structural organization of Lowland Maya ceremonial
centers and the population of smaller hamlets and population clusters
outside the centers. The two basic structural models posited by Rands
(1967b: 111-112) can be termed the "inward looking" and "outward looking"
types. While recognizing that these models are polar types and that the
actual situation may have been intermediate or variable from area to
area, Rands' data tended to support the "inward-looking" model. With
some revision, the data from the peripheries of Tikal also tend to
support this model.
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A series of assumptions must be made if we are to use our data
to test the above models. We must assume that most utilitarian wares
were made within the area of study or just beyond its confines. Posi
tive evidence of specialized production consists of the probable dump
of sherds from a specialized production center located some four and a
half kilometers to the northeast of the site center. Here, however,
only finer decorated wares of vase and plate shapes were produced.
We also must assume that the distribution of ceramics reflects
economic, social, and religious interaction. That is, we must assume
that inhabitants of various communities did attend ceremonies and
markets of some sort at major centers and possibly minor ceremonial
centers and did bring back amounts of pottery proportionate to the
frequency of attendance at each market. Another assumption is that the
possible existence of traveling merchants would not significantly skew
the picture of distribution of utilitarian pottery, since merchants were
more likely to have trafficked in the finer, more prized as well as
more portable, decorated plates, vases and small bowls.
Given the above assumptions, if the extreme "outward looking"
viewpoint were true we would expect a cluster analysis of the sampling
strata to reveal no significant patterns. If the residents of each
geographical area attended markets at a large number of centers with no
definite pattern of attendance, we would expect that each settlement
would have a highly heterogeneous collection of pottery produced at a
large number of centers. All settlements within a region would have
roughly similar collections, with a great deal of random variation.
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With the extreme view of the "inward looking position" we would expect
narked clustering, with a very homogeneous assemblage from within the
sustaining area of a major center, sharply demarcated from assemblages
outside the sustaining area.
Looking at the results of the main cluster analysis with geo
graphical areas as the independent variable, we can see some obvious
patterning (Fig.13). The most divergent cluster consists of the
assemblages from Uolantun and Jinbal. The Uolantun assemblage consists
of Problematical Deposit, while the Jimbal collection is .dominated by
sherds from another such deposit. Both date to the Eznab phase. These
similarities not only of phase and activity but in other form and
technological variables result in the clustering of two collections
separated by over 17 kilometers. They have the second highest coef
ficient of similarity (+3.28) between two geographical area collections,
as well as a high negative coefficient of similarity with the summation
of the other clusters (-3.62).
Excluding the above two samples, the major pattern is the
association of each geographical area with a neighboring area. Thus
there are definite patterns evident in the distribution of ceramic
attributes. However, by inspection, it is difficult to draw any defi
nite boundaries demarcating Tikal and its sustaining area from the
sustaining area of another major site. There are three possibilities
to explain this; either ceramic distribution is not a useful indicator
of economic, religious, or political interaction, we have not crossed
the boundary of the Tikal sustaining area, or our technique of data
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Figure 13. Cluster analysis of the eight geographic universes.
1, Navajuelal; 2, 3-6r-l/2 kilometers, south brecha;
3, Uolantun; 4, 2-4-1/2 kilometers, north brecha;
5, 4-1/2-5-1/2 kilometers, north brecha; 6, 6-1/29-1/2 kilometers, north brecha; 1, 11-12 kilometers,
north brecha; 8, Jinibal.
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interpretation and presentation have obscured boundaries which actually
do exist within the area surveyed.
Inspection of the original coefficients of similarity for geo
graphical areas shows some of the same patterns evident in the final
clustering, but it is clear that the averaging of the coefficients at
each clustering in the program used has given a slightly distorted
perspective. For example, the second geographical area on the south
brecha though clustered with the Navajuelal area in the final cluster
ing, actually shows the highest coefficient of similarity with the
farthest geographical area of the north brecha. At first one might
think that this would tend to confirm the "outward-looking" model#
However, what has happened is that there has been much lumping of
categories under each attribute, so that significant variation has
been obscured. Thus the form variants has not been broken down by
form class causing the clustering non-comparable data. Additionally,
such attributes as mound type were clustered, attributes which are use
ful for some purposes, but not for differentiating between assemblages
for the purpose of tracing trade relationships. Inspection of the
variation from the mean for each attribute according to geographical
area showed that many useless and misleading attribute frequencies
were being clustered.
When frequencies of attributes were broken down by form class
and by phase, however, some significant differences between geographical
areas were evident. Temper and paste characteristics, especially
natural inclusions in the clay or temper, are important criteria for
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differentiating between sources of pottery. Looking at the breakdown
by major form class of counts and percentages for each geographical
area (Table 5) we can see that for the utilitarian wares (red bowls,
red jars, and unslipped jars) there are narked limits of distribution.
Such differences, as reflected in frequencies of natural inclusion
classes are much less marked for the small bowls, vases, plates, and
other presumably decorated forms. The distributions can be contrasted
with the pooled figures for all forms for the same inclusion classes
(Table 6). Obviously the bell shaped curve distribution shown in
Table 6 obscures some important variation within the form classes.
Decorated serving ware forms are the most heterogeneous in
terms of inclusion class percentages for all samples. There is a
tendency for a higher percentage of manganese inclusions toward the
southern end of the south brecha. The variation noted for the north
brecha assemblages may be due in part to temporal variation. Many of
the widely traded Ik phase decorated wares contained manganese in
clusions. Thus those areas with larger Ik phase deposits (the 3-7
kilometer area of the south brecha, and to a lesser extent the 4*5 to
6.5 kilometer and the 6.5-9.5 kilometer areas of the north brecha, in
that order) tend to have a higher percentage of that category of in
clusion in the total collection of decorated forms. Most of the
decorated forms having manganese inclusions from the north brecha date
to the Ik phase. Most of the decorated forms from Navajuelal date to
the Imix phase, so the high frequency of manganese inclusions in

Table 5.

Frequency of inclusions by form class and geographic area for the Late Classic period

Navai uelal

South Brecha
3-7 km.
cf
No.
P

Geographic Area
North Brecha
North Brecha
2-1*.5 km.
1*.5-6.5 km.
No.
No.
%
%

North Brecha
6.5-9.5 km.
No.
/o

North Brecha
11-12 km.
No.
%

Form Class
and Inclusion

No.

%

Serving Forms
None
Manganese
Mica
Other
Sub Total

1*2
30
11
10
93

1*5
32
12
11

22
12
2
0
36

61
33
63
0

29
8
18
0

53
11*
33
0

51*
31
22
3
110

h9
28
20
3

hi
23
37
U
m

h2
21
33
h

31*
20
15
7
76

1*5
26
20
9

Large Mono
chrome bowls
None
Manganese
Mica
Other
Sub Total

62
1*7
11
10
130

1*8
36
8
8

12
0
8
2
22

5?
0
36
9

21
1
16
2
JUo

52
2
1*0
5

18
2
20
1
1*1

111;
5
h9
2

27
h
39
3
73

37
6
5U
h

12
2
22
0
36

33
6
61
0

31*
h
1
2
1*7

72
8
15
U

5
0
2
0

72
0
28
0

3
2
5
0
10

30
20
50
0

5
0
12
0
17

29
0
71
0

12
0
13
1
26

1*6
0
50
h

7
0
11
3
21

33
0
52
11*

Water Carrying
Jars
None
Mangamese
Mica
Other
Sub Total

7

Table 5T-Continued

Navajuelal
Form Class
and Inclusion

No.

%

South Brecha
3-7 km.
No.
%

Geographic Area
North Brecha North Brecha North Brecha North Brecha
2-U.5 km*
U.5-6.5 km.
6.5-9.5 km. 11-12 km.
No.
%
No.
%
No.
%
No.
%

Unslipped
Wide-Mouth
Jars
None
Manganese
Mica
Other
Sub Total

38
32
0
2
72

53
0
3

12
8
0
5
25

U8
32
0
20

21*
6
0
0
30

80
20
0
0

29
2
0
0
31

9k
6
0
0

Sk
9
0
2
65

83
Ik
0
3

31
k
0
2
37

8k
11
Q
5

Table 6. Percentages of inclusion by geographical area for the Late Classic Period, — Percentages
expressed as departures from the main percentage for each variable.

Inclusions

Navajuelal
Area

South Brecha
3-7 km.

Geographic Area
North Brecha North Brecha
2-lu5 km.
lj.5-6.5 km.

North Brecha
6.5-9.5 km.

North Brecha
11-12 km.

None
Manganese

+ 11.8

+ 7.9

- 2.6

+ 1.0

- 2.9

-

Mica

- Ih.k

- 11.7

+

+

2.9

+ 10.3

+ lul

Other

+

+

- 2.1

- 3.6

- 1.5

+ 5.5

7.9

2.1

J+.o

h.3
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decorated forms for that area cannot be explained avay as due to tem
poral variation.
The most striking differences in distribution of inclusions
are found in the monochrome red-ware bowl category. Manganese inclusions
are extremely scarce in all collections with the exception of those
from Navajuelal. Manganese inclusions are also more frequent in quan
tity in individual vessels at Navajuelal than elsewhere. A few of the
Navajuelal red bowls contained golden mica. They may have been ob
tained from sources to the north, where such inclusions are much more
frequent. The few specimens having such inclusions are also techni
cally superior, being more thoroughly and perhaps more completely fired
with pastes resembling pastes from the north brecha examples.
While manganese inclusions are very scanty in monochrome bowls
in the rest of the brecha collections, golden mica is fairly common.
A peak in frequency is noted at the third geographical area of the
north brecha, with a decrease near the end of the brecha. The percen
tage of this form having micaceous paste is over 50% in the former
area. The peak of frequency for heavily micaceous paste is also
attained in the same sampling stratum. By the time one reaches Jimbal,
the percentage of micaceous paste in these forms has declined consider
ably, at least as evidenced by the sparse collections made at that site.
Looking at the distribution of inclusions, in redware bowls, it
would appear that there nay be three or more centers of production of
these forms in or near the periphery of Tikal. A center that produced
vessels with micaceous paste would have been located somewhere near
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the north end of the north brecha, perhaps near the large satellite
site of El Encanto, or another satellite site located to the west of
the napped area, but in the same general locality. Another center
that produced vessels containing a high percentage of manganese in
clusions would have been located near the end of the south brecha
perhaps to the east or west within the Tikal National Park area, or
else further to the south. A third potential production area may have
been in or near Central Tikal itself£

This central manufacturing area

produced pottery with a sparse percentage of manganese inclusions and
an equally sparse frequency of golden mica. More Central Tikal material
must be examined before we can say anything more definite about dis
tribution of inclusion classes.
In order to test the above inferences it should be possible to
find concomitant variation in other attributes. The distribution of
decorative classes for the outside surface of such bowls would be one
possible test, others might include form microvariation (i.e., lip
thickness, wall angle, lip shape, etc.), paste texture, temper frequency
and firing variation.
I have computed frequencies for decorative class variability for
red storage bowls, Plain walls, and impressions are found in all three
phases of the Late Classic. Fillets are restricted primarily to the
Ik phase, while grooving is most common in the Imix and Eanab phases.
Thus some of the variability is presented in Table 7 and probably re
flects temporal variation. The high percentage of fillets in the
second stratum of the south brecha and the third stratum of the north

Table 7. Percentages of large monochrome bowl decoration by geographic area for the Late Classic
Period. — Percentages expressed as departures above or below the mean percentages
for each variable.
Geographic Area
Forth Brecha
North Brecha
2-U.5 km.
U.5-6.5 km.

Worth Brecha
6.5-9.5 km.

Worth Brecha
11-12 km.

+ 2U.1|8

- 23.9k

+

.02

+ 19.UO

- 17.88

- 19.91

Impressions

- 15.18

- 13.79

- 2.88

- 5.02

+ 23.6U

+ 13.50

Groove

- ll.ijl

- 13.19

+ 8.68

-11.Ill

- 15.09

+ 5.3li

Fillet

- 6.68

+ 21.09

+ 3.39

+ 5.9ii

+ 1.55

H
OC

Plain

Decoration

1

South Brecha
3-7 km.

•

Navajuelal
Area
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brecha may be contrasted with the high percentage of grooving in the
first and fourth strata of the north brecha. This variation may well
be due to differing proportion of forms from the Ik phase on the one
hand, and the Imix and Eznab phases on the other. Impressions tend
to vary inversely with lack of decoration, plain •walls being most
common at Navajuelal, rarest in the third and fourth strata of the
north brecha, with the reverse true for impressions. Those specimens
with impressions or grooving at Navajuelal also tend to have paste
like that common in Central Tikal as well. The distribution of im
pressions and plain walled forms matches the distribution of inclu
sions.
Monochrome redware water storage jars show patterns similar to
those for redware bowls, although the percentages do not differ as
radically from stratum to stratum (see Table 5). Again, manganese
inclusions are rare except for the Navajuelal area. Even there, how
ever, such inclusions are rarer than mica inclusions, a quite different
pattern than for red bowls. In contrast the percentage of micaceous
paste in both redware bowls and jars for the area from four and a half
to 12 kilometers of the north brecha is strikingly similar (56.2$ for
the red jars, 54.0$ for the red bowls). From this similarity in in
clusion frequency it would seem that one center in the area produced
red bowls and also produced redware jars. Both were widely distributed,
but the jars had a larger sphere of distribution than the bowls. On
the other hand, the center or area producing red bowls with manganese
inclusions seems not to have produced many jars, if at all.
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An explanation can be offered from the overlapping distribu
tions of utilitarian wares. Since both bowls and jars of the micaceous
paste variant were widely distributed, and were well fired and tech
nically superior, they may have been prized for their quality. It may
well be that there were fewer centers producing water carrying jars,
so that these were distributed more widely than redware bowls. Since
these forms are not found in especially large quantities in most
assemblages it may be that only the ccenters producing the technologi
cally superior pottery were able to produce such vessels for a profit.
Such jars may also have been more easily carried. Such a pattern is
known from modern northern Yucatan. R. H. Thompson noted that the
smaller numbers of centers producing water carrying jars and the wide
distribution of well fired types made by certain centers. Of eight
centers still actively producing pottery, all eight make the cooking
pot form and most still make some of the very similar water storage
basins. Only four centers, however, produce large nunbers of water
carrying jars with two more centers producing a few examples (Thompson
1958).
Tepakan, Ticul, Mama, and Uayma are the major cantaroproducing towns. The Tepakan jar is especially popular
because of its painted decoration. From Mima south it is
often the only water-carrying jar seen. It is also found
in Merida, but the Ticul jar is more common in most of the
region north and east of Muna (Thompson 1958: 129).
The same pattern may be inferred archaeologically for the Peten
region. For the Early Classic period at San Jose (San Jose II) Thomp
son (1939) noted that temper identification indicated that slipped jars
were traded in, as well as fine incised blackwares having the same
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paste characteristics. The Yucatecan slate ware jars found in San Jose
V contexts were all either water carrying jars or "chultun" jars. Thus
a widespread distribution of well-made water carrying jars would not be
an unexpected pattern.
Large unslipped jars are the Hast major form category. Like
the other utilitarian wares, these show different distributions of
manganese inclusions but mica was not found in any sherd of this form.
The highest percentage on manganese inclusions is again noted at Navajuelal. However, fairly high percentages of such inclusions are found
further to the north, even in the north brecha (see Table 5). For
these other areas, there is a tendency for manganese inclusions to be
most noticeable in Ik phase forms. One might explain this distribution
in terms of production of such forms at only a few centers with wide
spread trade. This would seem somewhat unlikely, considering the size,
weight and fragility of most of the vessels of the type.
Since natural inclusions do not give solid evidence of pottery
distribution for this form, we must turn to other attributes, especially
form attributes and paste texture. Of these attributes wall orientation
and curvature and paste texture seem to vary most significantly. Tables
8 and 9 present the frequency and percentages of wall orientation and
curvature for each geographical area. Table 9 shows that wall orienta
tion varies from a mode of medium outflaring at Mavajuelal to a mode of
slightly outflaring in the second sampling stratum of the north brecha,
and then shifts gradually back to medium outflaring from the northern
most area. Temporal changes may also be involved but these were hard

Table 8. Wall orientation of unslipped jars by geographical area: Late Classic Period

Wall
Orientation

Navajuelal
Area
Mo.
%

South Brecha
3-7 km.
No.
%

Geographic Area
Worth Brecha
North Brecha
2-lu5> km.
U.5-6.5 km.
No.
No.
/°
%

North Brecha
6.5-9.5 km.
No.
%

North Brecha
11-12 km.
No.
%

Slightly
Inflaring

1

1.8

1

3.9

1

2.7

1

2.6

0

0

0

0

Slightly
Outflaring

9

16.1

13

5.0

13

35.2

12

31.6

16

26.2

6

18.7

Slight to
Medium
Outflaring

9

16.1

5

19.2

10

27.0

11

29.0

8

13.1

7

21.8

Medium
Outflaring

2U

U2.9

5

19.2

12

32.it

11

29.0

32

52.5

16

50.0

Very
Outflaring

13

23.2

2

7.7

1

2.7

3

7.8

5

8.2

3

9.U

Totals

56

26

37

38

61

32

Table 9. Wall curvature of unslipped jars by geographical area: Late Classic Period.

Wall
Curvature

Navajuelal
Area
No.
%

South Brecha
3-7 km.
C7
/o
No.

Geigraoguc jfrrea
North Brecha North Brecha
2-1*.5 km.
U.5-6.5 km.
%
No.
No.
%

North Brecha
6.5-9.5 km.
No.
%

North Brecha
11-12! km.
No.
%

Slightly
Incurving

0

0

0

0

0

0

h

11.U

1

1.9

1

3.3

Straight

1

1.9

2

8.U

3

8.8

2

5.7

8

15.U

h

13.3

Slightly
Outcurving

15

28.8

16

66.6

17

50.0

20

57.1

28

53.9

15

50.0

Slight to
Medium
Outcurving

25

U8.1

6

25.0

13

38.2

9

25.7

11

21.2

9

30.0

Medium to
Very
Outcurving

11

21.2

0

0

1

2.9

0

0

h

7.7

1

3.3

Totals

52

2k

3h

35

52

30
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to take into account given the lack of temporal subdivision for Late
Classic coarse jar forms.
The wall curvature frequencies show a slightly different pat
tern, with the mode being slightly outcurving everywhere except at
Navajuelal, where it is slight to medium outcurving with a much higher
percentage of medium to very outcurving necks. Wall curvature may be
more significant than orientation, since it was often difficult to get
exact wall orientation and the standards nay well have changed during
the course of evaluation.
Lip attributes did not seem to vary as significantly, or,
perhaps better, were too hard to classify property to allow patterns
to emerge. One attribute which could be counted and showed significant
variation was the presence of a depressed area or groove just at the
interior of the lip. Grooves were much more frequent on the north
brecha, especially towards the north end (Table 10). The grooves found
on the south brecha are also of a different form that is more distinct,
deeper, and narrower.
At first it was thought that paste characteristics other than
inclusions would not vary significantly within the coarseware classifi
cation. Tabulation (Table 11) showed, however, that paste texture
tended to be one grade coarser on the average at Navajuelal than in
other areas. Texture tends to be least coarse near Central Tikal, with
a slight increase in coarseness as one moves northward. Percentages
of tempering do not vary as radically,

Table 10. Frequency of grooving on interior lip of unslipped jars by geographical area: Late
Classic Period,
I

Grooving

1

— • ••
Navajuelal
Area
a
p
No.

South Brecha
3-7 km.
No.
%

-

Geographic Area
North Brecha
Worth Brecha
U.5-6.5 km.
2-h,.5 km.
No.
No.
%
%

Present

u

7

k

15

7

19

7

18

Absent

52

93

22

85

30

81

31

82

Totals

56

26

37

38

North Brecha
6.5-9.5 km.
No.
%
16

61

1
North Brecha
11-12 km.
No.
%

26

9

28

7b

23

72

32

Table 11. Frequency of paste texture of unslipped jars by geographical area: Late Classic Period,
*

>

Paste
Texture

Navajuelal
Area
No.
%

South Brecha
3-7 km.
No.
/O

Geographic Area
North Brecha North Brecha
U.5-6.5 km.
2-U.5 km.
<7
•2
No.
No.
/O
7°

North Brecha
6.5-9.5 km.
CJ
No.

North Brecha
11-12 km.
No.
%

Medium-Fine

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

0

0

Medium

0

0

0

0

5

lit

1

3

5

8

5

15

Medium-Coarse

2

3

0

0

10

27

8

21

16

25

9

26

Medium-Coarse
to Coarse

10

16

0

0

20

5U

25

66

3h

53

8

2k

Coarse

hi

75

0

0

2

5

k

10

8

12

12

35

h

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Very Coarse
Totals

63

0

37

38

6h

3U
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The figures for coarse jars given in the tables indicate quite
a range of variability for the attributes presented within geographical
areas as well as between them. We can add that this variability is
present within collections from single mound groups and this appears
to cross-cut temporal and social factors. Similar percentages of form
and inclusion classifications are found from mound groups of different
size and complexity within the same geographical area. Boundaries in
attribute distribution are not quite as clear cut as in the other
utilitarian forms.
Several models can be constructed to explain the observed
variability in unslipped jars. It is fairly obvious from the size,
weight, and fragility of the coarse jars that most could not have been
transported long distances, Distribution of inclusion classes and
form microvariation indicate a localized production pattern.

One such

model would see the unslipped jars produced within individual house
holds, probably with the women of the household as the potters. If
this were the case, we could explain the variability within individual
mound groups as reflecting a virilocal or avunculocal residence prefer
ence pattern given the passing on of pottery traditions from mother or
aunt to daughter. Some of the variability, however, could also be
explained in terms of temporal variation, since phases covered decades.
The localized nature of even the form microvariation within geographi
cal ageas would then have to be explained in terms of areal or community
endogamy.
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An alternative explanation, and one that I prefer would see
the production of large unslipped jars in specialized production cen
ters, a pattern evident in modern Yucatan (R. H. Thompson 1958).
Evidence in favor of this pattern would be the similarity in gross
form with patterns evident in other utilitarian forms. Thus Navajuelal and the surrounding area are the most distinctive in all utili
tarian form categories. In all cases, the greatest resemblances are
between assemblages from the third and fourth strata of the north
brecha, with the other strata intermediate between the two poles. Form
microvariation in unslipped jars within strata might be explained as
due to the greater leeway allowed in production of the unslipped jars
as well as temporal variation. An alternative explanation is that there
may have been more centers, or even part-time specialists producing
such vessels.
Summarizing the data on the distribution of stylistic and tech
nological attribute classes, the utilitarian forms show greater vari
ation from geographical area to area than finer wares. Most attributes
of these forms show the same general pattern of variation. There is a
rather bell shaped curve of distribution with collections from Navajuelal being set apart from these from the rest of the sampled areas.
From that site, there is a markedly higher frequency of manganese
inclusions in all utilitarian wares, a higher percentage of redware
storage bowls are undecorated, and coarse jars are distinctive in form
as well as coarseness of paste texture.
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Turning back to the initially formulated models concerning
ceramic interaction, we find that we can define boundaries which mayrepresent significant variations in economic and social interaction.
The clearest boundary can be drawn between the second strata of the
south brecha and the Navajuelal area. This boundary coincides with a
dropoff in population extending for some three kilometers. A less
precise boundary nay be demarcated between the second and third uni
verses of the north brecha, on the basis of great similarity between
the collections from the third and fourth strata. Again this area of
demarcation corresponds with a decrease in population density, though
not as marked as in the south brecha, thus fitting well with the more
gradual nature of ceramic change for the north brecha.
The lack of uniformity in the distribution of utilitarian
ceramics provides evidence against the viewpoint that a major cere
monial center and its sustaining area formed a monolithic economic and
social unit with a single centrally located market serving as the redistributive agent. We must look for alternative models of ceramic
distribution, and economic and social interaction in general. The
alternative models must fit the actual distributions. All models pro
posed below assume the production of utilitarian as well as finer
ceramics in specialized production centers.
One possible model would see the distribution of utilitarian
as well as serving forms by traveling merchants. The merchants could
either distribute wares on a household to household basis or through
markets. The former interpretation would not seem adequate to explain
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the data, for if the merchants travelled widely we would expect greater
uniformity between assemblages from the various geographical areas.
With the second model, we would still face the problem of the location
of the markets. Still another model might question the presence of
specialized economic institutions for redistribution and would see
redistribution of at least utilii.ar.u-n forms through other agencies,
such as religious institutions, or social institutions such as the
lineage or clan. This model also fails to fit the actual distribution
of ceramics. If redistribution was through religious institutions or
through localized groupings of a corporate nature, one would expect a
much more homogeneous collection for each community. If such institu
tions were represented in a larger number of communities, but with the
majority of members in one community the pattern might more closely
resemble the one encountered. Yet some means of distribution must have
existed to supply members in distant communities.
Another possibility, and the one I tentatively favor, would
include the distribution of ceramics through smaller local community
markets as well as larger regional or district markets. Rands, while
recognizing the possibility if such a system existed, feels that such
a setup would obscure clear cut ceramic distribution boundaries.
Special problems are introduced if later Mesoamerican patterns
are taken as rigorous models of the market econony of the
Classic Maya. Such present-day institutions would include
market regionalism (expressed in Pre-Columbian times as the
alternation of market days within either a single sustaining
area or in adjacent districts) and a system of daily local
markets onto which was superimposed periodic markets, the
latter serving to attract people from afar (Rands 1967a:
148-149).
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The above model seems to fit the transformed data quite well.
Smaller satellite sites around Tikal nay well have been centers for
markets as well as religious ceremonies. Possible market enclosures
are found near larger mound groupings on the north brecha (near the
center of distribution of micaceous paste monochrome utilitarian wares)
and were noted by Bullard associated with satellite sites or minor
ceremonial centers (Bullard I960: 360).
Of course, mechanisms other than the market nay have entered
into ceramic distribution, especially within the local communities.
Modern Yucatecan potters sell much of their production locally, carry
ing smaller amounts for sale at markets often coinciding with fiestas
at more distant towns. As in present day Yucatan there well may have
been prehistoric specialists in selling pottery who had the equipment
and labor necessary to make long distance transportation feasible.
Thompson (1958: 105) refers to a play called "The Pot Vendor" in the
Motul dictionary dating to the early Colonial period. Such merchants
probably specialized in the more easily transportable serving vessels
and water carrying jars.

Utilitarian vessels seem to be more widely

traded at present, but this nay be due both to a decreased nunber of
pottery producing centers, as well as vastly more efficient methods
of transportation (Thompson 1958: 103, 105)•
Social and Functional Variability
Another important aspect of the data concerns possible evidence
in ceramic data for social and/or functional variation. There is an
obvious gradient of mound size and complexity within peripheral Tikal
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that ranges from satellite sites and large clusters of range type
structures to small low single and double mound groups. Are there
differences in assemblages from the various defined categories of
mound groupings? Do the differences revealed reflect social, func
tional, or some other cause of variation?
Since we were usually sampling occupational debris we could
make stronger inferences than if we were dealing with redeposited fill
contexts. However, for such an analysis we must assume that the vari
ation in our sample is an adequate representation of variation within
the total universe of occupation debris sherds found within that group.
In addition, fairly large numbers of rim sherds are usually necessary
to make statistically valid correlations or inferences. With our rela
tively snail test pits we were able to get only limited samples of the
total collection of occupation debris from any one mound group. Recog
nizing these inherent limitations in the data, an inspection of vari
ability still seems -warranted.
As presented in the previous chapter, the analysis concentrated
on counts of major form classes; serving forms, large bowls, water
carrying jars, and unslipped jars.

A factor analysis of Late Classic

midden deposits using the same division has already been completed
(Lischka 1968). Eighty-seven samples were used in the analysis, with
samples ranging from 57 to 600 rim sherds (Lischka 1968: 3)o

Rather

anomalous results were produced in that analysis. However, most of
the samples were derived from only four provenience units.

2U9
mound groups: groups with three or more large range type constructions,
but no large associated temples; (3) medium sized mound groups: groups
with three or more structures with mound heights of over one meter; (4)
small and single mound groups: groups with mound heights under one
meter; (5) temples: material from around lone standing temples, such
as the temple at Navajuelal, as well as the Uolantun and Jinibal Proble
matical Deposits. Since these collections probably represent different
activities, and the Navajuelal material may be refuse from nearby mound
groups, this category has been excluded from the analysis.
The two Manik phase samples that were counted (Table 12) show
startling differences.

One sample comes from a small mound group in

the Manik settlement on the south brecha. The collection shows a
relatively low frequency of serving forms, and concomitant higher
frequencies for utilitarian wares. The other sample comes from the
fill of the excavated medium sized structure in the Central Group at
Navajuelal. The fill sample was a relatively pure late Manik collec
tion, while the other Manik sample probably dates to an earlier part
of the Manik phase. There is a strong possibility that the fill sample
came from occupational debris associated with another structure in the
same group. The frequency of serving wares is very high, with a high
proportion of these being small round side bowls. Large bowl fre
quencies are very similar to the other sample, but water carrying jars
and unslipped jars are extremely rare. Unfortunately the secondary
nature of the deposit does not permit great confidence that significant
differences are represented. Another problem is the probable time
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Unfortunately, few test pits from peripheral Tikal produced
samples equivalent in size to those used in the Central Tikal analysis.
Only five test pits in Late Classic deposits produced over 57 rim sherds
with three additional Late Classic samples from the more intensive ex
cavations at Navajuelal. In addition we have two Manik phase samples,
though only one derives from occupational refuse contexts. The great
range of variation in form counts may reflect sampling error, for there
is a great deal of variation within individual sections of large mid
dens in Central Tikal. Despite the sampling problems, the tabulated
data will be presented, though inferences derived from the data must
necessarily be used cautiously.
One possible measure of social and functional differentiation
ie size and complexity of mound groupings.

Given a residential function

for the large mound complexes, an assumption supported by the large
quantities of domestic type refuse associated with most of these struc
tures, we might expect high frequencies of decorated serving vessels
as opposed to cooking and water storage vessels. In contrast we would
expect structures with special functions such as kitchens, to have
higher frequencies of cooking bowls and possibly water and food storage
jars. Small residential structures might be assumed to have inter
mediate frequencies. We thus might expect to have a positive correla
tion between relative social rank and nunber of decorated serving wares.
Mound group size and complexity were assumed to represent dif
ferential social rank. Five basic categories were defined; (l) satellite
sites: sites with both temples and range type structures; (2) large
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Table 12. Percentage of Manik Phase forms,

Provenience
Navajuelal
Fill Sample
No^
%

Form
Classes

South Brecha
House Mound
T~
Nol

Serving forms

27

28

131

66

Large Monochrome bowls

24

25

54

28

Slipped jars

18

19

5

2

Unslipped jars

27

28

8

4

Rim totals

96

198
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differential between the two collections. Still the differences are so
marked that some social if not functional differences seem likely for
the two collections, the simpler from a very small mound group in a
"rural" area, having a rather crude architecturalstyle (William Haviland, personal communication) the inferred elite complex from a large
satellite site.
For the Late Classic period there are more samples with enough
sherds to warrant counting. (For a complete breakdown by major form
class of all samples having over 20 rim sherds see Appendix A.) There
seem to be no significant differences between collections dating from
the Ik and Imix phases. The sherd counts and percentages for each
form class broken down in terms of mound group association as well as
combined frequencies for Central Tikal are presented in Table 13.
From inspection of the table it would seem that social variation is at
least partially reflected in the data. The frequencies of form classes
for small and medium sized groups are very similar, and also close to
the combined provenience frequencies for Central Tikal. Major differ
ences occur in the division between the smaller mound groups and the
large groupings, though the range of frequencies overlap in actual
mound group counts. Serving forms are more common in large groups
while utilitarian forms especially large are less frequent.

The fre

quencies for satellite sites are anomalous. In part this may reflect
the different contexts sampled, for most of the satellite site sherds
come from Navajuelal Central Group excavated structure, which is
actually a medium sized mound using our criteria. Whether such

Table 13. Percentages of forra classes by mound group classification: Late Classic Period,

Form Classes

Satellite
Sites
No.
%

Large Mound
Groups
No.
%

Small and
Medium Mound
Single
Groups
, Mound Groups
No.
No.
%
%

Serving
Forms

101

3k

110

$1

163

la

Large
Monochrome
Bowls

106

35

39

18

103

Water
Carrying
Jars

U5

15

19

9

Unslipped
Jars

k9

16

he

22

Totals

301

21h

Peripheral
Tikal
Percentages

Central
Tikal
Percentages

10k

la

111

k2

26 »

60

2k

26

20

36

9

31

12

11

1U

93

2k

58

23

21

2k

39$
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differences are reflected in collections from larger mounds at the
site cannot be determined. Perhaps functional differences are also
reflected. For the samples from Navajuelal Central Group have very
high frequencies of monochrome redware bowls and jars, much lower
frequencies of serving forms and unslipped jars. Temporal variation
may also be reflected, for there are some indications of an Eznab
occupation at the site.
We must be cautious in our interpretations of the data, as
stressed before. For example, the frequencies for large groups, in
which there are collections from only four proveniences, may be
biased by the very high frequency of decorated forms from one group
having large numbers of sherds. The range of frequency in decorated
forms for large groups is from 38.8$ to 63.3$, the range for medium
sized groups is from 35.7$ to k2%, while the range for small groups
is from 26.1$ to $8,7% (see Appendix A). Over-all figures are very
similar to the pooled Central Tikal figures,though red bowls are more
common, and red jars and unslipped jars are rarer.
There are several other possible measures of social vari
ability. One concerns quantity of ceramics, another ceramic quality.
Quantity of ceramics does seem to vary with size of mound group.
The largest middens came from behind structures in large groups and
satellite sites, primarily large groups. Table lU gives the break
down of distribution of sizes of lots of rim sherds recovered for
each residential structure category. Only groups producing over 20
rim sherds are tabulated. One small and one medium sized group
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Table lU. Rim sherd sample size for classes of mound groups.

Mound Group
Classification

Rim Sherd Sample Size
70+
UO-69
20-39

large Mound Groups and
Satellite Sites

3

2

1

Medium Mound Groups

2

2

1

Small Mound Groups

0

1
3
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producing relatively large amounts of sherds (115 and 1*6) were loca
ted immediately adjacent to a very large complex including many range
type structures. Several of the larger complexes produced evidence
(both from test pits and post holes) of quite extensive middens.
These large middens would definitely imply a residential function
for these groups.

Most of the complexes of this type are located

on the north brecha, especially beyond the earthworks.
In terms of quality, again differences between contexts have
been noticed. However, these distinctions have not been quantified.
One gets the impression that the collections from the larger mound
groups have larger quantities of the small tempered, well fired
serving wares than do smaller groups. This is especially noticeable
for the Ik phase, with its distinctive Saxche paste variant. The
latter paste type is found only in decorated serving wares and pot
tery drums. Higher proportions of this variant were noted for col
lections from the satellite site of Bobal on the south brecha, and
for the large groups at U.6 kilometers and 8.3 kilometers on the
north brecha. However, quantification of this impression is necessary
if we are to use it in our analysis. Differences in tempering fre
quency when tabulated by provenience class were noted with less
frequent temper classes in large groups, but these may be due to the
higher percentage of decorated serving forms associated with the
larger groups.
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Summary

Our analysis of ceramics has tended to support the position
that Maya ceremonial centers and their sustaining areas are definable
entities. This definition is possible by noting marked changes in
intensity of ceramic interaction with regard to utilitarian forms and
types. We also have given evidence indicating marked social dif
ferentiation among residents of mound groups in the peripheries of
Tikal, as well as indicating a residential nature for some of the
largest mound complexes.
We have strengthened the hypothesis that almost all ceramics
were produced by specialists, and that most utilitarian ceramics
were made within the sustaining area of major sites. Several pos
sible means of ceramic distribution have been discussed. The data
tends to indicate the presence of several markets or other distribu
tional agencies within a major sustaining area. The heavily localized
trade in utilitarian forms has been documented, while serving wares
are indicated to have a wider sphere of distribution, especially
finer, better fired decorated wares.
Ceramic data also indicate possible changes in social and
economic organization within the sustaining area through time. The
admittedly scanty evidence from the Manik phase tends to indicate a
relatively great social distance between residents in large groups
and ceremonial centers and the residents in small "rural" hamlets.
Such differences, as reflected in quantity of service dishes are not
as marked for the Late Classic period. Instead there is more

evidence of a continuum in the social hierarchy, with perhaps one
major break between an elite and common class as reflected in differ
ences in assemblages between large and other mound groups. The
tendencies for smaller distribution spheres in utilitarian as well
as serving ceramics during the Late Classic may indicate a tendency
for an increased number of specialists producing pottery, as well as
the oft noted tendency for increasing regionalism in the Late Classic.
The breakdown of Classic Maya society during the Eznab phase
is matched by evidence of a decrease in the number of ceramic
specialists, as shown by increasing size of ceramic trade spheres,
including utilitarian as well as serving wares. Evidence for this
may be seen in the clustering of the Eznab dominated assemblages
for Jimbal and Uolantun as shown in Figure 13.

CHAPTER 9
GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Synthesizing the data from the settlement distribution study
and ceramic analysis, we can delineate trends in the distribution and
structuring of settlement in peripheral Tikal. Speaking in very
general terms, there were long periods of structural uniformity sepa
rated by periods of radical shifts in the organization of settlement.
The earliest occupation in the Tikal region beginning about
800 B.C. seems to have taken the form of small, perhaps shifting,
communities located in areas of maximal agricultural productivity.
Such settlements were widely scattered, but were integrated through
the mechanism of small ceremonial centers. The centers may have
also served as points of redistributing for trade items, for even
these small early communities were tied in with the widespread PanMesoamerican trading systems.
The above pattern seems to have persisted for hundreds of
years with no drastic increase in community size or complexity.
Then there is evidence of major population increase centered on the
older habitation area, during the Late Preclassic period, probably
in the later Cauac phase about O^A.D. 200. It is possible that new
areas were settled during this time with construction of new cere
monial centers on a larger scale. This intensification is reflected
in increased construction. Ceramically, the Late Preclassic is
258
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notable for the uniformity of surface texture and color, forms, and
even technological characteristics, The presence of pottery making
specialists may be inferred, though there may not have been large
numbers of such specialists. A restricted number of ceramic special
ists would explain the uniformity of the recovered assemblages.
Patterns evident in the Late Preclassic seem to continue
during the early Manik phase, with new communities organized around
what had become now rather large ceremonial construction. Such com
munities seem to have been dispersed in nature, and scattered uni
formly along the higher ridges in the preferable agricultural land.
Of interest in terms of social stratification is the possible
association with temples of rather small mound groups, perhaps the
residences of the priests. Such structures are of a size comparable
to that of other house mounds in the settlements. Such communities
consisting of temples and surrounding residences were probably
relatively independent of one another, though similarities in
ceramics would indicate heavy trade among communities, again involv
ing only a few pottery producing specialists.
During late Manik phase, perhaps about A.D. ]+3>0-600, radical
changes are again evident with evidence of a concentration of popula
tion and a concomitant increase in social stratification. Large
palace structures are found in association with newly constructed
temples. Additional large groups constructed during this phase may
include elite residences both xri.th and without temples. This dif
ferentiation is marked by an increase in differences between
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assemblages of ceramics recovered from different size and complexity
mound groups.
The patterns outlined above continue during the Late Classic
period, with a possible increase in size and density of population.
There is a concomitant increase in number of classes or mobility
between classes, as reflected in increased similarities of ceramic
assemblages from many inferred social contexts. The size of commu
nities, and the strength of ties with Sustaining Areas may have
reached a maximum during this period. Ceramics give evidence of
increasing numbers of specialists, and possibly more widespread
trading or redistribution of ceramics, even utilitarian ceramics.
Following this peak of complexity and population, the follow
ing Eznab phase witnesses a drastic decline in population, corres
ponding with a marked decrease in the number of ceramic specialists.
Both serving ware and utilitarian ceramics are probably widely traded
from the few centers maintaining production. The religious patterns
also give evidence of a drastic decrease in priestly specialists,
perhaps through removal to other areas. Following a total abandon
ment of the region, there is a probable short term reoccupation.
The reoccupation may have been on a part-time or seasonal basis.
There is no indication of resident specialists in ceramics.
Conclusions
The present study, especially the ceramic analysis section,
has been exploratory in nature. When the analysis was begun, it was
hoped (devoutly) that significant variation between geographical

areas and differing social contexts would be proved, confirming the
rather vague "hunches" derived from inspection of the ceramics.
Because of the structuring and limited financial resources of the
Sustaining Area Project rigorous testing of various models of ceramic
distribution and structural organization of settlements in general
was not possible. Yet this does not negate the value of the study.
Any scientific discipline progresses in its power of predictability
through the discovery of new ways of understanding a body of data —
the recognition of a certain potential in the data (induction); the
formulation of statements or hypotheses to explain the data (theory
or concept formation); the deduction of other testable consequences
of the theory or models derived from the theory (deduction) and the
confirmation or disproof of these consequences (testing).
The present study has been concerned mainly with the first
portions of the above sequence.

Exploratory studies usually tend to

be of this nature. We have in a manner tested some aspects of our
models of ceramic distribution, though this testing is at a fairly
low level of abstraction. We have shown the inadequacies of the
models proposed, and suggested revisions that may help explain
variability in a larger number of cases.
The next step would be to test out the consequences of the
revised model either with additional data either from Tikal or from
elsewhere in the Maya Lowlands. We have not yet uncovered all
relevant information from our own body of data concerning ceramic
interaction and social and functional differentiation in peripheral

Tikal. Various possibilities for further work suggest themselves
including refined cluster analysis within form categories and factor
analyses by geographical area and inferred social position. Going
beyond ceramics, we might check distributions of other items. Other
items distributed through markets might confirm, reject, or modify
the models derived from analysis of ceramics alone. Flint, for
example, either unworked, partially prepared, or in the form of
finished products, may have been so traded. Preliminary analysis
of raw and partially worked flint from the test pits of the south
brecha seemed to indicate fair homogeneity of flint varieties within
sampling areas and greater differences between areas. This would
tend to support the model derived from ceramics alone, if such flint
was also traded in the same manner as ceramics (M. Witter, personal
communication). We might expect to see more similarities in other
aspects of material culture among settlements within the larger
ceramic interaction sphere in comparison with those outside such a
sphere. We have potentially confirmed data in terms of architecture
and elite or religious manifestations. Thus, the architecture and
style of stela carving frcm the site of Jimbal closely resemble ex
amples on the same time level from Central Tikal. On the other hand,
both the architecture of the main temple at Navajuelal (Central
Group) and the associated caches differ somewhat from the Central
Tikal patterns on the same time horizon.
We could enumerate other possible tests for our model. For
the future we might also wish to exercise better control over
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temporal and social factors, or try to more completely eliminate
sampling bias by excavating on a much larger scale. If the data in
this study is of any use, it will eventually be shown incomplete in
some way. let there now is a body of interpreted data from which
to build more sophisticated concepts and hypotheses.
As a conclusion, trying to explain the relevance of the
present study to archaeological studies outside the Maya area and
Mesoamerica, I will quote from David Aberle:
What seems to emerge...is a picture of increased speciali
zation of production, increased community size, decreased
number of suitable locations, given the increased special
ization and increased size, and perhaps increased competition
for suitable sites. This parallel development for numerous
areas invites further analysis and comparison and promises
to provide us with new empirical and theoretical approaches
in the area of cultural evolution and ecology to which
archeology will make a unique contribution (Aberle, in
Binford and Binford 1968: 35>9).
The data from peripheral Tikal adds another area to this
generalization. Future studies in the Lowland Maya area would do
well to explore the ramifications of the above statement, to try
to arrive at processes causing such convergences.

APPENDIX A
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
The following sections list the stylistic technological or
function attributes and the values of each used in the initial analysis
for ceramics.
I. Stylistic Attributes
Wall Orientation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Direct
Slightly inflaring
Slight to medium inflaring
Medium inflaring
Very inflaring
Slightly outflaring
Slight to medium outflaring
Medium outflaring
Very outflaring

Wall Curvature
1.
2.
3.
4*
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Straight
Slightly incurving
Slight to medium incurving
Medium incurving
Very incurving
Slightly outcurving
Slight to medium outcurving
Medium outcurving
Very outcurving

Wall Thickness
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Thin
Medium-thin
Medium
Medium-thick
Thick
Very thick
26U
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D. Lip Orientation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6o
7.

Direct
Slightly inverted
Medium inverted
Very inverted
Slightly everted
Medium everted
Very everted

£• Lip Thickness
1.
2.
3•
4.
5«
6.

Unmodified
Slightly thinned
Medium thinned
Slightly thickened
Medium thickened
Very thickened

F. Lip Shape
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Rounded
Oval
Flattened
Beveled to Interior
Beveled to exterior
Beveled to horizontal
Triangular shaped flange
Dished flange
Roll

G-. Plastic Decoration or Modification
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Plain
Groove or incision
Impressions
Fillet
Ridge
Basal flange
Annular base
Foot or foot scar
Medial flange

H. Types of Decoration
1.
2»
3.
4.
5.

Plain ridge
Wide notched ridge
Castellated ridge
Finger impressions
Reed impressions
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I. Depth or Height of Decoration
1.
2.
3•
4.
5•
6.
7.
8.

Deep
Medium depth
Shallow
Low
Medium
Medium high
High
Very high

J. Width of Decoration
1. Wide
2. Medium width
3« Narrow
K. Neck Height
1.
2.
3•
4.
5.
6.

Low
Medium low
Medium
Medium high
High
Very high

L. Exterior Slip Color
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Red
Orange-red
Orange
Brown
Gray-brown
Gray-red
Cream-buff
Black
Polychrome

M. Interior Slip Color
1.
2.
3.
4.
5•
6.
7.
8.
9.

Red
Orange-red
Orange
Brown
Gray-brown
Gray-red
Cream-buff
Black
Polychrome

Technological Attributes
A. Completeness of Firing
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Complete
Slightly incomplete
Moderately incomplete
Medium incomplete
Very incomplete
Overfiring

B. Differential Firing
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

None
Present(?)
Very slight
Medium
Heavy
Lip vs. body
Fire clouding

Paste Color — Exterior
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Pink
Tan
Yellow
Buff
Orange-buff
Light gray
Medium gray
Blackish gray
Black

Paste Color — Interior or Core
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Pink
Tan
Yellow
Buff
Orange-buff
Light gray
Medium gray
Blackish gray
Black

E. Calcite Inclusion Quality
1.
2.
3.
4.

Opaque
Semi-translucent-opaque
Semi-translucent
Clear
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F. Paste Texture — Majority of Inclusions (using
comparison stick)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
G-.

Very fine
Fine
Medium-fine
Medium-fine to Medium
Medium
Medium coarse
Medium coarse-coarse
Coarse
Very coarse

Paste Texture — Minority of Inclusions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5*
6.
7.
8.
9.

Very fine
Fine
Medium-fine
Medium-fine to Medium
Medium
Medium coarse
Medium coarse-coarse
Coarse
Very coarse

H. Temper Frequency
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
Io

0-4#
5-9#
10-14#
15-19#
20-24#
25-29#
30-34#
35-39#
40# 4-

Major Inclusions
1.
2.
3o
4.
5.
6.

None
Manganese
Golden Mica
Red particles
Silver particles
Blackish particles
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J. Minor Inclusions
I,
20
3.
4«
5«
6.

None
Manganese
Golden Mica
Red particles
Silver particles
Blackish particles

K. Quantity of Major Inclusions
1. Heavy
2. Medium
3. Light
III. Functional Attributes — Vessel Form Classification
A. Form 10'S — Vases, Plates, and Bowls (Serving Forms)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Form
Form
Form
Form
Form
Form

10
11
12
13
14
15

—
—
—
—
—
—

straight side vase (Ik, mainly Imix)
incurving rim vase (mainly Ik)
Tripod flat bottomed plate (mainly Imix)
Tripod round bottomed plate (mainly Ik).
straight sided bowls
round bottomed bowls

B. Form 20'S — Incurving Rim Large Bowls
1. Form 21 — sharply inverted rim
2. Form 22 — medium inverted rim
3. Form 23 — slightly inverted to normal rim
C.

Form 30'S — Narrow Orfice Slipped Jars
1. Form 30 — xiegular neck
2. Form 31 — bulging neck (Eznab Phase only)

D. Form 40'S — Wide Orfice Unslipped Jars
1. Form 40 — no subdivision
The following section presents the revised list of attributes
and their values used in the computer analysis. Rim sherd totals are
included in parentheses after each classification. A total of 1295 rim
sherds were analyzed.
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A. Geographical Location
1. Navajuelal and 10-12 kilometer South Brecha (359)
2. 3-7 kilometers South Brecha (98)
3. 2-3 kilometers South Brecha (eliminated for cluster
analysis) (0)
4. Uolantun (34) •
5. 2-4.5 kilometers North Brecha (152)
6. 4*5-6.5 kilometers North Brecha (208)
7* 6.5-915 kilometers North Brecha (264)
8. 11-12 kilometers North Brecha (166) 9. Jimbal (14)
B. Mound Classification
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Satellite site (301)
Large Mound Group (215)
Medium Mound Group (395)
Small Mound Group (234)
Single Mound (19)
. (4 and 5 combined for cluster
Temple and Ceremonial (131)
analysis)

C. Form Classification
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Form 10 (97)
Form 11 (103)
Form 12 (123)
Form 13 (124)
Form 14 (56)
Form 15 (12)
Form 21 (86)
Form 22 (102)
Form 23 (175)
Form 30 (146)
Form 40 (265)

D. Wall Orientation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Direct (64)
Slightly inflaring (163)
Slight-medium inflaring. (64)
Medium inflaring (106)
Very inflaring (33)
Slightly outflaring (189)
Slight-medium outflaring.(154)
Medium outflaring (300)
Very outflaring (147)
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E. Wall Curvature
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Straight (226)
Slightly incur'ving (311)
Slight to medium incur'ving (92)
Medium to very incurving (59)
Slightly outcurving (311)
Slight-medium outcurving (114)
Medium to very outcurving (75)

F. Wall Thickness
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Thin (20)
Medium-thin (321)
Medium (596)
Medium-thick (181)
Thich-very thick (50)

G. Lip Orientation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Direct (680)
Slightly inverted (109)
Medium inverted (70)
Very inverted (58)
Slightly everted (139)
Medium everted (58)
Very everted (57)

H. Lip Thickness
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Unmodified (344)
Medium thinned (45)
Slightly thinned (301)
Slightly thickened (242)
Medium thickened (170)
Very thickened (72)

I. Lip Shape
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7»
8.
9.

Rounded (506) )
Oval (1)
) coinki-ned for cluster analysis
Flattened (328)
Beveled to interior (15)
Beveled to exterior (18)
Beveled to horizontal (83)
Triangular shaped flange (37)
Dished flange (49)
Roll (135)

21.2
J. Form 20 Decoration
1.
2.
3.
4.

Plain (152)
Groove (62)
Impressions (91)
Fillet (40)

K. Form 20 Decoration Depth (J, 2 and 3)
1. Deep (18)
2. Medium depth (55)
3. Shallow (60)
L. Form 20 Decoration Width (J, 2, 3, and 4)
1. Wide (40)
2. Medium width (78)
3. Narrow (52)
M. Completeness of Firing
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Complete (879)
Slightly incomplete (173)
Moderately incomplete (80)
Medium incomplete (69)
Very incomplete (56)
Qtferfiring (36)

N. Differential Firing
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Absent (824)
Slight (255)
Medium (84)
Heavy (17)
Lip vs. body (113)

0. Fire Clouding
1. Present (70)
2. Absent (1223)
P. Inclusion Quality
1.
2.
3.
4.

Opaque (1183)
Semi-translucent-opaque (108)
Semi-translucent (3)
Clear (0) eliminated for cluster analysis
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Q. Pate Texture
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Very fine (0) eliminateu for cluster analysis
Fine (29)
Medium-fine (110)
Medium-fine-medium (466)
Medium (175)
Medium coarse (315)
Medium-coarse-coarse (65)
Coarse (118)
) conjb^ne(i for ciuster analysis
Very coarse (13) )

R. Temper Frequency
1.
2
3*
4.
5.
6.
7.
8

0-4* (1) )
, . ..
, ,
, .
5-9* (21) )c0™3111^ f°r cluster analysis
10-14* (253)
15-19* (700)
20-24* (200)
25-29* (80)
(30-35* (35) ) coir .;i. nec . -or , .
...
35*- (4)
) 'fr - '- ^ cluster analysis

S. Type of Inclusions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Calcite (1290) eliminated for cluster analysis
Manganese (237)
Golden mica (283)
Red particles (21)
Silver particles (0) eliminated for cluster analysis
Blackish particles (55)

T. Quantity of Manganese
1. Heavy manganese (8) )
2. Medium manganese (28))
3. Light manganese (199)

.
for cluster analysis

U. Quantity of Golden Mica
1. Heavy mica (48)
2. Medium mica (35)
3. Light mica (202)
V. Neck and Wall Height
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Low (24)
Low-medium (23)
Medium (24)
Medium-high (12) ) con b:Lned
.
.
for cluster analysis
High (8)
) i
Very high (0) eliminated for cluster analysis

Table 15• Form frequencies for individual mound groups:
Satellite Sites
South Brecha
128H-P
129H-V
No.
j
No.
Jf

131P-Q
No.
3

Large Mound Groups
North Brecha
137P
137D
137H
No.
No.
No.

22

10

32

68

28

41

8

26

6

9

13

4

13

15

17

25

9

29

Form Classes

128A-G
No.
%

Serving Forms

32

25

9

27

15

Large Bowls

47

36

17

52

Narrow
Orfice Jars

29

22

2

Wide
Orfice Jars

22

17

5

Total

130

33

satellite sites and large mound groups

69

31

64

22

44

35

39

8

13

26

26

29

8

8

16

12

9

10

22

21

9

18

20

22

107

50

90

Table 16. Form frequencies for individual mound groups: medium sized mound groups.

Form Classes

South Brecha
130
134E
No.
%
No.
%

136S
No.
%

137Q
No.
%

Serving Forms

27

43

31

38

31

45

46

40

9

Large Bowls

19

30

25

31

17

25

34

30

Narrow
Orfice Jars

5

8

12

15

11

16

9

Wide
Orfice Jars

12

19

13

16

10

14

26

Total

63

81

69

115

Kortha Brecha
146D
No.
%

137X
No.
%

137V
No.

45

10

37

17

50

2

10

7

26

5

14

8

2

10

1

4

4

12

23

7

35

9

33

8

23

20

27

34

Table 17. Form frequencies for individual mound groups: small and single mound groups.*

South Brecha
136A
No.
%

136M
No.
%

North Brecha
137Y
137G
No.
%
No.
%

Form Classes

131V
No.
%

Serving Forms

27

$9

6

26

16

k2

16

52

9

32

Large Bowls

5

11

9

39

5

13

h

13

12

U3

Narrow
Orfice Jars

3

6

3

13

k

11

6

19

3

10

Wide
Orfice Jars

11

2k

5

22

lU

37

5

16

U

lU

Total

ii6

23

39

31

28

*Form counts for all test pits producing over 20 rim sherds. (For key to sub-operation
provenience see list following table.)
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Satellite Sites
128 A- G- Sherds from excavations of smallish structures S3(S) -1 *23
in Central Group at Navajuelal. Mainly occupational
debris in and around structure. Structure has one-third
wall height, masonry walls and benches.
128 H- P- Sherds from excavations in and around very small struc
ture SE(S)-1j28 adjacent to above structure — Central
Group, Navajuelal.
129 H- V- Sherds from Late Tepeu midden adjoining "Reviewing
Stand" probable ceremonial structure SE(3)-U33 ~
Central Group, Navajuelal.
131 P- Q- Sherds from test pits in construction fill under terrace
in back of medium sized mound group SE(S)-277. BobalNorthern Group.
Large Mound Groups
137 D-

Sherds from test pit in back of small low mound in com
plex of large range-type structures NW(N)-l32/ll;0
adjacent to the northern earthworks, U.7 kilometers
north of Central Tikal.

137 H-

Sherds from test pit at side of large range type struc
ture in group of large range type structures plus a
medium sized temple, structures NE(N)-?0/l00, 5.6 kilo
meters north of Central Tikal.

137 P-

Sherds from test pit at side of small low mound in group
consisting mainly of large to medium sized range-type
structures NW(N)-239-2U3, 8.3 kilometers north Sf Central
Tikal.

Medium Mound Groups
130-

Sherds from excavations in and around a medium sized
structure and associated kitchen, structures SE(S)-li09
and UlO, Northern Group, Navajuelal.

13U E-

Sherds from test pit at side of medium sized mound —
small-medium sized mounds in group of three, structures
SE(S)-211/213, some 2.3 kilometers south of Central Tikal.

136 S-

Sherds from test pit at side of small structure in group
containing one range-type structure, structures NE(N)bb/bQ, 3.2 kilometers north of Central Tikal.
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137 Q-

Sherds from test pit beside medium sized mound (near
137P) in group of medium and small sized mounds, struc
tures NW(N)-250/255, 8.2 kilometers north of Central
Tikal.

lU6 D- '

Test pit at side of medium sized mound in group of four
medium sized mounds, structures NE(N)-135/9^0, 11.5
kilometers north of Central Tikal.

137 X-

Test pit at side of small mound in group of small and
medium sized mounds, structures NW(N)-267/270, near 11
kilometers north of Central Tikal.

137 V-

Test pit at side of medium sized mound in group of small
and medium sized mounds, structures NE(N)-178, 11.8
kilometers north of Central Tikal.

Small and Single Mound Groups
131 V-

Test pit in back of small mound, structure SE(S)-308 in
three small mound groups near a large complex of rangetype structures, U.7 kilometers south of Central Tikal.

136 A-

Sherds from test pit at side of small mound in group of
four mounds, 1.7 kilometers north of Central Tikal,
Square ID, N 1680, E 150.

136 M-

Test pit at side of small mound in group of two small
mounds, structure NE(N)-22/23, 3.6 kilometers north of
Central Tikal.

137 G-

Test pit at side of small mound in group of three small
mounds, structures NE(N)-31j/86, 5.2 kilometers north of
Central Tikal.

137 Y-

Test pit at side of small mound in group of two small
mounds, structures N3(N)-l5l/l52, 11.5 kilometers north
of Central Tikal.
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